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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this Return to Competition Stage Three Return to Elite Socially Distanced
Competition Guidance is to provide Clubs with information to support the practical application
of their obligations and ensure the safest possible Stadium environment for Matchday delivery
in a socially distanced manner.
This guidance should be read in conjunction with the Matchday Protocol which sets out
obligations binding on Clubs, the principles that will determine the safe and successful delivery
of Socially Distanced competition and the terms that are applied throughout the document.
Capitalised terms not otherwise defined within this Return to Socially DistancedCompetition
Stage Three Guidance bare the meanings given to them in the EFL Regulations.
As defined within the Matchday Protocol introduction, if a League Match is required to be played
at a neutral venue, the League and the two participating Clubs will enter into good faith
discussions to determine who assumes the obligations imposed on the Home Club in the
Matchday Protocol.
The guidance covers considerations for Clubs in addition to the obligations across core areas of
Matchday delivery, including: Security Operation, Venue Operations and Control, Matchday
Procedures and Broadcast and Media and is intended to be a live document with updates made
when policy changes.
Clubs should consider the future impact of access for socially distanced supporters in stadia
when formulating their operational plans under Stage 3 guidance.
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PART ONE PRE-MATCHDAY PREPARATIONS

COVID-19 STADIUM OPERATIONS OFFICER
Each Club should have a designated Covid-19 Stadium Operations Officer who may be the same as
the Clubs designated Covid-19 Officer who shall be responsible for the oversight of the risk and
mitigation planning, communicating information to all user groups and ensuring the necessary
standards are met in relation to the playing of fixtures.

SAFETY CERTIFICATE
The Sports Ground Safety Authority have confirmed that the general requirements contained
within the General Safety Certificate will be applicable.
Appendix 5 and Appendix 6.
It is anticipated that Clubs and Stadium Owners will have maintained the upkeep of the grounds
and the stadium. Even so, there will be a number of considerations to take into account to ensure
that matches can be played whilst maintaining the safety of players, coaches, staff, broadcasters,
media and contractors.
Clubs should consult with their certifying authority at the earliest opportunity to determine what
amendments should be required to the Safety Certificate in order to comply with any local
authority stipulated changes resulting from Government Guidance.

OPERATIONAL PLAN
The operational plan for the ground should be revised to consider the impact of Covid-19 and
additional measures that need to be in place to manage the health, safety and well-being of all
staff, players, coaches, broadcasters, media and contractors.
It should be evaluated for compliance against statutory authority requirements, including the
Health and Safety at Work Act 1974.
Consideration should be given to the access and egress arrangements for all parties, taking into
account the matchday operations procedures that feature later in this document and also the
possible future return of spectators to the ground.
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A map of the stadium defining all areas/zones, routes and access and egress points should be
produced. This should clearly set out the Red, Amber and Green zones. The principle of the
stadium map at Appendix 1 should apply.
Each of these zones should have unique protocols and procedures related to them and access to
and between the zones should only be permitted to Cleared Individuals with appropriate
accreditation.
Clubs should establish a security plan that ensures access to the Stadium and defined zones is only
granted to Cleared Individuals. Security management should monitor, record and quality assure
adherence to the Matchday Protocol. All security staff should wear a face covering in all zones
they are employed.
The operational plan should give consideration to the management, movement and scheduling
of all user groups and vehicles within the stadium to allow for minimised interaction and social
distancing.
Emergency evacuation plans should be addressed to ensure social distancing measures can be
maintained wherever possible.
Social distancing strategies should be devised to ensure a safe working environment for all those
present. This should be produced in-conjunction with the medical, media and player welfare
departments at the Club and should consider contractors on site from broadcast partners and
contractors.

RISK ASSESSMENTS
All aspects of the operational plan should be fully risk assessed. This may require new risk
assessments taking place for new processes implemented due to the risk of Covid-19.
New occupational health measures will need to be identified and implemented both to aid
compliance with Government guidelines on social distancing and to directly reduce the risk of
inadvertent viral transmission.
As outlined in the Matchday Protocol, Clubs are required to submit a multi-disciplinary risk
-19 Stadium Risk



Identify hazard risks which may compromise the health of any or all Cleared Individuals at the
Stadium



Identify all measures to mitigate the risks identified, including the optimisation of social
distancing and all Government recommended hygiene measures throughout
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As part of the Return to Training Protocol (
Risk Assessment Template (Annex 2 of the RTTP). It is suggested this document is used as an
informal resource for Clubs to build upon and modify in the preparation of their COVID-19 Stadium
Risk Assessment.
Clubs should continue to produce operational risk assessments and risk control mitigation
measures in advance of each League Match and they should be reviewed and updated after every
match as required.

HEALTH AND SAFETY CHECKS
Usual pre-match health and safety checks should take place for the areas to be used as part of the
matchday operations. Any checks that fail will need to be remedied or mitigated for ahead of the
fixture.

MEDICAL PLAN
A full medical plan will need to be produced that includes all aspects relating to Covid-19. Advice
and guidance in this respect should be sought from the relevant medical authorities including the
Clubs own medical team. It is likely that there will be a number of new processes to consider. As a
minimum, these should include the following:










process for self-reporting/self-declaration (questionnaire example, see Annex 2)
consideration of temperature check on entering the stadium / multiple entry / testing
points at the discretion of the Club
process for staff displaying symptoms / provision of isolation room
self-isolation policy
hygiene policies and procedures
minimum medical staff required (both on pitch and off pitch)
equipment required on site including first aid facilities / ambulances where required
under the Regulations etc.
processes for social distancing throughout stadium
PPE requirements including donning and doffing areas and safe disposal of used PPE
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGAMENT LOCAL AUTHORITY/POLICE/MEDICAL/FIRE
It is important that Clubs continue to engage with their key stakeholders ahead of any fixture.
This would include organisations such as the local authority, fire brigade, medical authority and
police.
Plans for managing the ground and Zone Ex should be shared to ensure everyone is aware and any
concerns can be raised and addressed.

STADIUM CLEANING
A full deep clean of the stadium (including benches, control room, staff areas, media areas etc.)
will take place prior to each match day and at the end of each match day. Special attention to be
paid to high contact surface such as door handles and light switches.
On-going cleaning of some areas is also expected to be required i.e. toilets, entrances etc. and
personal and hand hygiene facilities should be available around the Stadium.
A document detailing all hygienic/health measures adopted by each Club ground shall be
produced by each Club ahead of any match. This document should be shared with the EFL, PGMOL
and the visiting Club and should be made available to other authorities on request.
Clubs should follow the Government cleaning guidelines for non-healthcare settings:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/covid-19-decontamination-in-non-healthcaresettings

SIGNAGE
Given the new procedures in place on match day, it is important that adequate signage is in place
to direct staff, Match Officials and teams to where they need to go. Anywhere that you expect
people to queue i.e. entrances to the stadium, accreditation points; floors should be marked with
tape to show safe waiting distances in line with the government guidelines of 2m. Any one-way
systems should be clearly marked

STAFF & CONTRACTORS
Staffing numbers should be considered in-line with the maximum numbers set out in the
matchday operations protocol.
Risk and mitigation plans should be conveyed to all staff and contractors and they must be given
the opportunity to actively opt-in to a return to domestic competition. In addition, information
should be provided to all staff members with regard to processes and protocols in place.
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Screening of all individuals prior to entry into the stadium should be in place. This should include
a Covid-19 symptom questionnaire and self-declaration that they have not be in contact with
someone who has tested positive for or has displayed symptom of Covid-19 within the past 14
days.
At the Clubs discretion, a medical service with temperature scanner chould be present at each
entrance of the stadium. All those allowed to access the stadium may be required to have their
temperature scanned. Should a person display an elevated temperature reading then that person
may be refused entry / taken to the isolation room.
All individuals must abide by PHE guidelines whilst away from the Stadium.
Clubs should provide advice and support in relation to mental health and well-being that can be
accessed by all staff.
Clubs may wish to produce a code of behaviour that sets out guidelines for everyone whilst they
are in the Stadium. This should detail how any breaches of protocol are dealt with.
Facilities should be made available to staff only where required. These should include toilet
facilities, a prayer room, and staff refreshment/rest areas.
Social distancing measures should be put in place in all these areas and hygiene processes,
including cleaning after use should be introduced. Anti-bacterial hand gel should be available at
the entrance to each of these areas.
If providing food to staff members, this should be provided in accordance with Government
guidelines.
Considerations should be made to relay information on aspects of the above to contractors in
advance. Clubs should also confirm any individual protocols contractors have in place to meet
their minimum guidelines within the Stadium.
Clubs and broadcaster/contractors should work together to ensure the required access is
available, screening protocols are applied and social distancing requirements are maintained.
Risk assessments in this area may need to be revisited. There is a duty of care required by the Club
to personnel working on site on behalf of broadcasters / contractors.
It is anticipated that broadcasters/contractors will require access to grounds ahead of match day
to set up. Confirmation of what and who this will be provided in advance.

ACCREDITATION
A robust accreditation process should be put in place that ensures only staff relevant to the
matchday operation gain access to the stadium and the different zones/areas within.
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Clubs may wish to use the accreditation process as a vehicle to get individuals to self-certify, optin to returning to football and adherence with the new processes and protocols in place.

CONTINGENCIES
Appropriate consideration should be given to contingency measures, particularly in the event
that key personnel present at the stadium displaying Covid-19 symptoms.

COUNTER TERRORISM
The threat to the UK from terrorism is Substantial, which means an attack is likely.
There is no direct threat against the football industry, but there is against all crowded places. Due
to this a number of measures have been put in place at stadia across the UK and all clubs have
match day Counter Terrorism plans in place.
It is common sense to assume that any resumption of the football season will present a potential
risk from acts of terrorism and other crimes.
There has been a significant time lapse since the season was suspended and there has been no
possibility due to lockdown of conducting tabletop exercises to test operational plans. Clubs are
advised to review their plans for security of building, protection of players, search regimes (prior
to fixture and people entering the stadium) and management of Zone Ex.

ZONE EX
Clubs should have an individual with specific responsibility for managing the Zone Ex area. Clubs
should consider how this area will be managed and what mitigations need to be put in place.
Consideration needs to be given to Zone Ex, particularly in relation to the prospect of supporters
arriving at the stadium for behind closed doors matches in the hope they may gain access to the
ground or to support their team. Staff working in this area should be briefed on the legal rights
that people have to be there and be encouraged to engage with people in a friendly and
professional manner.
A response plan should be in place for unauthorised attempts to gain entry to the Stadium and
engaging with people outside.
Clubs should consider fan ambassadors (Club Staff) at key locations to engage with supporters
should there be a requirement to do so.
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PART TWO MATCHDAY OPERATIONS

Whilst a great deal of work will go into the pre-matchday stadium operations, there are a number
of protocols that will only be implemented on the match day itself.

STAFFING (Cleared Individuals)
All staff should travel directly from their homes to the ground in their own vehicles where
possible.
Staff should arrive at work dressed ready and personal items should not be brought on site but
should be left in their own vehicles.
Clubs should consider staggered arrival times and departures for all personnel arriving at the
stadium on match day. A timetable should be produced as part of the Operational Plan.
Certain key roles will require contingency staff to be available.
To aid compliance with medical protocols and reduce the risk of viral transmission,
attendance should be minimised wherever possible and be limited to those defined by the
League and Clubs as essential for Matchday Delivery.
Generally staff will be instructed to remain in their assigned zone on matchdays. This is especially
important for the players and immediate backroom staff who should remain strictly within their
group and minimise any contact outside the Red Zone.
Alternative methods of communication should be considered and used if possible before staff
cross between zones. Where there is a necessity for staff to cross between zones, time in the new
working area should be limited as much as possible.
Numbers of staff involved should be constantly reviewed with the aim of reducing numbers to the
absolute minimum while ensuring that the site and match operations are able to operate in a safe
and efficient way.
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The process for defining numbers by zone is as follows:

Red Zone
Players, Coaching
& Medical Staff ,
PGMOL Staff and

Players and Staff normally within the training ground bubble , PGMOL

additional staff as

and UK Anti-Doping, essential staff to the matchday operation of the

defined by the

Red Zone and those required access for EFL Live Matches

League (See
table)
Amber and Green Zones
Club Defined
within Protocol

Club Defined

Clubs shall risk assess capacity, keeping numbers to those essential to the
operation
and to
meet risk
minimum
broadcast
and media
contractual
Clubs
shall
assess
capacity,
keeping
numbers to those essential to
obligations. Guidance below.

within Protocol

the operation and to meet minimum broadcast and media contractual
obligations. Clubs should consider the impact of a return to supporters
to grounds when utilizing areas in the Amber Zone.

SCOUTS
It is recommended that Clubs allow access to 1 scou
opponents
on a reciprocal arrangement. In addition there is an expectation that Clubs will accommodate
up to 2 National Association Scouts. All Scouts should only have access to the Amber Zone.
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Group

Playing
Staff
Matchday
Staff
Media

Clea red I n div idua ls

Doping

EFL Li ve
M at c he s

Des cription

Players per team

N o Lim it

All playing staff required for match day

Coaching/Medical /Football Staff per team

N o Lim it

All coaching and medical staff required for match day

Security/Stewarding/Stadium Infrastructure

N o Lim it

Home Club to risk assess on an individual basis.

Club Media per team

4

2 x Home Club Reps , 2 x Away Club Reps

5

To inclue the Observer

Doping Control Officer

6

Up to a maximum of 6

Host Broadcaster

3

Match Manager

1

Should wear appropriate PPE and maintain social distance. Liv e M a tches On ly

HD Signs

2

Staff to put out live match assets - all should wear appropriate PPE and maintain
social distance. Liv e M a tches On ly

Officials Match Officials
Control

Tota l Zon e Acces s

Floor Manager, Stedi-Cam Operator and Assistant - all should wear appropriate
PPE and maintain social distance. Liv e M a tches On ly.
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ACCREDITATION
Clubs will continue to produce their own passes for all Cleared Individuals with the exception of
Broadcast and Media personnel who will continue to use the i-PBS Accreditation System.
As per the i-PBS Accreditation System changes described below, Clubs will be expected to add a
Red, Amber and Green Zone Special Access Dispensation passes to their system.

i-PBS Accreditation System
The i-PBS on-line accreditation system will continue to manage Broadcast and Media
accreditation; however, the accessible zones will be reduced to reflect the new working
restrictions.
The key changes are as follows:


Stadium access to be changed to TV compound access (Green Zone instead of blue)



Pitchside access to be changed to Stadium access (Amber Zone instead of green)



Gantry, TV Studio and Press Box remain as operational zones
w access colour


assigned


Press Conference, Press Lounge, Mixed Zone, Observation Seat to be removed

The i-PBS will mirror the Red, Amber and Green zoning system through the addition of Special
Access Dispensations (SAD) pass, which can be printed from the system alongside the standard
matchday pass.
An additional Tunnel Rigging SAD will be added to the system and all other SADs will be removed.
Please note that all rigging in the Red Zone must be completed 3.5 hours before Kick-Off.
Media and Broadcast will be able to apply for accreditation via the i-PBS and Clubs will be able to
accept or decline media requests as usual.
Accredited lists of staff who have access to the match should be provided to the visiting club
Covid-19 Officer and EFL if requested.
Photo identification should be produced on collection of match day accreditation to ensure the
appropriate personnel access the stadium.
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ENTRANCES & EXITS
The matchday operational plan should identify which entrances and exits are in use on the day. It
is recommended that personnel exit via a different point that they entered the stadium and there
is a one way system around the stadium.
It is recommended that there are separate entry and exit points for Red, Amber and Green zone
Cleared Individuals.
All entrances and exits should be clearly signed and fully cleaned both ahead of and after use.

ZONE EX
It is likely that significant consideration will be given to Zone Ex as part of the pre-match day
planning.
It is essential that Clubs manage Zone Ex as they would do on a normal matchday and ensure that
they continue to work in partnership with key stakeholders in respect of operational activity in
this area.
Face mask should be worn by staff working in this area and social distancing should be maintained
at all times.

MEDIA ARRANGEMENTS (to be read in conjunction with the Media Protocol at Appendix 2)
With EFL fixtures having to be operate in a socially distanced way, considerations have been given
to the practicalities and potential limitations that may impact working media who traditionally
cover each fixture across broadcast, print and online outlets. The principle that a reasonable level
of attendance by news-gatherers for the creation and provision of independent coverage is
supported as a means to provide valuable visibility to sports brands, sponsors and partners.
Discussions have been had with the NMC in this respect as to the expectations of their members,
ts holding media.
The protocols in respect of the Media can be found at Appendix 2

COMMERCIAL
EFL Match Managers will be present at televised matches. A risk assessment of their duties will be
provided prior to match day which will need to be checked and returned to the Match Manager,
along with any relevant Club protocols to be followed and approval from the Club that the Match
Manager can attend. The process must be completed prior to any visit to the Club being
undertaken.
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Centre circle mats, line-up backdrops and ball plinths will be used at live matches where
possible. HD Signs will be on site to facilitate the placement of these assets and will be in touch
prior to each live match to arrange access. They will provide their own Risk Assessment for Club
review.
Moveable Perspex interview backdrops will be provided to each club. These backdrops must be
used for all pre- and post-match interviews until further notice.

GOAL LINE TECHNOLOGY
Goal line technology will be in place for all Championship fixtures.
Further information on the Hawkeye operations for BCD fixtures can be found in the Guidance
section at Appendix 3.

SOCIAL DISTANCING
Social distancing measures should be observed at all times other than on pitch during the match.
Anyone not observing social distancing requirements should be warned and possibly ejected
from the Stadium / not permitted to attend future fixtures.

TESTING
All persons will be expected to self-isolate if they have been in contact with a suspected or
confirmed case of COVID-19, and quarantine in line with Government guidance if they have been
abroad. They must not enter the premises if they report or display symptoms consistent with
COVID-19 infection. At the Clubs discretion a temperature screening service could be present at
each entrance of the stadium. Where present, a base line should be agreed with your Covid-19
Medical Officer. All those allowed access to the stadium may have their temperature scanned.
Should person display an elevated temperature reading then that person may be refused entry /
taken to the isolation room.
Social distancing should be maintained at each testing point.
Where a person displays a temperature and is refused entry, a thorough clean of that area must
take place ahead of anyone else accessing it.
Should this be defined as a key role the role contingency contact should be instructed to make
their way to the stadium.
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DOPING CONTROL FACILITY
In order to enable the testing process to take place, at least one facility must be provided which
allows a 2 metre distance to be maintained between the Player, doping control personnel (DCP)
and any third parties at all times. Where absolutely necessary, this may be temporarily relaxed
to one metre (no less) but only for a short period of time.

The following provides further details on considerations to take into account in order to enable
social distancing to be implemented at all times of the doping control process:
•

Facilities should comprise a waiting area, processing area and toilet facilities for sample
collection.

•

If two rooms can be provided to enable players to go through the doping control process
simultaneously, this would be ideal.

•

The same room can be used as a waiting and processing area, as long as the facility enables
social distancing.

•

Whilst matches are being behind closed doors, areas that would not normally be suitable
as a Doping Control Station could be considered e.g. corporate boxes, media rooms,
offices.

•

The toilet facilities must be large enough to accommodate a member of DCP and the Player
and allow the DCP to witness sample provision whilst maintaining the appropriate social
distance. Disabled toilets or urinals could be a suitable facility for the sample collection
stage of the process.

•

The processing area(s) should contain a table and chairs. If more than one processing area
is available (e.g. more than one table and chairs provided), these should be more than two
metres apart and set out side-by-side or facing away from each other.

•

Table and chairs should be set up to ensure that they are not face-toalso been given guidance on how to set up the DCS to ensure this.

•

Consideration could be given to using tape on the floor to measures two metre distances
between relevant items/furniture. For example, two metres from the toilet, two metres
around the processing area etc.
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PPE
The following individuals wear a (non-surgical) face covering while located in the Stadium:
a.

All Matchday Personnel, save for Match Officials

b.

All Players and Football Staff, save for those Players and Staff members who will be present
bench during the League Match, in accordance with Regulation 34.1

All paramedics should wear FFP3 and physios and doctors should have this available in their run
on emergency bags.
All used PPE items are disposed of in a yellow bin, with clinical waste removed from the Stadium
site as soon as practicable after every League Match (and in any event prior to the date of the next
League Match to be staged at the Stadium)

DRESSING ROOMS
or
alternative identified changing area to allow social distancing to be adhered to at all times.
To meet these requirements the following preventative measures should be considered:





Use of additional rooms that can be utilised as changing facilities. For example, separate
changing facilities for different player groups (outfield, goalkeepers and substitute Players),
by space or staggering use of changing rooms
Allocation of separate, more spacious areas for pre and post-Match relaxation for Players
Provision of an additional, more spacious pre-Match preparation room for Match Officials.
These spaces can be located within another area of the Stadium (e.g. Amber Zone), but at
time of use the route and space should only be accessible to cleared individuals permitted
within the Red Zone.

Facilities made available to the visiting Club should, as far as possible, be equitable to those
provided for the Home Club.

Dressing Rooms and any additional changing facilities.
Clubs should consider cleaning and regularly disinfecting changing facilities when empty, during
the warm-up and in-Match.
Clubs should consider the effect any future admittance of supporters to the ground may have on
any alterations to the changing facilities.
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Social distancing measures must be adhered to at all times within the tunnel area (including
during the warm-up, when entering and exiting the pitch, during half-time and after the Match).
To meet these requirements:


The League will provide a revised Walk-Out Protocol which is available in this document.
Home Team walk second)



Only staff necessary to tunnel operations should be permitted access to this area.



Cleared Individuals should not congregate in the Tunnel area at any time



The area around the tunnel must be kept clear of Cleared Individuals at all times to ensure
safe access and egress to the pitch

TECHNICAL AREA
team officials, medical staff and substitute Players of each
of the Home Club and the Visiting Club) should be expanded to enable adherence to social
distancing measures during the Match.
To meet this requirement, the following measures should be considered:



Use of adjacent seating or additional benches (if direct access is available)
Reallocation of pre-existing seats to provide required distance between

In allocating additional seating, Clubs should bear in mind the future impact of the admittance
of spectators to the ground.
Technical Area occupants must adhere to social distancing measures at all times, including with
the Fourth Official. Where possible, an area should be clearly marked to facilitate this.
and covered until the warm-up takes place.
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ACCOMMODATION AND TRANSPORT
Clubs shall continue to comply with Return to Training Protocol for all Players and Football Staff
in regard to living arrangements and isolation until otherwise instructed by the League.
Clubs should be aware of the additional risks of infection posed by prolonged stays within a hotel
environment. All hotels should be risk assessed and mitigating measures applied wherever
possible.
Clubs should consider the following regarding travel requirements for Players and Football Staff
to each League Match:





Flying to minimise travel times and reduce viral transmission risk
Ensure appropriate social distancing for all travel modalities and strong consideration of use
of facial coverings during transit.
Staggered arrival and departure of both the Home and Visiting teams

For all modes of transport, appropriate physical distancing measures in line with PHE
recommendations should be implemented. Clubs should ensure transportation vehicles are
appropriately ventilated. Use of respiratory protective equipment for both protecting individuals
from exposure, and reducing source transmission should be considered.
Match Officials will be travelling separately to each League Match and therefore will require
separate parking at each Stadium (four car park spaces in total). These should be in a secure area
close to the stadium entry point.
As per obligations, it is advised that Matchday Personnel should not travel to the Stadium
together and should only use public transport for the journey to the Stadium where other options
are not possible.

SAFETY BRIEFING
It is recommended that the Pre-Match Safety Briefing should take place with the Stadium Safety
Officer and Match Officials on the pitch 90 minutes before kick-off, immediately after the Goal
Decision System (GDS) test.
Clubs Safety Officers are requested to send an email ahead of each League Match to the Match
Officials outlining all detailed information. This should be sent as soon as it is available but in any
case no later than 24 hours prior to the match day. The email should be used as a reminder of key
issues relevant to the Match such as:
18





Technical Area point of contact for the Fourth Official
Specific changes to matchday operations protocol in relation to playing the Match in a
socially distanced Stadium
Access and egress points

Further guidance will be provided in conjunction with PGMOL.

TEAMSHEET EXCHANGE AND CAPTAINS BRIEFING
The Teamsheet Exchange with the Pre Match Briefing to take place at least 75 minutes prior to
the advertised kick off time.
This will take place pitchside with each team representative passing their completed teamsheet
to the match official who will be positioned in-between each teams technical area.
Once the teamsheet has been passed to the match official, team officials will take position within
their technical area in preparation for the pre match briefing observing social distancing at all
times.
Once the pre match briefing is complete, match officials will hand team officials the opposing

PITCH PROTECTION
Pitch Protection Regulations continue to apply.

WARM UP
The warm-up should be risk assessed and modified where required. This should be completed as
described within the Return to Training Protocol.
Clubs must ensure that the coaching staff responsible for the warm up are familiar with the
procedures, and all warm up areas are clearly marked.
The Home Club should provide a designated warm up area for use by Match Officials, providing a
suitable exclusive area of the pitch on which the Match Officials can carry out their warm up
exercises prior to each Match.
The ideal area has been identified as being the area between the centre circle and the touch line
area is indicated in blue in the diagram set out below.
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pre-match preparations. The area should be clearly marked out with sanitised cones.

PARTICIPANT BEHAVIOUR
The League has updated the briefing on Participant Behaviour. This has been circulated to Clubs
separately.

SUBSTITUTION BOARDS
The Club should ensure that the substitutions board has been thoroughly disinfected prior to use.
The fourth official may wish to carry antibacterial wipes and do this themselves also.

MATCH OFFICIALS
A guidance document has previously been produced in conjunction with PGMOL. This is currently
being updated and will be sent to Clubs shortly.

WALK OUT PROTOCOL
Social distancing measures must be adhered to at all times within the tunnel area (including
during warm up, when entering and exiting the pitch, during half time and after the match).
Players and Match Official entry will be staggered onto the pitch.
Upo
their changing room.
Equipment checks will be carried out at the changing room door by the assistant referee (not in
assembly area) as the players exit.
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Once the tunnel area is cleared, the Home Team and all back room staff will be given the order to
leave their changing room.
Once the tunnel area is clear, Match Officials will make their way onto the pitch.
There will be no handshakes. Players to take up on pitch positions in the same half as they warmed
up ready for kick off.
The Referee will signal to the Captains when the coin toss will take place which will also be
undertaken adhering to social distance procedures.
The same protocol will be followed for teams leaving their changing room for the
commencement of the second half.
Upon leaving the field of play, social distancing must again be adhered to. Players must not shake
hands following the final whistle and must leave the field of play in a similar staggered fashion
with the match officials exiting the pitch last.

POST MATCH
Interaction between Players and Football Staff at the end of the match should be minimised.
Socially distanced post-match interviews will take place in the designated pitch-side
presentation area, detailed on the stadium map.

feedback can be provided via MOAS.

BALL RETRIVAL
The EFL does not utilise a multi-ball system in any of its League matches.
The Laws of the Game state the following:
Law 2.3: The Ball
Additional balls which meet the requirements of Law 2 may be placed around the field of play and
their use
For matches under social distanced protocols the following protocols will be in place:

the game.
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If there is potential for a delay to the restart a replacement ball may be used to replace the
original ball. A player from the team taking the restart should retrieve and use the nearest
replacement ball. The referee will offer guidance in managing this process.



Ground staff may be placed around the pitch perimeter to retrieve the original ball only.
They are not permitted to pass a new ball to a player.



Replacement balls will be placed on cones, pitch-side of the advertising hoardings. Three
balls will be placed along each touchline and two will be placed behind each goal in
suitable locations (as per the diagram below).



Ground staff should sanitise a retrieved match ball before returning it a vacant pitch
perimeter location.



Once supporters are allowed back in grounds, Clubs should ensure they provide suitable
supporter facing communication to ensure balls are passed back to ball retrieval
personnel and not thrown directly to Players or on the pitch.

TEAM MEDICAL PROCEDURES
Current EFL Regulations apply to medical requirements on match days.
There should be separate medical areas for the treatment of home and away players. There
should also be a separate area for medical emergencies of other required staff in the stadium if
required. In such cases a member of one of the medical teams will attend to the staff member
given the pressures on additional medial resource at this time.
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Consideration should also be provided for the treatment of Match Officials should any of them
sustain and injury.
Medical personnel should wear PPE including face masks and gloves (when undertaking
treatment). Paramedics should wear FFP3 and physios and doctors should have this available in
their run on emergency bags. Social distancing measures should be observed where possible
All medical treatment areas should be deep cleaned before and after each match day. There
should be provision of disposable towels and equipment where possible.

PARAMEDICS
Paramedics should be appropriately cleared to enter the premises using a minimum of a COVID19 symptom questionnaire and have met Government standards regarding self-isolation and
quarantine. Clubs may wish to ask their paramedics to undergo CAT prior to home matches, but
this is not mandatory.
The arrangeme
Emergency Action Plan. There are no restrictions on numbers of paramedics in each zone, or in
total.
PPE should be appropriate to the activity performed, with due considerations to
recommendations and precautions in light of COVID-19.
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APPENDIX 1

Map of Stadium Zoning
All Clubs should consider creating a map which clearly defines their Stadium zones, access and
egress points and their transit management system. The following diagram is a generic Stadium
layout and the principles included here should be applied to your Stadium:
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Red Zone
The critical area of the Stadium for monitoring and enforcing compliance with
Overview

hygiene, cleanliness and social distancing obligations. Matchday Personnel should
be strictly limited.

Stadium
Areas

Core
Protocol







Dressing rooms
Doping control
Tunnel & Technical area
Pitch

 Players and Football Staff subject to EFL testing protocols when in place
 Hand washing facilities signposted and available
 Deep cleaning after rigging, prior to player arrival (KO-3.5hrs), and as soon as
possible after the Match
Amber Zone
Covers all areas of the Stadium interior with the exception of the Red Zone.

Overview

Requires rigorous management of entry and exit points, movement and clear
signage throughout.

Stadium
Areas
Core
Protocol

 Stadium Interior, Stands & Concourse
 Pitchside interview and presentation areas
 TV Gantry and camera positions/structures





Medical self-declaration completed no more than 48 hours before the match
Temperature check on entry
Hand washing facilities signposted and available
All Matchday Personnel wear a face covering
Green Zone

The area outside the Stadium where access control points are located, vehicle
Overview

parking and OB compound and units. Requires strict security management of
Stadium perimeter.

Stadium
Areas
Core
Protocol

 Stadium entrance
 Stadium exterior (incl. car park & OB compound and perimeter entrance

COVID-19 Policy
 Hand washing facilities signposted and available and all matchday personnel
wear face-covering
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APPENDIX 2 MEDIA OPERATIONS GUIDANCE

The purposes of this document are to:

(i)

Summarise
media with an agreed set of principles while assuming that government 'lockdown'
restrictions remain in place

(ii)

Set out guidelines for season 2020/21, on the assumption that some form of
restrictions will remain in place for some time. In particular, we seek to ensure that
the risks that coronavirus presents to media, staff and players are kept to an absolute
minimum by ensuring appropriate social distancing measures are in place.

(iii)

Form the basis of a document to be distributed to media

Non-rights holder media numbers


Individual Clubs can now set their own maximum number of accredited media and
photographers based on the facilities at their disposal and ensuring social distancing
requirements can be maintained.



However, these numbers must include:
o

Club Media - 4 + 2 representatives


Two media representatives are to be allocated in addition to the four if
required to meet operational requirements (IE Streaming services)

o

Data Partners - 2 x Betgenius, 1 x Opta

o

Radio - 2 x home club BBC, 2 x away club BBC, 1 x national BBC, 2 x independent
radio, where requested

o


Photographers - 1 x Home, 1 x Away and 1 x EFL

Other media numbers to be calculated on a pro-rata basis should the individual Club not
have the facilities to host the full amount to ensure an appropriate mix of titles.

Suggested non-rights holder media numbers


The following set of numbers were introduced for the resumption of play in 2019/20 and
can be used as a guideline, if needed:
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Written Press (Maximum of one per media title)

10 x nationals (Consideration given to Sunday titles on a Saturday fixture)
4 x regionals

20

3 x agencies
3 x data partners (2 x Betgenius, 1 x Opta)

Photographers

1 x home club
1 x away club

9

1 x Shutterstock (EFL agency partner)
6 x agency / publishers

Club Media
4 + 2 home club media representatives

12

4 + 2 away club media representatives
*Two media representatives are to be allocated in addition to the four if
required to meet operational requirements (IE Streaming services)

Club Radio (Excludes TalkSPORT - rights-holders)

2 x home club BBC

7

2 x away club BBC
1 x national BBC
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2 x independent radio

The document is divided into three areas:
A. Logistical information
B. Media operations
C. Considerations

A. LOGISTICAL INFORMATION
1. Accreditation



Media to apply for accreditation as usual, via online
accreditation system. There will be a limited number of
non-rights holder media on site



Red Zone access must be permitted for up to two Club
Media staff per team



Clubs to accommodate requests from Sky Sports and Sky
Sports News, where possible.



As national radio rights-holders, Clubs to accommodate
press box requests from TalkSPORT based on the following:
- x 3 for live commentary fixtures
- x 1 for non-commentary fixtures



-PBS will offer a tick box request for a
Virtual Post-Match Press Conference (VPMPC) for media
accreditation applications if selected, the system will
prompt the applicant to provide the email address of the
media representative who requires access to the VPMPC.



Clubs will have limited capacity to the VPMPC and will have
the discretion to accept or decline requests - successful
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applicants will be informed by email with the necessary
joining instructions.


Accreditation to be collected on site.


clear to media areas that they can and cannot access.
Clubs should provide a map of the stadium, highlighting
these area

2. Travel



Clubs should assign two staff members to manage the
accreditation process. They should be a physical point of
contact for media and therefore separated from the first
team environment



An automated response to go out to accredited media via
DataCo with guidelines and rules currently in place.



Any media personnel who apply for accreditation and are
unsuccessful will be provided with a code to access the
game via iFollow or equivalent streaming service.



EFL Digital Clubs will be provided with the codes for them to
distribute to the media at their discretion.



Non-EFL Digital Clubs will have to contact their streaming
provider for the codes and then distribute to the media at
their discretion.



It is advised that Matchday Personnel should not travel to
the Stadium together and should only use public transport
for the journey to the Stadium where other options are not
possible.



Clubs to provide relevant travel advice to accredited media



Where possible, clubs should consider offering parking
spaces for written media and photographers



All Clubs must follow Government guidance and relevant
advice from Public Health England in respect of travel
arrangements for both the media and Club media
representatives.
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3. Hygiene



What underpins this section will be falling in line with
government regulations and current restrictions at the time.
Also need to ensure we follow DCMS guidance, and respective
medical protocols



The following individuals wear a (non-surgical/non-medical
grade) face covering while located in the stadium:
-

All Match Personnel, save for Match Officials

-

All Players and Football Staff, save for those Players and
bench during the League Match, in accordance with
Regulation 34.1



Hand sanitiser to be provided at all entrance points and
signposted



Request clubs use surface disinfection in the media areas
before the media arrive



Leave doors open where possible and avoid touching the door
handles



Provision of hygiene material (in the toilets), with appropriate
signage in respect of usage
-

Automatic soap dispenser
Disposable folding towels
Hand disinfectant/sanitiser



Where possible, media use stairs, or ensure one person at a
time uses the lift and make hand sanitiser available at each
end. Alternatively, make lifts out of bounds (unless required
for medical reasons)



Manage entry and exit points to seating positions. Single file
only, keeping social distancing on all stairs inside the stadium,
this includes route up to the press room from the media
entrance



In order further to minimise staff numbers and hygiene risks,
no food will be provided to the personnel in media areas, as
would usually be required on a matchday
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All working personnel should bring their own food (if required)
and make provisions to dispose of food unless otherwise
notified



As part of accreditation process, remind attending media that
food and drink may not be provided. But where possible, host
venue should provide bottled water/drinks to all working
personnel within the stadium, including within these areas



No requirement for media or photographers to wear bibs

4. Health checks
for media




What underpins this section will be falling in line with
government regulations and current restrictions at the time.
Also need to ensure we follow DCMS guidance, and respective
medical protocols
Media and photographers will be required to complete a
the stadium.



The form will need to be the same for all venues, confirming
that they have an absence of symptoms and confirmation that
they have not knowingly been in contact with anyone
diagnosed with COVID-19. They should be made aware that
they will have to answer these questions on arrival



We should agree a unified questionnaire (yes/no) describing
possible symptoms of COVID-19 and confirms the information
by signing:
- Fever in the last 14 days?
- Coughing in the last 14 days?
- Throat or aching limbs in the last 14 days?
- Breathing problems in the last 14 days?
- Restriction in sense of taste and smell in the last 14 days?
- Contact with a Covid-19 patient in the last 14 days?
- Past 14 days in a corona risk area?
- Already tested (including when and how)?



Some Clubs may require media to have their temperature
checked by the relevant stadium personnel before entering, or
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being permitted to enter the stadium. They should be warned
to expect this when they apply for accreditation

5. Security



Should a temperature be detected, entry to the stadium may
not be permitted



Venue specific but we would expect bag checks by someone
wearing PPE and should always comply with stadium
regulations
wearing PPE will be at the


discretion of the Club.


We should encourage media not to bring oversized bags where
possible



We should encourage security to ask media to open their own
bags and show the contents of their bag, under instruction



Accredited media to be asked to attend with a transparent bag,
where possible, to avoid delays when entering the stadium.



Media should expect IT services to be working as usual

6. IT


contact relevant IT department, or ensuring that club media
contact has contact details to IT team
7. Opening /
closing times



Media should spend the minimal amount of time in the
stadium, while allowing time for temperature check (if
required) and health check questionnaire on arrival.



There will be a split approach upon arrival to avoid delays
-

KO -90mins for Accredited broadcast media
This does not apply to the Host Broadcasters for both live and
non-live matches



KO -75mins for Accredited written press

Photographers in position KO -60 mins
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8. Press room
and catering

9. Media
facilities



EFL national radio rights holders arrival times as follows:
- KO -3 hours for set-up
- KO -2 hours for presenters



All media and photographers to either file offsite, or from their
set position, to reduce the time spent inside the stadium.



Press facilities to be closed at Club discretion, but a maximum
of 2.5 hours after the final whistle



It is Club discretion to open Press lounges at stadiums based on
the facilities at their disposal and providing social distancing
requirements can be maintained



Press lounge at stadiums may be closed. Where they are open
numbers will be limited and social distancing should be strictly
adhered too.



In order further to minimise staff numbers and hygiene risks,
food may not be provided to the personnel in media areas, as
would usually be required on a matchday



All working personnel should bring their own food (if required)



Host venues asked to provide bottled water/drinks to all
working personnel within the stadium, including within these
areas.



Stadiums should consider turning off air conditioning in the
press lounge to reduce the possible spread of virus



Social distancing in place throughout.



Media to be sat at least 2m or 1m+ (with risk mitigation) apart
in the press box or appropriate alternative seating both in
front and behind, to be marked out by host clubs



Please visit HERE
-19 is transmitted and
how to reduce risks) for the latest government guidance and
information on risk mitigation of 1m+.



Media expected to remain in seat for duration of Match Day,
including team announcement and the match.
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Post-match media to be done from that position unless a
physical press conference is in operation (as detailed below)



Where possible clubs should make provisions to provide usual
minimum standards; including Wi-Fi and desks.



Priority in press boxes to be given to rights holders and radio
broadcasters needing ISDN lines. Need to be aware that ISDN
lines may need to be moved / extended

B. MEDIA OPERATIONS
1. Photographers


Agency and publisher photographers to apply as per the usual
process with accreditation at the Clubs discretion based on the
numbers allocated.



Access straight to pitchside after entry. Set photographer
advance, behind either goal and behind the corner flag for
duration



Photographers may be able move into the first few rows of the
meets Government Guidelines in place at the time. This will
not be permitted once supporters are permitted access to
grounds.

2. Pitchside /
Pre-match



Photographers are not permitted in the tunnel/bench area
under any circumstances



The photographers lounge may be closed, access to the
stadium for photographers will be determined by the club



Pitchside internet access to be provided as per usual
arrangements



No pre-match media access to non-rights holders on
matchday
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Should have access to rights-holder interviews where
possible



Team-sheets given to media to be produced digitally,
where possible, otherwise where a paper teamsheet is
issued the distributor must wear appropriate PPE (gloves).



Tunnel area to be kept as sterile as possible and access only
permitted to those with red zone access as per EFL
Protocols



Red Zone access must be permitted for up to two Club
Media staff per Club

4. Mixed zone



No mix-zone available to written media. Note below re
post-match media

5. Post-match
media



Clubs should still provide usual player access to non-rights
holders.



Clubs have the option of hosting a Virtual Post-Match Press

3. Tunnel area

Conference (VPMPC) and media will have the opportunity to
apply to attend via i-PBS. (As detailed in the Accreditation
section)


Physical Post-match press conference can take place
provided the Club has the facilities to maintain social
distancing and the room is not in the Red Zone.



Non-rights holders should also have access to rights-holder
interviews where possible. Host broadcaster to have
physical interviews pitchside with social distancing and
boom mics.



All accredited media to be provided with a video call link to
gain access to post-match media sessions with both
managers and players. Individual Clubs to arrange.
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MOTM trophy will not be handed over physically,
broadcasters may still choose to nominate a MOTM for
matches and interview that player



There will not be a radio huddle.



National radio broadcaster with live commentary rights
(TalkSPORT) will perform post-match interview pitchside
in line with social distancing to be shared with other
accredited radio titles.



Clubs to manage individual agreements (i.e with BBC
Locals) as required, but PMIVs only to be facilitated where
contractual and shared where required with relevant BBC
outlets.



Should a commentary rights holder not be present, it will
interview, with this also being shared amongst colleagues.

6. Post-match
press
conference



Requirement on Clubs to fulfill regulations in respect to postmatch press conference.



Recommended approach is to facilitate virtual press
conference for non-rights holders, both those at the game, and
those at home via a video link. Club to determine how best to
facilitate and manage.



Where a press conference does not take place virtually, Clubs
must ensure quotes are shared with attending and non‐
attending accredited media. At Club discretion, this may be
split with one interview for locals and one for nationals.



Home Clubs must also consider Away Clubs when making these
decisions.



Managers to conduct their post-match media conference
within 30 minutes of the final whistle. Clubs to determine
timings in good faith.
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APPENDIX 3 BROADCASTING PROTOCOLS AND PROCEEDURES

OVERALL SUMMARY
The aim is to protect every employee by separating broadcast production as much as possible
from the sports operations. It is acknowledged that broadcasters and service provider partners
will have their own protocols provided to their staff and contractors working onsite. A copy of
these along with supporting risk assessments will be shared with Club in advance of Match Day.
We expect Clubs and Broadcasters to work together in ensuring each operations fully supports
the other.

PRE MATCH DAY OPERATIONS
General Notes
Essential broadcast production networking equipment, maintenance checks and pre-match
preparation of the EFL owned equipment will be necessary over the break before the
commencement of Season 20/21
partners: IMG in conjunction with NEPConnect.
Site Visits & Recces
ome match to ensure all equipment
is in good working order. The EFL anticipates Clubs will work with our service providers to agree a
suitable time and date for the works to be carried out, due to the short lead times flexibility will
be needed in order to fulfil a tight schedule. The work should take no more than an hour per Club
and will be carried out by one individual only who will make themselves known to the appointed
Club person on arrival. IMG will be in touch shortly to provide further details.
F
advance of the match day however, it is expected that a separate Rig Team will require access
approx. 1-2 days prior to the fixture being played. The Rig Team will not return for delivery of the
live production, instead a separate Broadcast team will carry out the live televised operations.
Where possible, please could Clubs operate a 7 day week access to grounds so broadcasters can
plan their rig / derig days.
For an IMG 6 camera / Quest broadcast: there will also be no requirement for IMG to carry out a
broadcast recce. IMG will be expected to facilitate a number of matches for overseas broadcast
and delivery of the Quest TV highlights show. From time to time, IMG may also be expected to
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deliver a 6 camera IMG OB on behalf of Sky Sports for live televised broadcast.Should you be
selected, IMG will be in touch to discuss rigging schedule for the fixture. It is expected that both
parties should work in good faith and flexibility on both sides required to work around
operational needs.
Goal Line Technology
Goal Line Technology will be in operation at all Championship fixtures and Play Off Semi-Finals
Hawk-Eye Innovations.
Hawkeye Staff will not be tested and therefore not have access to the Red Zone KO - 3.5hrs. They
have adapted there schedule of works to accommodate, as follows:
KO-7hrs - Arrive and patch in (OB)
KO-6hrs - Launch cameras and carry out any minor maintenance (stadium bowl & OB)
KO-5.5hrs - Install and test comms (stadium bowl)
KO-5hrs - Go to the pitch and calibrate the technology/internal test (pitchside)
KO-3.5hrs - Confirm feeds with TV if present (OB)
KO-2hrs / KO-30mins - Ref test (no HE present)
Final Whistle - Prepare to de-rig and collect watches from MOs (Pitchside / OB)
Considerations
Due to the shift in workflow above Hawkeye have asked if they could have the following in place
and would require your Groundsman to assist with this:
 Goals will need to be in place for match conditions at KO-5hrs
 Hawk-Eye will not be present for Ref test but Match Officials will still need to find a
suitable time to accept the technology is available and that they are satisfied with it (FIFA
protocol)
 Hawk-Eye will aim to attend Match Day -1 at all venues for their initial matches to allow
adequate time to maintain the stadium based equipment and become familiar with any
change to the usual workflow when moving around the venue (COVID screening/one way
systems etc.)
 Hawk-Eye will need to leave the GLT watches in the Match Officials Changing Room just
prior to Red Zone lock down. Once they are in situ the room should be locked until the
Match Officials arrival.
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MATCH DAY OPERATIONS
General Information
Time spent on site is to be reduced to a minimum and where possible rig and production teams
will be required to work separately.
On arrival the Production Manager and/or Unit Manager and appointed person by the Club are to
introduce themselves. The primary method of communications whilst on site should be
established and contact details should be exchanged such as mobile numbers or radio channel
settings.
Sky will have a Covid-19 Welfare Officer on site for Rig Days, Match Days and De Rig.
Service Providers to agree to comply with hygiene rules and submit to the necessary Stadia
entrance checks, including temperature checks, etc. set out by the Club.
In order to avoid gathering of crew, no catering will be provided on site. Where possible Clubs
should provide a room for broadcast staff to use for staff breaks etc. This is especially important
during the winter months. Access to the room should be staggered with social distancing
maintained throughout.
Work Stations and Work Equipment
Observance of a minimum distance of 2m for camera positions and camera equipment.
As there no spectators clubs are advised to please ensure access areas to broadcast, media and
production locations are fully accessible including open access doors, avoidance of barriers
(unless required for safety / platforms / working at height), ladders for access/egress points
that service High Behinds and Gantry platforms (which are usually removed for the safety of
spectators), should be left in position pre, during and post-match.
Microphones and headsets used by service providers should be regularly cleaned and sanitised.
All equipment and surfaces used by service providers (and Club Analysts where facilities are
shared over the course of the day/s) should be cleaned with a surface disinfectant prior to start
of production, after set up and derigging of equipment on production day.
Face masks to be worn by all broadcasters.
Travelling between Working Areas / Staff Separation
Service providers should not arrive via public transport or in larger carpooling groups.
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Service Providers and Club Analysts/Filming Crew to go directly to and from work stations,
routes of travel between various locations to be kept to a minimum; no short cuts to be taken
when travelling between wor
the Pitch to opposite stand, etc. Unless absolutely necessary / critical to persons role.
No unnecessary face to face conversations to be held between service providers in any part of
the Stadium, rules on distancing must be strictly adhered to at all times.
Equally, Clubs are expected to support broadcasters in movement of equipment and ease of
access around the Stadium on Rig Day and Match Day, including providing access to all positions
and broadcast infrastructure.
Parking
Clubs are required to allocate broadcast and production partners with parking facilities per
contractual obligations but as there are no spectators it is expected Clubs will be flexible and
assign spaces close to the designated areas of entrances applicable to broadcasters.
Outside Broadcasting Units
To comply with the rules on distancing, where reasonably practicable the number of work
stations within outside broadcasting vans should be minimised. Whilst Sky have confirmed they
will have remote production in operation there is still a need to provide some Outside Broadcast
vehicles.
Confined spaces should be ventilated regularly throughout the day, with production taking
place with doors left open.
Equipment, surfaces and door handles to be cleaned by service providers with surface
disinfectant prior to start of production and after setup on production day.
At break times, crew and staff are to avoid unnecessary gatherings: food to be consumption
alone where possible.
Team Sheets
Due to social distancing measures implemented, it will be no longer possible for broadcasters to
continue delivering Team sheets down the live camera and back to Stockley Park / Osterley Park
in the usual way.
A copy of a Team Sheet must to be emailed as soon as it is submitted for all live games including
all live Sky games, Play Off Semi Finals and Finals and all IMG 6 Cam OB facilitated live games. It
is really important Clubs can help facilitate this without a delay, the EFL and broadcasters will
ensure that any Team News is not publicly released until 1 hour before Kick Off. Emails should be
submitted to: skylineups@efl.com
Access Times
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Access to broadcasters, production partners and 3rd party providers will require extended hours
over and above the 90minutes prior to KO designated to the written media and journalists. Clubs
are requested to make available all facilities required and relating to any part of the broadcast
operations onsite. Flexibility to move in and around the areas within the Amber Zone is also
required so that crew and contractors can carry out their roles efficiently and without
TV Gantries and Confined Camera Positons
To minimise contact, avoid overcrowding and reduce the potential for contamination in
confined or small workspaces, Clubs are requested to use alternative filming and commentary
positions to the TV Gantry platform (including Club Analysts) for the duration of the match day
and all remaining home and away fixtures until the season is complete. All broadcast equipment
and cabling for both live televised matches and live streamed matches on the TV Gantry and/or
camera positions will be set up by service providers in advance of match day (where possible)
and should not be touched or interfered by anyone other than the installers / operators.
Pre Match Presentation
Sky Sports would like to utilise the designated interview area pitchside in the amber zone to
operate a safely and socially distanced presentation onsite. A typical set up of this will consist of:
Sky Reporter, Presenter plus 2 or 3 Guests. Two cameras plus a sound operator and Floor
Manager would also be required. Where space is limited behind the advertising boards an
alternative position should be agreed with the Club and Broadcaster in advance.
The EFL and Sky may request the Floor Manager and Stedi-Cam Operators to be provided with
Red Zone access to assist with the smooth running of all broadcast activities onsite.
Broadcast and Club Cameras
All service providers and Clubs are required to work together to provide a safe working
environment for contractors, staff and players. With this in mind, all camera operators
operating onsite are required to adhere to the following; 




Clubs are reminded that a copy of the full match footage, along with highlights packages
captured and produced by IMG will be made available following the Final Whistle via the
IMG FTP. Clubs are also expected to make use of live return feeds from IMG at Stockley
Park and therefore an emphasis to use this footage as an alternate method to filming
themselves, is expected.
Cameras must be situated behind advertising boards pre match, during play and postmatch.
The Host Broadcaster from time to time may request a Steadicam and Operator to be
allow access into the Red Zone for enhanced broadcast coverage to capture shots for
broadcast, areas include Pitch, Tunnel, Team Arrivals and in front of the Ad Boards
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pitchside and any other location to be agreed between Club and Broadcaster to be carried
out both practically and as safely as possible.
Under all other circumstances no moving cameras are
Tunnel area or to the left or right of the mouth of the Tunnel (usually broadcaster Cam 3
position).
Club Tunnel Cams are permitted as long as in a fixed location (i.e. small/CCTV style
camera attached to the roof of the Tunnel) and have no requirement to be operated by
crew at any point during match day.
No cameras / operators are permitted to film or operate, up and down the length of the
pitch perimeter during play except where Steadicam and Operator has been requested by
the EFL and Host Broadcaster.
Cameras and operators will need to be in position prior to players entering the pitch for
warm ups and should not move until players have left the pitch following the Half Time or
Full Time whistle unless in need of a comfort break and/or emergencies.
To help mitigate the numbers of crew on site and reduce the operational footprint inside
Stadia, Sky have offered a reduced number of cameras on site for delivery of the live
televised productions. Therefore it is also requested Clubs will operate in the same way
and reduce numbers of cameras where possible. Ideally limiting Club Analysis / Ancillary
footage to a maximum of 1 camera per Home Club and 1 per Away Club.
Clubs are asked to submit their proposed Club camera locations to the EFL using the
fixturesbroadcast@efl.com address at their earliest opportunity. The EFL can cross
reference with broadcaster camera plans and avoid duplication of positions.
Given there are no spectators, consideration should be given to relocating cameras to
alternate areas of the Stadium which are vacant, for example; within seated areas of the
stands utilising seat kills where needed, redundant platforms in front of corporate boxes,
disabled areas which may no longer be in use, above corner tunnels and exit points - if
safe to do so.

Post-Match Interviews
Post-Match interviews will take place Pitchside and will be situated on either the left or right of
the tunnel, depending on which side the Camera Operator designated to the interviews, is
positioned. A full broadcast breakdown of locations is provided in the BCD - Commercial
Requirements document sent on Friday 12th June.
Sky Live Televised Matches Post Match interviews will take place pitchside, the Sky Reporter
will be situated behind the advertising boards in the Amber Zone. A standalone boom mic stand
and mic will be set up 2m in front of the ad boards with the Player situated in front of the mic
during interview.
6 Camera IMG (Overseas/Quest TV) Matches Post Match interviews will take place pitchside,
the Sky Reporter and Player are to be conducted within the Amber Zone, behind the ad boards.
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Social distancing must be adhered to at all times. Interviews will be conducted using the
appropriate boom mics with stand and/or fully extended pole at least 2m distance.
4 Camera IMG Matches (Streamed matches) -match
interviews. Sky Reporters will be at selected fixtures to assist. Interviews will be conducted
using the appropriate boom mics or standalone mic with stand (depending on what is available
to the Camera Operator at the time).
Sky In Visions
After careful rein vision Reporters to a handful of fixtures per round. Sky will be in touch to confirm these with
Clubs well in advance of match day.
Club Feeds
Clubs outside of the iFollow network and delivering match feeds to their own OTT Service should
continue to receive and utilise match feeds delivered to them in the usual way. For absolute
Cabinet or
Stream AMG Encoders/Decoders.
For all Clubs using iFollow, the EFL in conjunction with Endeavour Streaming will deliver directly
to their respective iFollow platforms.
Club Analysts or Club Content Teams should not attempt to handover any recording device,
external hard drive equipment or attempt to plug into the OB Truck in the Compound (IMG or
Sky).
3rd Party Filming
Requests for 3rd party filming including (but not exhaustive): documentaries, magazine shows,
short reporting, vox pops) must be submitted in the usual way to Fixturesbroadcast@efl.com
and will continue to be looked at on a case by case basis with relevant permissions being sought
as part of the approval process.
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APPENDIX 4 PHYSICAL DISTANCING SEARCH GUIDELINES
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Physical distancing search guidance

PUBLISH DATE:

CLASSIFICATION:

May 2020

OFFICIAL

Guidance on searching people and their belongings whilst maintaining physical distance

Physical Security

Background
With the risks associated with transmission of COVID-19 expected to be present for some time there
may be the need for sites to adapt their security processes or put in place additional measures to help
ensure the safety and wellbeing of their staff and customers/visitors. This note sets out some of the
adaptations or additional measures that sites might want to adopt when implementing processes to
search people and their belongings for concealed threats, whilst maintaining physical distance.

Key principles

In an effort to address a wide range of operational scenarios, this guidance note highlights potential
points along a visitor journey where interactions between security staff and visitors might take place
and makes recommendations for how existing processes could be adapted at each point. The key
principles that apply throughout are based on an understanding of COVID-19 transmission modesi
(contact with respiratory droplets through the air or fomites) and include: reducing the demand for
screening measures; minimising physical contact and proximity; use of personal protective
equipment; and taking infection prevention precautions.
With the significant and unique risks that COVID-19 presents, the balance between safety risk and
security risk will need to be reassessed and will likely influence security priorities. As such it is
recommended that sites review their operational requirement for searching people and their
belongings, considering the items that the search process is aiming to detect, anticipated demand,
available security resource, space constraints and the latest government guidelines. Adapting security
processes to address COVID-19 related safety priorities may have some impact on the level of security
assurance achieved; it is important that such trade-offs are understood and accepted.

1. Advance communication

Communicating any policy or procedural changes or recommendations to visitors in advance of arrival
will help reassure and inform visitors about their safety and security at your site, enable and
encourage compliance with the procedures, and provide a deterrence message to potential
perpetrators.
These communications should be delivered using a layered approach and provide consistent
messages. Such information can be communicated through website/online notices, pre-visit email,
ticketing information, signage or any other usual communication channels. Messages may include:
•

Asking visitors not to visit if they feel unwell, are exhibiting any of the symptoms associated
with COVID-19 or have had recent contact with anyone that has.ii It may be possible to put a
policy in place that allows a site to refuse access to anyone who appears to have symptoms.
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If such a policy is to be put in place consideration needs to be given as to how this is managed
and implemented. It should also be communicated to visitors in advance.
Encouraging visitors to only bring with them what they really need for their visit, and only to
visit if it is essential.

•

Making visitors aware (to an appropriate extent) of any new measures, why they have been
put in place (e.g. protection of staff and visitors) and the impact these might have on their
visit (e.g. longer visit or queuing times). It is important to provide this informative and
reassuring messaging without the detail that might enable a perpetrator to circumvent
measures or exploit new vulnerabilities.

•

Advising visitors of times when it is expected to be less busy with the aim of smoothing
demand.

2. Approach to search area

Physical Security

•

It is expected that government recommendations around some level of physical distancing (often
referred to as “social distancing”) will be in place after sites are able to welcome visitors. It is therefore
likely that visitors will need to keep physical distance between themselves and others when queuing
to enter the site or go through any security process. They may also need to maintain physical distance
throughout their visit. Signage and floor markings can greatly assist in communicating what is
expected of visitors and encouraging compliance. It may be possible to create a one-way flow of
visitors and provide separate entrance and exit points.

Consideration may need to be given to the amount of space provided for queueing, and how it is
configured. A larger, less compact queue may present different security risks, so it is important that
any security personnel monitoring the queuing area are able to maintain a high level of situational
awareness and security control, rather than just policing the distance between visitors.

3. More screening, less search

The greatest chance of COVID-19 transmission will occur when people are in close physical proximity,
such as is the case when a security officer is conducting a manual search of a person and /or their
belongings. It therefore must be a principal aim of any new or adapted measures to reduce the
frequency and duration of these searches if possible. This can be achieved by shifting the focus of the
process onto screening for threats and searching only in instances where a threat is suspected.
•

Screening by observation
o

An initial level of screening could be carried out by general observation / risk
assessment e.g. deciding no further action is required for bags below a certain size or
people not wearing bulky or loose clothing.

o

This concept could be supplemented by the use of dedicated, trained and experienced
behavioural detection officers.
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Use of existing technologies
o

The sensitivity of a walk-through metal detector can be adjusted so that small metal
items (e.g. keys, coins, belt-buckles, jewellery) would be unlikely to cause an alarm,
albeit this could mean that small metallic threats e.g. blades/small weapons might not
be detected. Any sensitivity adjustment therefore needs to be considered in
conjunction with a review of threat detection priorities.

o

Where pocket contents are to be divested visitors could be asked to place items in
their bags, or be provided with individual transparent bags, to minimise the contact
with surfaces that are reused (such as trays) and minimise handling by security
officers.

o

Any individuals who trigger an alarm on a walk-through metal detector (regardless of
the sensitivity settings that are used) can be asked to divest of items that might have
caused the alarm and then walk through again. Zonal indicators on the walk-through
metal detector may provide information regarding the approximate location of items
that need removing.

o

Bag x-ray systems can provide a good solution for screening bags and other belongings
for a wide range of threats. Where x-ray systems are already in place but not used to
screen all bags and possessions, consideration should be given to expanding their use
to screen a greater proportion of items. The effective implementation of x-ray
technology at sites where it is not currently in use would require careful
consideration.

Use of new screening technology

Physical Security

•

PUBLISH DATE:

o

A number of new discriminative metal detectors are emerging onto the market. These
have been designed to alarm predominantly on metallic threats and ignore signatures
from benign metallic objects. It must be noted, however, that currently available
products have primarily been designed to detect larger mass-casualty threats and will
not detect smaller metallic threats e.g. blades/small weapons. Use of this technology
must be considered in conjunction with a review of threat detection priorities.

o

Stand-off threat detection technologies (such as those using imaging or non-imaging
millimetre wave) allow the operators to maintain physical distance between
themselves and the person being screened.

o

A number of new bag screening technologies, seeking to screen bags automatically
for large threats, are currently in development but are not yet commercially available.

Increasing the reliance on screening, by any of the ways described above or otherwise, is likely to
reduce the range of threats that the process is able to detect. It is therefore vital that any of these
measures are considered in conjunction with a review of threat detection priorities and the wider
operational requirements.
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Regardless of the emphasis placed on screening for threats there will always be instances where
searches of people and their belongings are required. Below are some of the things to consider when
staff do need to conduct a search.

4. Personal Protective Equipment and Infection Prevention and Control measures
The use of personal protective equipment (PPE) can limit the spread of COVID-19. Use of a system of
PPE including masks (medical or otherwise), gloves, eye protection and overalls could be considered. iii
Incorrect or inappropriate use of PPE introduces other risks (such as self-contamination, a false sense
of security and neglect of other preventive measures) which the site needs to consider fully.

Physical Security

If PPE is to be used, training in its correct, safe and effective use should be given to all staff. PPE should
be changed regularly (e.g. gloves should be changed between each search) following the correct
procedure and disposed of safely.
Whether or not PPE is used, all staff should be encouraged to wash their hands regularly and practice
good respiratory hygiene. Handwashing facilities and alcohol-based hand gel should be readily
available, and their regular use is strongly advised.

Where surfaces (such as trays or tables) are used in the search process, they should be cleaned (using
suitable materials) after each use, or disposable coverings used and changed after each use. Any
cleaning materials or disposable coverings should be disposed of safely.

5. Reducing physical contact

Procedures such as those suggested below can be used to reduce physical contact between a security
officer and visitor in the instances where a physical search is deemed necessary.
Bag search procedure options:

A. The visitor places their bags and belongings on a table and steps back; the security officer then
steps forward and conducts a manual search of the items.

B. The visitor places their bags and belongings on a table with all fastenings opened and steps
back; the security officer then steps forward and inspects the items with the aid of visual
inspection tools (e.g. sticks, probes, torches) but without touching.

C. The visitor opens their bag and unpacks items onto a table stepping back once complete; the
security officer then steps forward and visually inspects the items. Once the officer is satisfied
with the search, the visitor steps forward and re-packs their own bag.
Person search procedure options:

A. The security officer conducts a manual search of the visitor from behind (thus reducing face
to face contact). As with all manual searches, the security officer should explain the process
before starting and seek the visitor’s consent.

B. A hand-held metal detector could be used to search the individual for metallic items, again
from behind if preferable. If the hand-held metal detector alarms, the visitor should be asked
to remove items from that area and the area should then be re-checked.
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Visitors with additional needs may require more detailed explanation, the process to be modified or
the provision of alternative search arrangements (e.g. a separate search area).
The bag and person search procedure adaptations set out above offer different levels of security
assurance and personal safety. Each individual site needs to select the balance between these factors
that is most appropriate for their site, operation, staff, visitors and business.

6. Response procedures

i

https://www.england.nhs.uk/coronavirus/primary-care/about-covid-19/

ii

Physical Security

If any prohibited or threat items are discovered during the screening or search processes, the actions
to take should be clearly defined and communicated to all staff. Handling instructions, for example,
might need to be modified.

These specific instructions are based on the latest government advice on COVID-19
(https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus) at date of publication and may be subject to change.
iii

The use of PPE should be considered in line with latest government guidelines
(https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/coronavirus-covid-19-personal-protective-equipmentppe)
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Introduction
1. This guidance offers advice and direction to certifying authorities in their discharge of
powers under the Safety of Sports Grounds Act 1975 and Fire Safety and Safety of
Places of Sport Act 1987 in respect of any proposal to play designated football matches1
with no spectators during the current Covid-19 pandemic restrictions.
Definitions
2. For the purpose of this guidance “no spectators” is intended to mean the playing of
designated football matches without admission of the general public. It would however
be anticipated that those admitted to the sports ground may include:
 Playing squads.
 Teams management and back room staff.
 Match referees, and assistants
 Essential employees and contractors of the sports ground, for example safety
management and facilities management teams, ground staff and catering.
 Employees of blue light services but only where deemed to be essential to the
safe running of the match.
 Accredited media staff, including TV, radio, press, photographers.
 Public bodies with relevant legislative powers to enter the sports ground for the
purposes of ensuring compliance with sports grounds and health and safety
legislation, and current Governmental and sport governing bodies legislation
and guidance in relation to Covid-19, including the local authority and the Sports
Grounds Safety Authority.
 Representatives of the competition organiser, competition venue operator and
elite sport organisations charged with responsibilities for ensuring venue and
participant compliance with Government and sport governing bodies protocols
in relation to Covid-19.
3. Those to be admitted should be issued with official accreditation specific to permitted
access areas and limited to individual matches.
4. For the purpose of this guidance ‘certifying authority’ means the local authority
responsible for issuing a General Safety Certificate under the Safety of Sports Grounds
Act 1975 or the Fire Safety and Safety of Places of Sport Act 1987. Where the term ‘local
authority’ is used instead this refers to the local government body responsible for
enforcing the function being described, and in some areas of England this may not be
the same organisation as the certifying authority.
General Safety Certificate
5. It is anticipated that any “no spectators” matches will be held within designated sports
grounds as defined under the Safety of Sports Grounds Act 1975. A General Safety
Certificate will therefore be in scope, which will, notwithstanding that the match will not
be viewed by spectators, still contain requirements over all areas for which ground
management has direct or indirect control. This could encompass offices or players’
1

A designated match is defined under the Football Spectators (Designation of Football Matches in
England and Wales) Order 2000 as “any association football match which is played at Wembley
Stadium, at the [Principality] Stadium in Cardiff or at a sports ground in England and Wales which is
registered with the Football League or the Football Association Premier League as the home ground
of a club which is a member of the Football League or the Football Association Premier League at the
time the match is played”.
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facilities within a stand, media facilities, club or leisure facilities, satellite buildings and
access and egress to and from car parks.
6. A key consideration is whether the terms and conditions contained within the certificate
are scalable or otherwise able to be amended to reflect the lower numbers of people
within the stadium in line with the “no spectators” requirement. This would be particularly
in the areas of staffing levels for stewards and medical teams, originally set in the
certificate on the assumption of allowing entry to viewing spectators.
7. The numbers of those accredited from paragraph 2 above should be determined
together with their expected viewing positions to enable amendment of the General
Safety Certificate and any supporting Operations Manual and to assist in the
development of a match specific Event Management Plan.
8. Consequently, the General Safety Certificate, whether prescriptive or risk-based, will
require amendment to reflect the differing conditions of use of the sports ground as well
as additional condition(s) to place a requirement upon the certificate holder to comply
with Government and sport governing bodies protocols in relation to Covid-19 biosecurity.
9. Under the Football Spectators Act 19892 the SGSA is able to direct certifying authorities
to include conditions within a safety certificate. However, SGSA anticipates that all
certifying authorities with powers over those sports grounds selected to host “no
spectator” matches will voluntarily insert a Covid-19 relative condition into General
Safety Certificates.
10. SGSA proposes the following standard condition for insertion within both prescriptive and
risk-based certificates:
“The holder shall ensure that, whilst provisions of the Health Protection (Coronavirus,
Restrictions) (England) Regulations 2020 (as amended) or, as the case may be, the
Health Protection (Coronavirus Restrictions) (Wales) Regulations 2020 (as amended)3
are in force, the procedures for the phased return of live sport, as set out in Appendix X
of this safety certificate [prescriptive SC] or Section Y of the Operations Manual [riskbased SC], are followed.”
11. Consideration should be given where appropriate to the widening of invitations to Safety
Advisory Groups beyond the normal membership to include participation from specialist
areas of expertise where it is felt that added value could be achieved or where regulatory
overlap exists.
12. It should be noted that as a result of the changes necessary to both prescriptive and riskbased styles of General Safety Certificate the requirements of regulation 5(5) of the
Safety of Sports Grounds Regulations 1987 should be followed in relation to advertising
the change.
Safety and security considerations
13. As stated within the Guide to Safety at Sports Grounds (Green Guide), responsibility for
all people in a sports ground during an event lies with the ground management.

2
3

Section 13(2) of the Football Spectators Act 1989
S.I. 2020/350 and W.S.I 2020/353 (W.80)
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14. Although this guidance has a focus on bio-security risks arising from Covid-19, attention
is still needed to identify and mitigate other safety and security risks which are more
commonly found within sports grounds.
15. Management should therefore conduct detailed risk assessments for any proposed “no
spectators” event and develop new or amend existing plans to reflect the differing risks
arising and append to the sports grounds Operational Manual.
16. This guidance recognises not just the wider understanding of safety to all people within
the sports ground during the event, but also a wider understanding of safety to include
risks arising from Covid-19.
17. The list of headings below highlights some but not all areas of the Operations Manual
where review and amendment of normal activity planning and delivery may be needed.
The list is not exhaustive, recognising that review and amendment of each Operations
Manual will be a matter for ground management, in consultation with the relevant
certifying authority:












Event Safety Policy
Health and Safety at Work Policy
Risk register and any risk assessments arising
Event Management Plan
Stewarding Plan
Counter Terrorism Plan
Co-ordination plans for Zone Ex
Fire Safety Plan and Risk Assessments
Communications Plan
Medical Plan
Outside broadcast facilities within ground or secure external
compound/perimeter.

18. The local authority should receive evidence that checks on structures, installations and
components at the sports ground and all relevant maintenance and safety checks of
plant/life safety systems and stored and drinking water have been undertaken during the
closedown period. Additionally, local authorities should check that the required
inspections and tests pre-event/event day/during event are undertaken and suitably
qualified staff are in attendance during the event.
19. Signage should be clear inside of the sports ground showing those areas which are open
for movement, and those which are closed and therefore out of bounds.
20. Alternative means of escape should be identified to ensure the safety of those inside the
sports ground in the event that egress cannot be achieved through normal routes. All
doors on these emergency escape routes should be staffed by stewards to help facilitate
and direct the movement to places of safety.
21. Communications and control should be maintained at all times that the sports ground is
open to ensure the safety and security of all people inside. This can best be done by
utilising the existing match control point. Event management should review the planning,
operation and delivery of the following




Communications plan – lines and means of communications
Control point – organisations required in attendance
Radio communications/PA/CCTV
5



Fire detection and alarm systems – match day operation to be utilised with fire
stewards in numbers appropriate to the identified risk.

22. In cases where fixtures to be played without spectators are identified as potentially
presenting a risk of crowds gathering outside stadia and/or may lead to other public
order issues, it is recommended that Safety Advisory Groups are used as the vehicle to
co-ordinate discussion to assess risks based on the latest local intelligence and identify
suitable mitigations. Local police forces will advise on the current intelligence picture and
be in receipt of national guidance from the UK Football Policing Unit.
23. Such mitigations may include for example club communications with fans, broadcasting
or streaming games, or alteration to kick-off times.
24. If the outcome of discussions is that the risks cannot be mitigated, consideration should
be given by all parties to moving the match to a neutral venue.
Medical and first aid provision
25. The hosting of “no spectators” matches should not place an unreasonable burden upon
local ambulance or voluntary services.
26. It is likely that substantial reduction could be made in provision of medical team resource
for matches played under the “no spectators” format. There would, however, still be a
need for a minimum level of provision for those required to be in attendance.
27. The level of medical provision as required under the General Safety Certificate would be
in addition to any provision arising from the requirements of Government and sport
governing bodies protocols.
28. Risks arising from the event including all workplace risks should be fully considered and
evaluated before setting out in a revised medical plan to be agreed and supported by
local resources.
29. It is unlikely that trigger points as set out in the Green Guide would be reached, but the
Guide should still be used as a source of reference and good practice.
Covid-19
30. The measures contained within Stage 3 of the Government’s five stage framework for
the return to full elite sporting competition build upon measures contained within Steps 1
and 2 which must also be followed together with any specific advice/protocols published
by the sports governing bodies.
31. Stage 3 guidance advises on the resumption of domestic competition (no spectators) for
teams and individual sports and sets out responsibilities applicable to a Competition
Organiser, Competition Venue Operators and Elite Sport Organisations/Individuals with
the requirement for all to work collectively.
32. Stage 3 guidance promotes the need for the three groups identified above to develop
risk assessment and mitigation plans to address the points contained within the
guidance.
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Health and safety at work
33. The move to Stage 3 and domestic competition will introduce requirements on Venue
Operators contained within the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 (sections 2 and
3) to reduce workplace health and safety risks, including those associated with potential
Covid-19 exposure, ‘so far as is reasonably practicable’ for all those admitted inside the
sports ground as listed at paragraph 2 above. Responsibility will be to both employees
and people other than employees who may be affected by the way an undertaking by the
duty holder is conducted.
34. Government guidance on working safely during Covid-19, which has been informed by
input from the Health and Safety Executive (HSE) and Public Health England, will be
relevant here (see: Working Safely during Covid-19). The Health and Safety (Enforcing
Authority) Regulations 1998 allocate enforcement of health and safety law at sports
grounds primarily to local authorities.
35. Despite the demanding circumstances, compliance with occupational health and safety
requirements remains with duty holders (e.g. employers including TV contractors) and
they must still meet their responsibilities in the context of the current public health risk.
However, it is essential that all employers co-operate with the Venue Operator to coordinate the safety measures they need to take with those of other employers
concerned.
36. When following Public Health England guidelines there may be occasions when a
conflict with workplace risk assessments/method statements and working practices
arises; for example, activity where for safety two or more people are required and
therefore could not meet advised social distancing measures. In cases such as this,
mitigation measures must be considered, developed and put into place to ensure
observance of both legislation and current good practice.
Media provision
37. On the assumption that the matches are likely to be covered by television broadcast, it is
essential that the sports grounds event management team considers as part of its match
day planning any additional or alternative proposals put forward by broadcasters which
differ from previously agreed, tried and tested arrangements. This may include for
example additional advertising signage or new signage locations.
38. Normal pre-event planning and inspection should be carried out including for all
television broadcast compound areas.
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Foreword

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a devastating impact on sport. I’m proud of the work that the
Sports Grounds Safety Authority (SGSA) and others have done to enable the resumption of football
and other sports behind closed doors, but we long for the day that fans can return to our sports
grounds and safely enjoy the experience of live sport again. It’s literally the reason we exist.
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The SGSA also recognises the immense pressures that sports grounds and clubs, their owners,
staff, players and supporters have faced, and continue to face in light of the pandemic. We know
that many sports will not have the ability to resume without the revenues from tickets sales and
concessions.
However, bringing fans back into grounds while maintaining social distancing will bring new
challenges. Just as we have all had to learn new behaviours in order to reduce the spread of the
virus, sports grounds too will need to significantly adapt.
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This guidance will help to equip them with the knowledge and guidance they need to plan for the
return of fans with confidence. Importantly, it will help venues to determine a new safe capacity. The
guidance will be of most value to outdoors sports but many of the practical steps that we set out will
be equally relevant to indoor sports.
I hope this guidance will make a significant contribution to the safe return of fans and, in turn, the
recovery of sport in the UK and around the world.

Martyn Henderson
Chief Executive
Sports Grounds Safety Authority
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SG02 1.0

SG02 1.1

Social distancing and
COVID-19 protection –
basic principles
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The return of spectators to sports grounds
This document forms a supplement to the sixth edition of the Guide to Safety at
Sports Grounds (the Guide), published in 2018.
It has been drawn up to assist the management of sports grounds which are
considering or planning for the re-introduction of spectators to their ground under
social distancing.
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It also contains guidance on a range of other measures recommended for the
protection of all people present at a ground during an event against the spread of the
COVID-19 virus.
For grounds in England, the advice in this Supplementary Guidance seeks to prepare
management for the move towards the UK Government’s Stage Five, also known
as ‘Return to Competition with Reduced Venue Capacity’. This follows on from the
previous four stages or phases, each of which has helped elite sport to recover in
phases from complete lockdown to a return to competition.
More details of the different stages are available from the UK Government website:
Stage One: Return to training guidance
Stage Two: Return to training guidance
Stage Three: Return to domestic competition guidance
Stage Four: Return to cross border competition guidance
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Note that at the time of publication in July 2020, current UK Government guidance
states that social distancing of 2.0m should be observed.
However, it also states that a distance of between 1.0m and 2.0m might be
acceptable if the necessary mitigation measures have been put in place. These
mitigations are defined in the UK Government’s guidance notes for Stage 5 and form
the basis of much of the guidance that follows in this document.
On this basis therefore, all measurements and calculations in this Supplementary
Guidance are based on a social distance requirement of 1.0m, provided that the
necessary mitigation measures are put in place.
Before acting on any of the recommendations or re-admitting spectators,
management should check with government guidance to ensure that the 1.0m
distance remains in effect.
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SG02 1.2

Status of Supplementary Guidance
In common with the Guide, this Supplementary Guidance is an advisory document
for use by competent persons working in the regulation and licensing, the design
and planning, and the safety management and operation of sports grounds. For a
definition of ‘competent’ see the Glossary.
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Also in common with the Guide, this document has no statutory force.

Nevertheless, it is expected that the various competition organisers in each of the
elite sports will voluntarily reflect the guidance offered here within the rules of their
competitions, and will require competition venue operators to confirm their adherence
to them.
It is emphasised that for those sports grounds in England and Wales which, under the
terms of the Football Spectators Act 1989, require a licence from the Sports Grounds
Safety Authority (SGSA) in order to admit spectators to designated football matches,
additional compliance requirements may be necessary to indicate compliance with
licence measures.
However it should also be noted that the management of sports grounds in Northern
Ireland, Scotland and Wales, should seek out and follow the guidance available
from their own respective governments, public health authorities and competition
organisers, and that such guidance may differ in parts from that offered in this
document.
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SG02 1.3

Management responsibilities and the decision to re-admit
spectators
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As emphasised throughout the Guide and this Supplementary Guidance, the
responsibility for the safety, security and service needs of all people present in a
sports ground lies at all times with the ground management.

The management will normally be either the owner or lessee of the ground, who may
not necessarily be the promoter of the event.
Clearly, if spectators are to be readmitted, this responsibility will extend to the
implementation of measures to maintain social distancing, and to guard against the
transmission of the COVID-19 virus, again, for all people present, at all times.
However, it is stressed that management cannot assume that it will automatically be
able to re-admit spectators.
Instead it will first be necessary for management to re-assess all its plans and
procedures, as set out in its Operations Manual for use under standard operational
conditions, and only then determine whether the ground is suitable for re-admitting
spectators, or indeed whether the management itself is able or willing to undertake
the changes necessary.
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As explained in this Supplementary Guidance, this re-assessment should focus on
the following key operational issues, all of which will require a fresh approach if
spectators are to be re-admitted and managed safely in the current circumstances.
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SG02 1.4

Socially distanced capacities
As explained in Chapter SG02 2.0, unlike under standard operational conditions, it will
not be possible to calculate a maximum capacity under social distancing.
Rather, the various constraints imposed by social distancing will require a series of
dynamic assessments to be made for each event.
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Among the chief considerations are the following:
a.

Social distancing measurements

The assessment of a socially distance capacity will depend chiefly on:
i.

The social distancing requirement in force at the time; for example, 2.0m or
1.0m.

Note: all the measurements and dimensions in this Supplementary Guidance
are based on a social distance of 1.0m.
ii. The method chosen to measure that social distance for use in calculations
and assessments.
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Two methods are proposed in this document, as explained in Figure SG02 1:
Methods of measurement for 1.0m social distancing.

b.

Management of social distancing

A further factor in determining how many spectators it will be possible to
accommodate under social distancing will be the ability of the management to
manage social distancing itself.
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Apart from all safety and security issues arising from social distancing, this will
depend on:
i.

the ability of the management to maximise its socially distanced capacity
by optimising its allocation of seats without breaching social distancing,
and

ii. where applicable, the ability of the management to monitor and manage
standing spectators who may cluster together or migrate in such a way as
to breach social distancing.

Even after arriving at a manageable and safe socially distanced capacity, it
may still be necessary to reduce that figure further owing to a number of other
factors, including:
iii. the capacity of concourses, which despite the overall reduction in
spectator numbers, might require yet further reductions to be made in
order to avoid breaches of social distancing at peak times.
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iv. the capacity of the ground’s circulation routes, which again, despite the
reduction in spectator numbers, might still struggle to function under
social distancing, owing to slower flow rates and the necessity to avoid
congestion and long queues for ingress, for amenities, and for egress.
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v. the ability of local services, including public transport providers, to cope
with the arrival and dispersal of spectators whilst also maintaining social
distances.
vi. the current infection rate, which might require local public health
authorities to restrict or prohibit gatherings.
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Thus it can be seen that the capacity of any sports ground under social distancing
cannot be calculated with the same level of certainty as is possible under standard
operational conditions, and will instead depend on a series of dynamic assessments
from event to event, on the assessment of test events (see Section SG02 3.21), and
on local circumstances.
By adopting this open approach it can be hoped that, as the ground management
becomes more adept at managing the challenges, and as the spread of the virus
hopefully recedes, so can the socially distanced capacity be raised incrementally.
There is however another factor that must be taken into account, and that is the
willingness of spectators to attend and, if they do, how they cope and behave under
the new circumstances.
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SG02 1.5

Spectators’ responsibilities

Much more so than under standard operational conditions, the attitudes and
behavioural patterns of spectators under social distancing and COVID-19 protection
measures will have a considerable impact on how successfully management can
achieve its safety goals.
Among the chief differences to be highlighted in this introductory summary are the
following:
a.

Who should attend
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More than ever before, members of the public must themselves take
responsibility for deciding whether or not they should attend an event. This
assessment should be based upon their own health status and susceptibility
to infection, and that of those in their family or household bubble, together with
an assessment of their own attitude to the potential risks.
As explained in Chapter SG02 3.0, it is however the responsibility of
management to guide each person through that decision making process
before the person purchases a ticket, by outlining all the conditions that will be
in place and all the possible restrictions that spectators are likely to encounter.
b.

Spectators’ behaviour
One of the key recommendations in this document is that all ticket holders
should be required to read and adhere to a Spectators’ Code of Conduct (see
Section SG02 3.12 and Figure SG02 7). This Code should include a basic
commitment not only to respect the social distancing needs of others, but
also to avoid acting in any way that might risk the health of fellow spectators
and staff working at the ground. For example, in seated areas, if seeking to
pass another spectator on the same row in order to access or leave a seat – a
movement sometimes called the ‘brush past’ – a spectator should have the
courtesy to turn their back as they pass, in order to avoid close face-to-face
contact.
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c.

Social bubbles

Another challenge for management will be in dealing with groups of
spectators who book tickets as part of a social bubble. For the purposes of
this Supplementary Guide, based on current UK Government guidelines, a
social bubble is defined as a group of up to six people from no more than two
households.
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Clearly it is to the management’s advantage if tickets for seated areas are
booked in groups rather than singly, as this will enable seat allocations to be
optimised (see Figures SG02 2, 3 and 4).
But it is recognised that some spectators will wish to attend alone, or equally
that some may book tickets only for themselves, but, as is their custom, they
might still sit or stand in the company of other people who are within their
social bubble (such as family members, as neighbours or as close friends).
Management cannot be expected to question every ticket applicant as to
whether the people on whose behalf they are booking are genuinely part of
their social bubble. Nor can they know if, when an individual books a single
ticket, but expresses a wish to sit next to another person, those two people are
also genuinely part of a social bubble.
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SG02 1.6

Shared responsibilities and establishing community trust
In short, both management and spectators share the responsibility to act with care
and consideration, in the interests not only of their fellow spectators, their club or
team, and their sport, but also of the health and wellbeing of their community as a
whole.
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Nor should it be forgotten that, when deciding to re-admit spectators, both the ground
management and spectators should also respect the social distancing needs of those
people who help deliver the event – be they stewards, catering staff, first aiders,
representatives of the media, cleaners and so on – as well as those who live and work
in proximity to the ground.
Thus, it will be absolutely essential for management to establish a tone and an
authority in their communications and dealings with the public that fosters positive
relationships and a co-operative spirit in the difficult circumstances that all parties
face.

SG02 1.7

How to use this Supplementary Guidance
As stated earlier, this document forms a supplement to the sixth edition of the Guide
to Safety at Sports Grounds. It should therefore be read and acted upon only in
conjunction with the Guide. It does not replace or negate existing guidance, unless
specifically stated otherwise.
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Furthermore, the guidance within this document should not be applied selectively.
Indeed, users of both this Supplementary Guidance and the Guide may be considered
competent only if they have read and understood both guidance documents in their
entirety.
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At the same time, it is recognised that the guidance is neither definitive nor applicable
in all circumstances. Should any doubts therefore arise, or should any deviation from
the Supplementary Guidance and/or the Guide be proposed, it is recommended that
independent, professional advice be obtained from competent persons.
As emphasised in Section 1.8 of the Guide, deviations from the Guide, and from this
Supplementary Guidance, should only be acceptable when considered to be necessary
and reasonable, and supported by evidence.
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Any decision to deviate from the Guide or the Supplementary Guidance should be
recorded in a List of Deviations, with supporting written evidence, including the details
of the relevant risk assessment (see Section 3.3.d of the Guide).
Finally, this Supplementary Guidance does not supersede any legal obligations relating
to health and safety, employment or equalities, and therefore compliance with existing
obligations and those arising from current government recommendations and public
health authorities must be maintained.
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SG02 2.0 Assessing the safe
capacity of a sports ground
for social distancing
SG02 2.1
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Socially distanced capacities – introduction
(This chapter should be read in conjunction with Chapter Two and Figures 1 and 2 in the
Guide, and Figures SG02 1 to 5 in this Supplementary Guidance)
Chapter Two of the Guide to Safety at Sports Grounds (the Guide) explains how to
calculate the ‘final’ capacity of a sports ground; that is, how many spectators can be
safely accommodated whilst the venue is hosting an event, sporting or otherwise, in
standard operational mode.
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As emphasised in the Guide, this calculation is the most important step the ground
management can take towards the achievement of reasonable safety.
For the purposes of this Supplementary Guidance, and under the terms of the UK
Government’s Stage 5 process (see Section SG02 1.1), a ‘spectator’ is defined as
any individual in attendance at the competition venue who is not accredited by the
competition organiser to participate in and/or deliver the competition.
The purpose of this chapter is to summarise the issues that need to be understood,
and the steps that need to be worked through when re-assessing the capacity of
a ground in order to meet the needs of social distancing whilst also maintaining
reasonable safety.
Note, all figures quoted in this Supplementary Guidance are based upon a social
distancing requirement of 1.0m, provided that the necessary mitigation measures are
put in place.
Should any other distancing requirement be introduced, it will be the responsibility
of management to conduct a complete and thorough re-assessment of the socially
distanced capacity accordingly.
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Clearly, whatever the extent of the social distancing requirements in place, the number
of spectators that can be accommodated will be considerably lower than the final
capacity under standard operational conditions.
Furthermore, owing to the variables that apply to seat allocations in socially distanced
seated accommodation – according to whether seats are allocated in singles, pairs
or in larger combinations – it may not be possible for management to set a maximum
socially distanced capacity for all events.
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Rather, it is envisaged that, at many grounds, management will need to continually
assess the socially distanced capacities on a dynamic basis, starting, wherever
possible, with a test event (see Section SG02 3.21).
At all sports grounds, however, the basic issues highlighted in the following sections
will apply.

SG02 2.2
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Social distancing – space per person

As illustrated in Figure SG02 1, when calculating the amount of space person, there
are two methods of measuring a social distance of 1.0m.
a.

Method One is based upon a 1.0m diameter circle, centred on the head,
regardless of whether it applies to individuals who are sitting, walking or
standing.

Note, the circle in this method takes up an area of approximately 0.8m2 per
person and reduces the space between two people standing side-to-side to
approximately 400mm.
b.

Method Two takes into account the width and depth of an individual, so that
when positioned next to another individual, the social distance between the
two is approximately 1.0m.
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As a seated individual typically takes up 500m in width, whereas someone
walking or standing takes up 600mm in width, Method Two requires two
different circles:
i.

for people seated: 1.5m diameter, which equates to approximately 1.8m2
per person
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ii. for people walking or standing: 1.6m diameter, which equates to
approximately of 2.0m2 per person).

The choice of which method to adopt for the purposes of calculation and planning will
depend on current government advice in the jurisdiction in which the sports ground is
located, and on the ground management’s policy towards COVID-19 protection.
Regardless of which method is adopted, however, the process followed when
assessing spectator numbers will always differ according to whether the viewing
accommodation is for seated or for standing spectators.

SG02 2.3

Social distancing – seated accommodation
(see Section 12.22 and Figure 25 in the Guide)
In order to assess the socially distanced capacity for a seated area – including one
with seats incorporating barriers – it will be necessary to take into consideration the
following:
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a.

Allocation of seats in the same rows

Three factors dictate how many seats in the same row must be kept
unoccupied under social distancing:
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i.

whether Method One or Method Two is used for measuring social
distances (see above and Figure SG02 1) and

ii. the seat widths (as measured between seat centres), and
iii. the allocation of seats (that is whether they are to be occupied singly, in
pairs, in threes, fours and so on).
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Note however that it may further be necessary to keep seats immediately next
to radial gangways unoccupied, based on:
iv. the width of the radial gangway, and

v. whether the flow on the radial gangway is one-way or two-way.

Figures SG02 2 and 3 show examples of the combined effect of these five
factors.
b.

Allocation of seats in successive or alternate rows

The decision as to whether seats can be allocated in successive rows, or
whether it would be more advantageous to allocate seats only in alternate
rows, will depend on three factors:
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i.

whether Method One or Method Two is used for measuring social
distances (see above and Figure SG02 1) and

ii. the depth of the seating rows, and
iii. the allocation of seats (that is whether they are to be occupied singly, in
pairs, in threes, fours and so on).
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Again, Figures SG02 2 and 3 show examples of the combined effect of these
three factors.

c.

Optimising seat allocations

Clearly, as illustrated in Figures SG02 2 and 3, a higher proportion of seats can
be occupied in one area under social distancing if more people from within
the same social bubble sit together, whether grouped in the same row or in
successive rows.
For the purposes of this Supplementary Guide, based on current UK
Government guidelines, a social bubble is defined as a group of up to six
people from no more than two households.

Note that when seeking to optimise seat allocations, management should
be aware of the conditions attached to ticket sales at sports grounds under
government guidelines on social distancing; in short that ticket applicants
must provide verified contact detail for each person in their party, and confirm
that the other ticket holders fall within the same social bubble (see Sections
SG02 1.5.c and 3.11).
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To sum up, before allocating seats under social distancing – whether by utilising
ticketing software, crowd modelling, or simply by preparing editable seat plans – the
allocation of seats and of groups of seats will require management to undertake a
detailed survey of each area of seated accommodation.
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Hence, as expressed earlier, unlike under standard operational conditions when it is
possible to calculate the precise final capacity of a seated area, under social distancing
it will be necessary for management to continually risk assess its seat capacities on a
dynamic basis.
Note also that even after seats have been allocated, it will still be necessary to reassess the (S) factor for the area in question, and that this re-assessment should
include an assessment of the management of social distancing itself.

SG02 2.4
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Social distancing – risk assessments for seated areas

As part of the dynamic assessment process, management will need to assess the
risks inherent in the various configurations of seat allocations available, and the
possible control measures that might therefore need to be introduced.
The issues include, but are not limited, to the following:
a.

The ‘brush past’
Unless an entire row of seats is occupied by spectators from the same social
bubble, spectators wishing to access their seats or leave their seats during
an event will need to pass in front of, or brush past, other spectators from a
different social bubble.
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Both the management and the spectators will need to assess the possible
risks inherent in this action and, if deemed necessary, adopt control measures
to minimise such risks. These measures might include:
i.

choosing to allocate seats in one row to the same social bubble
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ii. requesting spectators to wear face masks

iii. requesting spectators on the move to turn their backs as they brush past
other spectators, thereby avoiding face-to-face contact
iv. requesting spectators to take up their seats, and to vacate their seats,
during specified time slots
v. requesting that spectators remain in their seats throughout the event,
wherever possible.

Whichever, if any of these or other control measures are adopted, it is vital
that those seeking to purchase tickets in the area in question are advised
in advance of the control measures that will be in place so that they decide
whether or not they wish to proceed with the transaction.

As strongly recommended in Section SG02 3.12, it is also expected that
management will address the issue of the brush past in its Spectators’ Code of
Conduct.
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b.

Keeping alternate rows unoccupied

Rather than seek to optimise allocations using every row, for ease of
safety management, and to avoid potential breaches of social distancing,
management might decide that it would be preferable to leave every other row
of seats unoccupied.
Again, Figures SG02 2 and 3 illustrate the effect of each option.
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Figure SG02 1 Methods of measurement for 1.0m social distancing
As stated in Section SG02 1.1, the measurements and calculations cited in this
Supplementary Guidance are based upon a social distancing requirement of 1.0m.
Shown here are two methods of measuring a 1.0m social distance.*
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The choice of which method to adopt for the purposes of calculation and planning will
depend on current government advice in the jurisdiction in which the sports ground is
located, and on the ground management’s policy towards Covid-19 protection.
Method One
Under this method, the
circle used for calculation
and planning purposes is
1.0m diameter, centred
on the body, regardless of
whether it applies to people
seated, standing or walking.
The dotted inner circles
represent average widths of
500mm for people seated,
and 600mm for people
standing or walking (thereby
taking into consideration
side-to-side-movement).
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Method Two

Under this method, the
circle used for calculation
and planning purposes
takes into account the
width of an individual, and
therefore two different
circles are needed.
For a seated person a
1.5m diameter circle is
used, to allow for a typical
body width of 500mm.
For a standing or walking
person, a 1.6m diameter
circle is used, to allow
for typical side-to -sidemovement in the range of
600mm in width.

The Method One circles both equate to approx 0.8 m2
per person and result in a socially distanced side-to-side
space of approx 500mm between two people sitting and
approx 400m between two people standing.
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The Method Two circles equate to approx 1.8 m2 per
person for people who are seated, and approx 2.0 m2 per
person for people who are standing or walking, so that in
both cases, when positioned next to another individual, the
social distance between the two, in all directions, is 1.0m.
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* If government advice requires that a social distance of 2.0m per person is to be enforced, the
equivalent measurements are Method One: 2.0m diameter circle (3.1 m2 per person), and Method
Two: 2.5m diameter circle for seated (4.9 m2 per person) and 2.6m diameter circle for standing or
walking (5.3 m2 per person).
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Figure SG02 2 Seat allocation examples – Method One, every row
The examples here illustrate some of the consequences of 1.0m social distancing for a block of 224 seats
containing 8 rows, using Method One (as explained in Figure SG02 1 and Section SG02 2.2) and allocating
seats in every row. The examples should be viewed in conjunction with Figure 25 in the Guide (seating row
depths and seat dimensions).
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The examples are for illustrative purposes only. Management must check the dimensions for each seated
area and assess how best to balance the need to (a) mitigate health risks, for example from spectators
brushing past each other on seat rows and in gangways, and (b) adopting new management procedures,
with (c) the desire to optimise occupancy.
It is emphasised that capacity assessments arrived at after optimising seat allocations will be permitted
only if it can be shown that the entry, exit and emergency exit capacities and, where applicable, the
concourse capacity, can support such numbers when social distancing is in place.
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Method One: Example 1 (above)
Dimensions: Seat row depths: 700mm / seat widths: 460mm / radial gangway widths: 1.2m
Seat allocation: Every row occupied, in singles, twos, threes and fours
Social distancing requirements: Two seats must be kept unoccupied between every allocated
seat. Every seat next to radial gangways must be kept unoccupied. One-way flow only possible in
radial gangways at any one time. Occupancy level: 75 seats out of 224 (approx 33 per cent)
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Method One: Example 2 (above)
Dimensions: Seat row depths: 800mm / seat widths: 500mm / radial gangway widths: 1.2m
Seat allocation: Every row occupied, in singles, twos, threes and fours
Social distancing requirements: One seat must be kept unoccupied between every allocated seat.
Every seat next to radial gangways must be kept unoccupied. One-way flow only possible in radial
gangways at any one time. Occupancy level: 74 seats out of 224 (approx 33 per cent)
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Figure SG02 3 Seat allocation examples – Method Two, every row

The examples here illustrate some of the consequences of 1.0m social distancing for a block of 224 seats
containing 8 rows, using Method Two (as explained in Figure SG02 1 and Section SG02 2.2) and allocating
seats in every row. The examples should be viewed in conjunction with Figure 25 in the Guide (seating row
depths and seat dimensions).
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The examples are for illustrative purposes only. Management must check the dimensions for each seated
area and assess how best to balance the need to (a) mitigate health risks, for example from spectators
brushing past each other on seat rows and in gangways, and (b) adopting new management procedures,
with (c) the desire to optimise occupancy.
It is emphasised that capacity assessments arrived at after optimising seat allocations will be permitted
only if it can be shown that the entry, exit and emergency exit capacities and, where applicable, the
concourse capacity, can support such numbers when social distancing is in place.
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Method Two: Example 1 (above)
Dimensions: Seat row depths: 700mm / seat widths: 460mm / radial gangway widths: 1.2m
Seat allocation: Every row occupied, in singles, twos, threes and fours
Social distancing requirements: Two seats must be kept unoccupied between every allocated
seat in the rows both in front and behind. Two seats next to radial gangways must be kept
unoccupied. One-way flow only possible in radial gangways at any one time.
Occupancy level: 38 seats out of 224 (approx 17 per cent)
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Method Two: Example 2 (above)
Dimensions: Seat row depths: 800mm / seat widths: 500mm / radial gangway widths: 1.2m
Seat allocation: Every row occupied, in singles, twos, threes and fours
Social distancing requirements: Two seats must be kept unoccupied between every allocated
seat in the rows both in front and behind. Two seats next to radial gangways must be kept
unoccupied. One-way flow only possible in radial gangways at any one time. Occupancy level: 50
seats out of 224 (approx 22 per cent)
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Figure SG02 4 Seat allocation examples – alternate rows
The examples here illustrate some of the consequences of 1.0m social distancing for a block of 224 seats
containing 8 rows, using both Methods One and Two (as explained in Figure SG02 1 and Section SG02
2.2) and allocating seats in alternate rows (see Section SG02 2.5). The examples should be viewed in
conjunction with Figure 25 in the Guide (seating row depths and seat dimensions).
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The examples are for illustrative purposes only. Management must check the dimensions for each seated
area and assess how best to balance the need to (a) mitigate health risks, for example from spectators
brushing past each other on seat rows and in gangways, and (b) adopting new management procedures,
with (c) the desire to optimise occupancy.
It is emphasised that capacity assessments arrived at after optimising seat allocations will be permitted
only if it can be shown that the entry, exit and emergency exit capacities and, where applicable, the
concourse capacity, can support such numbers when social distancing is in place.
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Example 1: Method One (above)
Dimensions: Seat row depths: 700mm / seat widths: 460mm / radial gangway widths: 1.2m
Seat allocation: Every alternate row occupied, in singles, twos, threes and fours
Social distancing requirements: Two seats must be kept unoccupied between every allocated
seat. Every seat next to radial gangways must be kept unoccupied. One-way flow only possible in
radial gangways at any one time. Occupancy level: 67 seats out of 224 (approx 30 per cent)
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Example 2: Method Two (above)
Dimensions: Seat row depths: 700mm / seat widths: 460mm / radial gangway widths: 1.2m
Seat allocation: Every alternate row occupied, in singles, twos, threes and fours
Social distancing requirements: Two seats must be kept unoccupied between every allocated
seat. Two seats next to radial gangways must be kept unoccupied. One-way flow only possible in
radial gangways at any one time. Occupancy level: 38 seats out of 224 (approx 27 per cent)
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Figure SG02 5
Assessing the socially distanced capacity of seated accommodation
The following steps correspond with Figure 1 of the Guide, the key differences being that:
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a. rather than an exact total being calculated, Step 2 (the holding capacity) must take into
account the method adopted to measure social distances – Method One or Method Two
(see Figure SG02 1 and Section 2.2) – and should be assessed on a dynamic basis

b. the figure arrived at in Step 2 CSDHC (the concourse socially distanced holding capacity)
must be considered along with all the usual figures used in Step 6 to arrive at the socially
distanced capacity for the seated accommodation in question.

STEP 1
usable seats

total number of seats minus seats with seriously restricted
views / damaged / inadequate / unavailable seats

STEP 2
holding capacity –
to be assessed on
a dynamic basis

number of usable seats minus seats taken out of use for social
distancing after applying either Method One or Method Two
for measuring social distances, and after allocating seats in
response to demand

SG02 2.2 – 2.4

distancing should in itself form part of the (S) factor assessment
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STEP 2 CSDHC
concourse
socially distanced
holding capacity

SG02 2.7 and 8.3

x (P) or (S) whichever is lower (noting that the management of social

available concourse floor area x
1.25 persons per sq m (Method One) or
0.5 persons per sq m (Method Two)
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x (P) or (S) whichever is lower (noting that the management of social
distancing should in itself form part of the (S) factor assessment

Note: if the concourse's socially distanced holding capacity is lower than
the Step 2 holding capacity this lower figure will apply unless control
measures are introduced to avoid congestion (Sections SG02 8.1 and 8.5)

STEP 3

STEP 4

entry capacity

exit capacity

re-check after social
distancing in place

re-check after social
distancing in place

SGO2 6.1

SGO2 9.3
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STEP 6
socially distanced
capacity

STEP 5
emergency exit
capacity

re-check after social
distancing in place
SGO2 9.1

social distanced capacity = lowest values of
Steps 2 / 2 CSDHC / 3 / 4 or 5

As stressed in Section SG02 2.1, owing to the variables that apply to allocating seats in socially distanced
seated accommodation, it may not be possible to set a maximum socially distanced capacity for all events.
Rather, it is envisaged that management will need to assess capacities on a dynamic basis.
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SG02 2.5

Social distancing – standing accommodation
(see Sections 2.9 and 2.10 of the Guide)
For standing accommodation it will be acceptable, at the outset, to make a calculation
of the socially distanced holding capacity based upon a simple reduction in the
appropriate density; that is, the maximum number of persons per square metre
deemed safe and comfortable in the standing area in question.
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The socially distanced holding capacity of the area can then be calculated by applying
the standard formula:
holding capacity = available viewing area x appropriate density

However, for the resulting holding capacity to be considered demonstrably safe for
the purposes of social distancing, close monitoring of the standing spectators will be
necessary at all times, and a number of control measures may need to be adopted
(see next section).
Once again, the first step in calculating the appropriate density will be to be decide
whether to measure social distances according to Method One or Method Two (see
Section SG02 2.2 and Figure SG02 1).
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a.

Method One

Using Method One, standing spectators will be allocated a socially distanced
space of 0.8m2 per person.
This equates to a density of 12.5 persons per 10 square metres.

b.

Method Two
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Using Method Two, standing spectators will be allocated a socially distanced
space of 2.0m2 per person.
This equates to a density of 5.0 persons per 10 square metres.

Note that in both examples this assumes that the (P) and (S) factors for the standing
area in question each remain at 1.0.

However if the quality of safety management falls following the introduction of social
distancing – including the oversight of social distancing itself – it will be necessary
to reduce the (S) factor and therefore potentially reduce the capacity of the standing
area further.

SG02 2.6

Social distancing – risk assessments for standing areas
To a large extent the safe management of standing areas under social distancing will
depend on the behaviour of the spectators.
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For example, unlike seated areas, in which spectators within the same social bubble
might be expected to sit together – having booked specific seats on that basis – in
standing areas, once spectators have entered the ground, it will not be possible for
management to make sure that members of a social bubble stand together at all
times.
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It might also be difficult to prevent standing spectators from migrating – particularly
to covered areas in the event of rain – thereby forming clusters which breach social
distancing.
Management should therefore consider which control measures might be
implemented to reduce the risks of social distancing being breached.
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The measures include, but are not limited, to the following:
a.

As stated in Section SG02 3.12, it is strongly recommended that all ticket
holders should be required to read and adhere to a Spectators’ Code of Conduct
(see Section SG02 3.12 and Figure SG02 6).
For spectators in standing areas, this Code of Conduct could include a
commitment to respond to requests to spread out or move to other areas.

b.

Access to standing areas (including covered areas) could be closely monitored
and controlled – by stewards supported by CCTV monitoring where available,
and/or by the use of temporary barriers – to prevent overcrowding.

c.

Larger, open standing areas could be sub-divided into smaller areas, or pens, to
enable spectators and stewards to more easily maintain social distancing.
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This approach carries its own risks, however (particularly in terms of ingress
and egress) and would require more stewards to be on hand to monitor density
levels, and/or a greater use of barriers.
Nor is it likely to be practical or effective to demarcate separate spaces by
painting lines on the terraces or ground.

It is in recognition of these potential difficulties that the monitoring and controlling
of spectators in standing areas under social distancing presents management with a
particular challenge.
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Therefore, no matter how many more standing spectators could be accommodated if
all were to attend in social bubbles, management should not expect to be able to sell
more tickets for a standing area than that of the pre-determined socially distanced
holding capacity.
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Figure SG02 6
Calculating the socially distanced capacity of standing accommodation
The following steps correspond with Figure 2 of the Guide, the key difference being that the
figure arrived at in Step 3 CSDHC (the concourse socially distanced holding capacity) must
be considered along with all the usual figures used in Step 7 to arrive at the socially distanced
capacity for the standing accommodation in question.
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Note also that, whereas for seated accommodation it is envisaged that the socially
distanced capacity will need to be assessed on a dynamic basis, for standing
accommodation, as stated in Section SG02 2.5, the holding capacity can be calculated
simply by applying the new, socially distanced appropriate density. This will determined by
whether the management adopts Method One or Method Two in order to measure social
distancing (see Figure SG02 1 and Section SG02 2.2).

STEP 1
available viewing
area

STEP 2
appropriate
density

physical area less gangways / seriously restricted views and
wheelchair user spaces – taking account of barrier layout
(continuous or non-continuous) / spacing/ barrier testing / loadings

1.25 persons per sq m (Method One) or
0.5 persons per sq m (Method Two)
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SG02 2.5

x (P) or (S) whichever is lower (noting that the management of social
distancing should in itself form part of the (S) factor assessment

STEP 3

available viewing area x appropriate density

STEP 3 CSDHC
concourse
socially distanced
holding capacity

available concourse floor area x
1.25 persons per sq m (Method One) or
0.5 persons per sq m (Method Two)

holding capacity

plus, if applicable, spaces for wheelchair users and companions
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x (P) or (S) whichever is lower (noting that the management of social

distancing should in itself form part of the (S) factor assessment

SG02 2.7 and 8.3

Note: if the concourse's socially distanced capacity is lower than the Step
3 holding capacity this lower figure will apply unless control measures are
introduced to avoid congestion (Sections SG02 8.1 and 8.5)

STEP 4

STEP 5

entry capacity

exit capacity

re-check after social
distancing in place

re-check after social
distancing in place
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SGO2 6.1

STEP 7
socially distanced
capacity

SGO2 9.3

STEP 6
emergency exit
capacity
re-check after social
distancing in place
SGO2 9.1

social distanced capacity = lowest values of
Steps 3 / 3 CSDHC / 3 / 4 or 5
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SG02 2.7

Socially distanced capacities – concourse capacities
The design and layout of a concourse – most importantly its available floor area –
and the levels of usage, particularly during peak times, could be a critical factor in the
overall assessment of a socially distanced capacity.
This is because if the socially distanced capacity of a concourse is lower than the
socially distanced capacity of the viewing accommodation which it serves, unless one
or more of the contol measures suggested in Section SG02 8.5 are put into place – for
example that the use of the concourse is restricted to circulation only (see Section
SG02 8.5.a) – the lower concourse figure will take precedence when making the final
calculation (as is also the case if either the entry capacity or the exit capacity prove to
be lower).
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This introduction of a concourse capacity assessment into the equation represents a
significant variation from the standard method of assessing final capacities.
Once again, the first step in calculating the socially distanced capacity of a concourse
is to decide whether to measure social distances according to Method One or Method
Two (see Section SG02 2.2 and Figure SG02 1).
a.

Method One
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Using Method One, standing spectators will be allocated a socially distanced
space of 0.8m2 per person.
This equates to a density of 12.5 persons per 10 square metres.

b.

Method Two

Using Method Two, standing spectators will be allocated a socially distanced
space of 2.0m2 per person.
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This equates to a density of 5.0 persons per 10 square metres.

Note that these figures assume that the (P) and (S) factors for the concourse area in
question each remain at 1.0.

Note also that when calculating the number of people able to gather in a concourse at
any one time whilst also maintaining social distancing, the presence of stewards and
all other non-spectators must also be factored in.

SG02 2.8

Socially distanced capacities – entry and exit capacities
Even though overall spectator numbers will be lower when social distancing is in
place, management will still need to factor in entry capacities and exit capacities,
as is required by the Guide for capacity calculations under standard operational
conditions.
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This is because during normal ingress and egress (as defined in Section 10.2 of the
Guide) – that is, not under emergency conditions – under social distancing:
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a.

the rates of flow will be slower.

b.

existing circulation routes may need to be managed in different ways; for
example, routes that allow two-way flow may need to be confined to one-way
flow.

c.

some entry and exit points may need to be taken out of use to allow for social
distancing.
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When considering egress, and in particular the Zone 2 travel time – as defined in
Section 10.11 of the Guide – it should also be noted it may not be possible to adhere
to the eight minute requirement.
Nevertheless, management should still monitor Zone 2 travel times once social
distancing is in place and assess whether any additional measures may be necessary
to avoid unease or discomfort amongst spectators waiting to enter the exit system
(see Section SG02 9.3.b)
For more guidance on the issue affecting the entry capacity when social distancing is
in operation, see Chapter SG02 7.0.
For more guidance on the issues affecting the exit capacity when social distancing is
in operation, see Chapter SG02 10.0.
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Note that it may not be necessary to factor in emergency exit capacities when
assessing capacities under social distancing. This is because in the event of an
emergency, it is recommended that standard operational procedures will generally
take precedence over social distancing requirements.
Nevertheless management still has a responsibility to review all its operational plans
for emergency and exceptional egress to make sure that those plans will still be viable
once all other measures for social distancing have been put in place.
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For more guidance on the review of the Operations Manual under social distancing,
see Chapter SG02 3.4.

SG02 2.9

Socially distanced capacities – external factors

Having re-assessed the capacity of the sports ground itself, a number of other
external factors must also be considered, each of which might result in a further
reduction of the number of spectators permitted to attend.

For example, local public transport providers may have insufficient capacity to serve
routes to and from the ground, or it may be impossible to provide a sufficient number
of car parking spaces once social distancing is implemented.
Similarly, localised spikes in COVID-19 infection rates might require tighter lockdown
conditions which limit numbers permitted to attend, or prohibit the entry of spectators
altogether.
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Management must also continue to monitor the health of members of its safety
management team, noting in particular that the unavailability of key individuals might
result in a reduction of the (S) factor, in which case the capacity of the ground could
be reduced accordingly.
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As such, ground management should at all times liaise with all the relevant local
authorities, including public health authorities, and all its partners involved in the coordination of event day preparation and delivery.

SG02 2.10 Grounds where final capacities require further calculation
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It is recognised there are certain sports grounds – such as those staging horse racing,
motor racing or golf – where additional calculations may need to be made in order to
arrive at a final capacity.
For example, some grounds contain large areas of open land to which entry by
members of the public is not controlled, and/or where spectators may view the event
from areas not strictly designed as viewing accommodation. Some grounds may
also include areas – such as stables, pits, hospitality villages or media compounds –
where large numbers of support staff, event officials and others may gather, but still
have access to areas of viewing accommodation.
In such cases, the final capacities of individual, enclosed sections of viewing
accommodation must still be calculated, but these calculations should be
accompanied by a risk assessment identifying:
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a.

whether additional members of the public are able to enter the ground, and/or

b.

whether additional people within the ground are able to enter areas of viewing
accommodation, and if so

c.

how their numbers may be monitored, and, if necessary

d.

how their numbers might be controlled so that the socially distanced capacity
of any one area is not exceeded.
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SG02 2.11 Socially distanced capacities – summary

For a summary of the steps involved in assessing a socially distanced capacity, see
Figures SG02 5 and 6.

Bearing in mind the basic principles outlined in this chapter, it is once again stressed
that a complete re-assessment of the ground’s capacity for social distancing may not
result in the calculation of a single maximum socially distanced capacity.

Instead all capacity assessments and any resulting capacity calculations arrived at by
management for social distancing should be considered to be dynamic: that is, subject
to change according to circumstances and to evolving management strategies.
Finally, management is reminded that detailed plans showing event day capacity
calculations relating to each area of spectator accommodation should, as is also the
case under standard operational procedures, be kept for reference and inspection in
the Event Management Plan, which forms part of the Operations Manual (see Chapter
SG02 3.0).
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SG02 3.0 Management
responsibilities for social
distancing and COVID-19
protection
SG02 3.1
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Management responsibilities
A fundamental principle of the Guide to Safety at Sports Grounds (the Guide) is that
responsibility for all people present in a sports ground lies at all times with the ground
management. The management will normally be either the owner or lessee of the
ground, who may not necessarily be the promoter of the event.
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Should, following the lifting of government restrictions, management decide to readmit spectators to its sports ground, this responsibility will clearly extend to the
implementation of measures:
a.

to implement social distancing, and

b.

to guard against the transmission of the COVID-19 virus

again, for all people present, at all times.

It is recognised that representatives of management cannot be reasonably expected
to possess all the technical knowledge and skills required to assess and apply every
recommendation in this Supplementary Guidance.
Management should therefore, whenever required, seek guidance from competent
persons who have the relevant qualifications, skills and experience. This will almost
certainly include representatives of the local public health authority, who may require
the implementation of additional measures, including measures that might override
those cited in this document.
Should this occur, it is stressed that any such intervention does not exonerate the
ground management from its responsibilities for the safety, security and service of all
people present at the ground.
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Furthermore, readers of this Supplementary Guidance will already be aware of the
function and importance of (P) and (S) factors in calculating capacities.
As stated in Chapter SG02 2.0, it is stressed that once management has put into
practice the various measures required for social distancing and COVID-19 protection,
it will be necessary to re-assess the (S) factor, and that this re-assessment should
include the management of social distancing itself (including the maintenance of
hygiene).
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SG02 3.2

Management risk assessments
Throughout the Guide reference is made to the need for management to conduct risk
assessments.
In order to re-admit spectators a new series of risk assessments will be necessary.
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These assessments should be undertaken by competent persons with the appropriate
skills and experience. Specialist advice may need to be sought, including from the
relevant public health authorities, but members of the management’s safety team
should contribute their own experience and knowledge of the ground being assessed,
including its operation during events.
Risk assessments, as outlined in Section 3.3.d of the Guide, should consist of the
following standard steps, each of which should be documented:
a.

Identify hazards to which all people at the ground may be exposed.

In the current circumstances the principal risk is that people attending an event
will either transmit or be infected by COVID-19.
When considering this risk, management will need to decide which method
to adopt when measuring social distances for the purposes of planning and
calculation; that is, either Method One or Method Two, as explained in Section
SG02 2.2 and Figure SG02 1.
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b.

Evaluate the risks and decide which, if any, extra control measures will be
needed to prevent the spread of the virus.
Informed by government regulations and current guidance, and by the
management’s choice of either Method One or Method Two for measuring
social distances, those control measures should seek to implement, monitor
and manage social distancing and COVID-19 protection in all parts of the
sports ground and during all phases of an event day, including, but not
confined to:
i.
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Zone Ex and/or the ground’s immediate environs, including those areas
where spectators arrive via public transport, park their vehicles and queue
for entry, and where they exit the ground.

ii. all areas within the ground’s boundaries, including, where applicable, car
parks.
iii. all areas of spectator accommodation, including hospitality areas.

iv. all parts of the ground’s circulation system, particularly where movement
is in two directions, such as on stairways, gangways, corridors, and where
pinch points might occur.
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v. in seating rows, particularly if spectators or stewards need to pass each
other to access or leave the row (known as the ‘brush past’).
vi. in standing areas, particularly popular areas, for example where spectators
traditionally cluster behind goals or against perimeter rails.
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vii. in concourses, particularly when spectators queue for amenities.
viii. in all parts of the viewing accommodation, particularly when spectators
celebrate or respond in an animated fashion to actions on the pitch or field
of activity.

Remembering also that the ground management’s responsibility extends
to all people present, these same risk assessments must also take into
consideration the social distancing needs of disabled spectators, stewards,
event staff, safety personnel, contract staff, players, athletes and officials,
representatives of the media, local authorities and emergency services,
medical staff and so on.
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(For further guidance on health and safety at work issues, see Section SG02
3.22.)
Having carried out these preliminary risk assessments, management must
then decide:
ix. whether or not the ground and its environs are capable of safely admitting,
accommodating and dispersing spectators under social distancing, and
x. whether or not the management’s own safety management structure is
capable of managing its events under social distancing.
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If these risk assessments and the evaluation of mitigating measures lead
to the conclusion that spectators are to be admitted, the following standard
procedures for risk assessment can then continue.

c.

Record the findings of each risk assessment and where necessary implement
the appropriate control and/or protective measures.

d.

Assess and review the adequacy and effectiveness of these measures, and,
where necessary, revise them.
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It is further essential that when considering event day operations and
procedures for social distancing and COVID-19 protection, management should
remain alert to the need to conduct dynamic or ongoing risk assessments
throughout the duration of the event, including during both its immediate
buildup and its aftermath. Such ongoing risk assessments should be
documented.
In short, even the most experienced safety management practitioners and event
organisers will be learning and responding to the challenges of social distancing and
COVID-19 protection on an event-to-event basis, and therefore it is likely that many of
the management procedures outlined in this chapter will need to be subject to continual
review and amendment.
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Note also that, as stated in Section SG02 3.11.b, management has a responsibility
to advise all prospective spectators to conduct their own risk assessment before
purchasing tickets.
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SG02 3.3

Meeting management responsibilities – summary
The management responsibilities described in this chapter fall into the following basic
categories.
Note that in every case, these are in addition to the existing responsibilities
management bears when operating a sports ground under standard operational
conditions, as listed in Section 3.3 of the Guide.
a.
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Legislation and guidance

Management should be aware of, and be familiar with, all legislation relating
to sports grounds and the staging of events to which spectators are admitted.
The relevant Acts are listed in Section SG02 10.1.
Within this Supplementary Guidance there are also frequent references to other
sources of guidance on social distancing and COVID-19 protection. These fall
into the following categories:
i.

government guidance

ii. public health guidance, both national and local
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iii. health and safety guidance

iv. guidance from governing bodies of sport
v. guidance from various public and professional bodies
vi. guidance from various trade organisations
vii. guidance offered on the SGSA website

b.

Staffing

See Sections SG02 3.8 to 3.9.

c.

Advanced planning
Management should:
i.
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Review and where necessary amend every relevant section of its
Operations Manual (see Section SG02 3.4), starting with the management’s
Event Safety Policy, also known as a Spectator Safety Policy (see Section
SG02 3.5 and Section 3.5 of the Guide).

ii. Review all aspects of standard working arrangements within the ground’s
control point, to ensure that social distancing can be maintained whilst
maintaining standard operational levels of control, command and coordination. This will include a review of the number of safety personnel
who need to be present in the control point, and whether they will need to
wear personal protective equipment (PPE).
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iii. Review and revise all plans and drawings of the ground to create a Social
Distancing Management Plan (see Section SG02 3.7).
iv. Review and revise all staffing and service level agreements to ensure
resilience (see Section SG02 3.8).
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v. Review and amend the Stewarding Plan (see Section SG02 3.9).
vi. Review and amend the Security Plan (see Section SG02 3.10).
vii. Draw up plans for spectator liaison (see Section SG02 3.11).
viii. Review and amend the Ticketing Plan (see Section SG02 3.13).
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ix. Review and amend the Communications Plan (see Sections SG02 3.14 to
3.15).
x. Review and amend all catering and sales procedures (see Section SG02
3.16).
xi. Review and amend the Medical Needs Assessment to create a COVID-19
Medical Plan (see Section SG02 3.17).
xii. Check that measures introduced for social distancing and COVID-19
protection do not breach existing arrangements in place to meet equalities
legislation (see Section SG02 3.18).
xiii. Review existing agreements in place for the co-ordination of movements
within Zone Ex (see Section SG02 3.19).
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xiv. For each event, draw up a suitably amended and updated Event
Management Plan (see Section SG02 3.20).
xv. Plan for the staging of test events (see Section SG02 3.21).
xvi. Check that measures introduced for social distancing and COVID-19
protection comply with Health and Safety at Work legislation (see Section
SG02 3.22).

d.

Risk assessments
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See Section SG02 3.2 and each of the following sections in this chapter.
e.

Monitoring and records

The monitoring and recording of incidents during an event is of course
important under standard operational conditions, but takes on an added
significance once social distancing and COVID-19 protection measures are in
place.

This is because management can not only improve its procedures by
monitoring and recording incidents, but also these records can, if necessary, be
shared with the relevant public health authorities.
Management should therefore:
i.

Record, using standard forms, all incidents and any circumstances which
may have led to social distancing being breached or COVID-19 protection
being compromised.
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ii. Ensure that subsequent remedial actions are prioritised and monitored,
and maintain an audit trail.
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iii. Conduct periodic safety audits and reviews, in particular after a major
event, and, if necessary, draw up an action list.
iv. Ensure that no other management decisions or policies compromise social
distancing or COVID-19 protection measures.

f.

Notifying the local authority
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Where a safety certificate is in force the management should ensure that
details of all consultations and plans between them and the police, fire,
ambulance services and with the local health authority, and all training and
exercises, are notified to the local authority.

SG02 3.4

Operations Manual

In order to comply with the Guide and oversee an effective safety management
operation, management will have already compiled an Operations Manual, containing
all the various plans, drawings and documents required for use under standard
operational conditions.
However, as stressed in the Guide, many if not all those elements within the
Operations Manual should, as a matter of course, be reviewed and if necessary
amended in order to meet the specific needs and characteristics of each event.
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Once reviewed and amended, these plans, drawings and documents should be
summarised in one key document, known as the Event Management Plan (see Section
SG02 3.20).
Following a detailed review, it could be that not all sections of the Operations Manual
will need amending. However, the following sections highlight some of the key areas
to be considered.
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Note that this summary is not intended to be exhaustive or cover every aspect of
operational matters, but seeks principally to illustrate the range of procedures likely to
be most affected by social distancing and COVID-19 protection measures.

SG02 3.5

Event Safety Policy

Also known as the Spectator Safety Policy, as stated in Section 3.5 of the Guide, the
purpose of the Event Safety Policy is to explain the management’s philosophy on
safety culture and to set out its safety objectives, thereby demonstrating that from the
highest level of management downwards there is a positive attitude to public safety.
Clearly this policy should be reviewed and revised by the management to take into
account its strategic plans for social distancing and COVID-19 protection.
The policy should make clear:
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a.

the chain of command within the safety management team.

b.

with whom lies ultimate responsibility for safety, social distancing and
COVID-19 protection at the ground.

c.

to whom that responsibility is delegated.
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d.

how the Event Safety Policy is to be implemented and communicated.

e.

how the Event Safety Policy is to be audited, by internal or external means, and
reviewed.

Copies of the policy should be distributed and explained to all members of staff,
contract staff, part-time staff and voluntary workers.
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The policy should be reviewed by management and revised as necessary following
any incident in which safety might have been compromised.
If a safety certificate is in place, when drawing up its Event Safety Policy management
should consult with the local authority to ensure that no aspect of the policy conflicts
with any conditions set out within the safety certificate.
Once drawn up and agreed, the Event Safety Policy and any subsequent revisions
should be signed and dated by the person identified with ultimate responsibility on
behalf of ground management.

SG02 3.6

Appointing a COVID-19 Officer and deputy for spectators
At sports grounds where events have already been taking place without spectators
– in England under Stage 3 of the UK Government’s guidance concerning the phased
return to domestic competition – a COVID-19 Officer for the sports ground will already
be in post.
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At smaller grounds this role may have been taken on by the Safety Officer.
However, at larger grounds the role of COVID-19 Officer might be taken by the Deputy
Safety Officer.
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Note that the COVID-19 Officer appointed to oversee social distancing and COVID-19
protection for spectators and all other people present at the ground will not need
to have medical qualifications, or oversee the management’s Medical Needs
Assessment. All medical responsibilities will remain that of the ground’s existing
Medical Co-ordinator (see Section SG02 3.17) and will be backed up by guidance from
the medical officers acting on behalf of the relevant sport’s governing body.
It is however essential that the COVID-19 Officer with the responsibility for spectators
and others present at an event should not be given any additional duties on an event
day which might reduce their effectiveness in implementing social distancing and
COVID-19 protection.
Where a safety certificate is in force, the local authority should be informed of the
appointment.
Note also that if the appointed COVID-19 Officer and/or the deputy cannot carry out
their duties effectively, the (S) factor should be reduced.
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For further information on the appointment and duties of a COVID-19 Officer see UK
Government guidance.
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SG02 3.7

Social Distancing Management Plan
Section 2.1 of the Guide requires management to draw up and place within the
Operations Manual a set of plans of the ground, ideally drawn to a scale of 1:50 or
1:100, and no smaller than 1:200.
These plans should be amended before each event and placed within the Event
Management Plan, to show:
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a.

the socially distanced capacity of each section of the viewing accommodation,
including seat allocation plans, for the event in question.

b.

any changes to standard operational procedures in relation to:
i.

car parking.

ii. traffic management.
iii. pedestrian routes.

iv. entry points and queuing/searching/screening arrangements.
v. circulation routes, including changes to directional flow.
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vi. the availability or non-availability of any amenities, including hospitality
areas.
vii. the re-routing of queuing arrangements for amenities.
viii. the location of sanitiser stations and PPE stores.
ix. the arrangements in place for disabled spectators.
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x. exit routes and exit points.

xi. emergency exit routes and emergency exit points.

xii. where applicable any changes in dispersal routes affecting Zone Ex.
xiii. any overlay in place.

SG02 3.8

Staffing and resilience

As is the case for all aspects of safety management under standard operational
conditions, the resilience of the management’s plans for social distancing and
COVID-19 protections could be significantly compromised by the non-availability of
key safety personnel on an event day. (For a definition of resilience see Glossary.)
This is of particular concern given that, as stressed in government guidance, an
individual retains the right to opt out of serving in a COVID-19 related role without
penalty.
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Management should therefore ensure, in advance of any event, that plans are in place
to cover the non-availability of all key personnel.
The potential non-availability of key personnel should also form an element of
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management’s Contingency Plans (see Section 3.15 of the Guide).
As part of its review of staffing arrangements, management should:
i.

Engage with all holders of key safety related posts to ascertain whether
any has any health concerns, and whether they are willing to take on duties
under social distancing, whilst making it clear that a decision not to report
for duties will not be penalised.
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ii. Appoint a competent COVID-19 Officer (see Section SG02 3.6).

iii. Ensure that all operational safety related posts are held by appropriately
trained and competent persons.
iv. Agree service level agreements with all specialist agencies – such as
those providing personnel for stewarding, medical support and COVID-19
screening – specifying minimum staff numbers, plus their required level of
training and competency.
v. Before each event, review and if necessary amend its existing Stewarding
Plan (see Section SG02 3.9 and Sections 3.11 and 4.12 of the Guide).
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SG02 3.9

Stewarding Plan

Following a risk assessment, management should draw up a Stewarding Plan for the
event in question. This should take into account the following:
a.

Even though spectator numbers will be reduced, the ratio of stewards per
spectators might need to be increased in order to monitor and manage social
distancing effectively.

b.

All stewards should be thoroughly trained in advance, and on event days
briefed as to their additional duties.

c.

Adequate supplies of PPE should be made available to those stewards whose
duties require them to wear it, and also to any others who request it.

d.

No steward should be expected to provide their own PPE.

e.

Management should put into place arrangements for the safe collection and
disposal of stewards’ PPE.

f.

By organising stewards’ rotas and positions accordingly, wherever possible
management should seek to reduce the frequency with which each steward is
required to engage in close contact with spectators.

g.

Debriefing sessions should encourage stewards to share their experiences of
the event and to suggest improvements, not only to assist management in its
future planning but also to help fellow stewards gain a wider understanding of
the management of social distancing and COVID-19 protection in the ground
and its environs as a whole.
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h.

The number of stewards deployed should not fall below the minimum number
specified in the revised Stewarding Plan.
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SG02 3.10 Security Plan

As part of its review of the existing Security Plan (also known as the Counter Terrorism
Plan), management should consider how its plans to implement social distancing
might impact upon security.
Clearly circumstances will differ from ground to ground and depend on the nature of
the event and current threat levels.
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However, the following two main issues should be considered:
a.

Are significant numbers of non-ticket holders likely to gather around the
ground’s environs and/or in Zone Ex, before, during or after the event, and if so,
what control measures will management need to put in place?
For example, management should inform the public in advance, using all
necessary communication channels, that such gatherings should not take
place and that no tickets will be on sale on the event day (see Section SG02
3.13).
If possible, consideration should also be given to controlling access to the
ground’s environs to ticket holders only.
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Management should not, it is stressed, seek to address this issue by providing
additional facilities, such as large screens or fan zones, outside the ground or
in any other public place, unless measures are put in place to maintain social
distancing and these measures are agreed by the local authority and the police.

b.

Any security screening measures put in place should be equipped and
managed in such a way as to:
i.
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reduce the need for close personal contact, and

ii. avoid the build-up of queues that might in themselves compromise security
arrangements and/or social distancing.

SG02 3.11 Pre-event spectator liaison

The introduction of social distancing at sports grounds adds a further responsibility
to management; that of communicating clear, detailed and appropriate information to
members of the public before tickets are sold and allocated, so that each individual
may make their own informed decision as to whether they attend the event or not.
This requirement extends, where applicable, to communicating with supporters of
visiting teams.
All such communications, whether written or verbal, should:
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a.

For reassurance, offer a brief summary of those parts of the ground
management’s Event Safety Policy relating to social distancing and COVID-19
protection (see Section SG02 3.5).

b.

Require applicants for tickets, in plain language, to carry out their own personal
risk assessment, taking into consideration not only their age, health status and
clinical vulnerability, but also, if booking for other people within their social
bubble, the age, health status and clinical vulnerability of those individuals.
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Applicants should also be made aware of the potential health risks of travelling
to the sports ground in close contact with people outside their social bubble.

c.

Inform applicants that they must not pass on, or sell tickets to any other
individual, including anyone within their social bubble (for a definition of social
bubble see Glossary).

d.

Inform applicants that as a condition of purchasing or being allocated a ticket,
in order to assist with NHS track and trace requirements, the applicant must:
i.
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provide and be able to verify their full name and contact details, and,

ii. if booking for a number of people, provide the same details for each
member of the party.

Note that any spectator data collected by management should be processed in
a manner that is compliant with relevant data protection legislation. The data
collected should not include medical data, unless management has carried out
a data impact assessment and is able to process and stored such data in a
compliant manner.
e.

Inform applicants that as a condition of purchasing or being allocated a ticket,
they, and/or where applicable, any other member of their party:
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i.

must confirm to the venue that they are not currently displaying COVID-19
symptoms, and

ii. agree that if they or any other member of their party do develop COVID-19
symptoms in the interim, that they will not attend the event.

f.

Inform applicants that all ticket holders, including those in hospitality areas,
may be expected to undergo a temperature check before entering the ground.

g.

Inform applicants for tickets to standing areas that in the interests of their own
safety and that of other spectators they should at all times maintain social
distancing and, if attending with other members of their social bubble, should
remain within that bubble within the standing area whenever possible.

h.

Inform applicants that all ticket holders, including those in hospitality areas,
will be expected to adhere to a Spectators’ Code of Conduct (see following
section).
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SG02 3.12 Spectators’ Code of Conduct
It has long been established that simply by entering a sports ground all spectators
commit themselves to adhere to a series of ground regulations.
Equally it is acknowledged that few spectators are familiar with those regulations,
other than in the broadest terms.
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For this reason it is recommended that all individuals who purchase or are allocated
tickets for an event at which social distancing and COVID-19 protection measures are
in place, are provided in advance with a copy of a Spectators’ Code of Conduct.
This includes all spectators in hospitality areas and, where applicable, supporters of
visiting teams.
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Note that, as stated in Section SG02 2.1, for the purposes of this Supplementary
Guidance, the term ‘spectator’ refers to any individual occupying accommodation
provided for spectators at a sports ground who is not accredited by the event
organiser to participate in and/or deliver the event.
When preparing the Code, management should take the following into consideration:
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a.

The contents should be tailored to the specific characteristics of the ground,
the nature of the sport being staged and to the provisions of any national and/
or local guidance in force at the time.

b.

The Code should be written in concise and plain language, making it clear if
any parts of it are mandatory.

c.

If being communicated in digital form – as is strongly recommended – a check
box should ideally be included for recipients to confirm that they have read the
Code, before leaving the page.

d.

Printed copies of the Code should be posted in prominent locations within the
spectator accommodation.

e.

Where appropriate, the wording of the Code should be shared in advance with
representatives of supporters’ groups.

f.

The Code should make clear whether spectators will be required, or simply
recommended, to wear a face mask.

g.

The Code should emphasise that compliance is a way of showing respect for
fellow spectators, and that non-compliance, as well as jeopardising public
health, may harm the reputation of the host club, team or venue, the sport they
represent and the wider sporting community.
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To assist in drawing up a Spectators’ Code of Conduct, Figure SG02 7 provides some
sample text.

SG02 3.13 Ticketing Plan

As stated in Section 3.30 of the Guide, a well-considered and comprehensive ticketing
strategy can help significantly towards the safe management of spectators and
contribute significantly towards limiting the management’s exposure to risk.
Again, this is of particular importance when seeking to implement social distancing
and COVID-19 protection.

When reviewing and amending its Ticketing Plan, management should consider all the
points listed in Section 3.30 of the Guide, plus the following control measures:
a.

Admittance to events held under social distancing should be by ticket only.

b.

Tickets should only be sold in advance of the event day.

c.

Where possible, tickets should be designed to allow for contactless access to
the ground.
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d.

Tickets for seated accommodation should be to allocated specific seats.

e.

Tickets for standing accommodation should be for an allocated section of the
ground (although it is recognised that different arrangements might apply at
venues such as racecourses and golf courses, where spectators move between
areas of viewing accommodation).
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SG02 3.14 Communications with spectators – before the event

Clear, efficient and reliable communications form an integral part of any safety
management operation, and as such will play a vital role in the implementation of
social distancing and COVID-19 protection at sports grounds.
Detailed information on communications and control in the wider context of sports
ground safety management can be found in Chapter 16 of the Guide.
This section however focuses on the communications between the management and
ticket holders before an event, and follows on from the previous three sections, which
should be read first.
When considering pre-event communications, management should be aware that
although many, if not all, spectators attending events at which social distancing is
in place might be regular attendees – familiar with the ground’s layout and with their
own, long established routines – they must still be kept informed as to which, if any,
standard arrangements will remain unchanged on the event day, and which, if any, new
arrangements are to be introduced.
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Such communications will not only inform and reassure ticket holders and allow them
to plan in advance accordingly, but they will also greatly assist management and its
partners when directing operations on the day.
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Pre-event communications with ticket holders should be in digital, printed and/
or verbal form, and, in addition to the topics listed in Sections SG02 3.11 and 3.12,
should cover the following key aspects of the forthcoming event:
a.

Transport and travel plans

Management should offer guidance to ticket holders on their transport and
travel plans, bearing in mind the following:
i.

owing to social distancing, local public transport service providers might
only be able to offer limited services with reduced capacities and reduced
timetables.

ii. a higher proportion of spectators might choose to drive to the ground in
private vehicles, which might have an impact upon parking in the vicinity of
the ground and/or in designated car parks.
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iii. management might wish to encourage more spectators to walk or cycle to
the ground, in which case guidance on routes and timings should be made
available, and provision made for the secure storage of bicycles during the
event.
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b.

Arrival and entry plans and timings
Bearing in mind that, even with reduced spectator numbers, queuing times
for entry might be longer than usual, owing to social distancing, ticket holders
should be advised as to:
i.

what time they should arrive at the ground
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ii. where they should enter the ground, particularly if different to the ticket
holder’s usual entry point
iii. what medical checks, if any, they will have to undergo before entry

iv. what searches or security checks, if any, they will have to undergo before
entry
v. what items will be restricted, if different from standard event day
restrictions (for example flags or banners)

vi. what items will be allowed in, if different from different standard event day
restrictions (for example bottles of water or hand sanitiser, or food items)
vii. how entry procedure might differ; for example if ticket checking procedures
or turnstile operations are to be changed to assist with social distancing
and the avoidance of close contact.
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c.

Circulation routes

As detailed in Chapters SG02 5.0 to 9.0, it is likely that some if not all the usual
circulation routes within the ground will need to be managed differently to
allow for social distancing; for example by confining some routes to one-way
flow and/or by allocating different entry and/or exit points to certain parts of
the viewing accommodation.
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While it may not be necessary to provide ticket holders with detailed
information concerning all these changes before the event, it is recommended
that ticket holders are given general advice in advance that they will need at all
times to be vigilant, to follow signs and obey instructions from stewards and
public address announcements.

Where applicable, ticket holders should also be informed if the management
intends to request that spectators remain in their seat or place for the duration
of play, other than to access toilet facilities or in an emergency.
d.

Amenities
Throughout this Supplementary Guidance reference is made to the possible
need for management either to restrict access to amenities such as catering
and merchandising outlets, or even to close them altogether.
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Again, while it may not be necessary to provide ticket holders with detailed
information concerning all these changes before the event, it is recommended
that ticket holders are given prior warning that:
i.

all transactions inside the ground will be contactless

ii. if applicable, access to refreshments, and the choice of refreshments on
offer, might be limited
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iii. if applicable, that access to amenities may be restricted to certain times
during the event
iv. if applicable, ticket holders might be allowed to bring in certain items of
food and drink, in lieu of restrictions on sales inside the ground.

e.

Social distancing and COVID-19 protocols
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Before the event, ticket holders should be advised of any protocols that will be
in place during the event.
Clearly this will include the requirement to adhere to social distancing (as
stated in the Spectators’ Code of Conduct).
Ticket holders should also be informed as to whether or not they will be
required to wear face masks (as also stated in the Spectators’ Code of
Conduct).

f.

Exit and dispersal plans and timing

Once again bearing in mind that, even with reduced spectator numbers, exit
travel times might be longer than usual, owing to social distancing, ticket
holders should be advised as to:
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i.

whether they will be asked to remain in their seat or place at the end of the
event in order to allow other sections of the viewing accommodation to
exit first, and, if possible, how long they must expect to wait

ii. where they should exit the ground, particularly if different to the ticket
holder’s usual exit point
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iii. any changes in routes leading from the viewing accommodation (Zone 2)
to outer zones, including Zone Ex
iv. any changes in car park procedures

v. any changes in public transport arrangements.

For an explanation of Zone 2 travel times, see Section 10.11 of the Guide.
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Figure SG02 7 Sample Spectators’ Code of Conduct
As stated in Section SG02 3.12, it is strongly recommended that management draws up and
distributes a Spectators’ Code of Conduct. This sample is provided for guidance only.
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and your
In order to assist our staff and stewards, and to help protect you
ines.
fellow spectators, you are kindly requested to follow these guidel

n At all times and in all parts of the ground, please observe social
bubble.
distancing and avoid close contact with others not in your social
ures.
n Arrive in good time to go through all the necessary entry proced

and, if an
n Make sure in advance that you know where your entry point is,
entry time is specified on your ticket, be there on time.
n Be aware that your temperature might be taken before entry.
n Be aware that all payments inside the ground are contactless.
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toilets, food
n If you need to access any of the ground’s amenities, such as
not in
and drink outlets, or concessions, check to see if any of them are
use, and plan accordingly.
n Remain in your seat or place at all times wherever possible.
when the
n If you do need to leave your viewing position, wait for a time
way to go.
which
ing
gangway is clear and always follow the signs indicat
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from your
n If you are seated, when moving past other spectators, to and
tors.
specta
other
seat, please avoid face to face contact with
remain
n If you are standing, please stay within your social bubble and
aware of the movements of others at all times.

ed and
n Maintain good hand hygiene – use the sanitiser dispensers provid
le.
possib
ver
avoid touching your face, or handles, railings etc. whene
n Please observe respiratory etiquette – always cover your mouth
needing to cough or sneeze.

if

are
n Avoid hugs, high-fives and any close contact with people who
within your social bubble.

not

n Take care when shouting, singing or celebrating.
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, please
n If you are attending with other members of your social bubble
too.
ines
make sure they have read and understood these guidel
Thank you for your support and co-operation. Stay alert! Stay safe!
Help us all – your fellow fans, your club, your sport, your community!
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SG02 3.15 Communications with spectators – during the event
Communications with spectators during the event will also need to be reviewed and
amended in order to ensure clarity and understanding in relation to social distancing
and COVID-19 protection.
As stated in Section 16.3 of the Guide, the principal means of communicating with
spectators during an event are as follows:
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a.

public address (PA) systems

b.

scoreboards, information boards and screens

c.

signs (which in the case of social distancing will include signs on floors and if
necessary gangways)

d.

ground plans

e.

written communications (such as printed materials and tickets)

f.

digital communications (using social media, apps, push notifications, the
venue website and the internet generally).
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Whichever means of communication is used, management should ensure that:
g.

the language and tone used is at all times comprehensible and consistent.

h.

the needs of spectators who are deaf or hard of hearing, or blind or partially
sighted, are met, and

i.

that any visual communications (for example signs, floor markings, tickets and
screen presentations) avoid the use of colours and/or colour combinations
that might be difficult for people with colour vision deficiency (or colour
blindness) to read or interpret (see online Annex C of the Guide).
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SG02 3.16 Sale of refreshments and other transactions

The sale of food, drinks and other products, such as programmes and merchandise,
carries two risks; firstly that the preparation and handling of the items themselves
might spread the COVID-19 virus, and secondly that any queues and/or congestion
arising from such sales risk breaches of social distancing.
Management should therefore assess all such sales and determine whether to
introduce control measures, or simply to close outlets at certain times during the
event, or to close them altogether.
When making these assessments, the following should be considered:
a.

All sales within the ground should be contactless.

b.

To avoid queues at peak times:
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i.

management might provide extra outlets in different parts of the ground
and/or its immediate environs and/or

ii. introduce procedures whereby spectators pre-order (preferably online) and
collect their purchases from designated points
iii. buffets in hospitality areas should not be offered.
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c.

Where queues are considered manageable, screens and/or barriers might be
provided to assist with social distancing.

d.

Programmes should be offered in digital, rather than printed form.

e.

Samples or promotional materials should not be offered or distributed.

f.

Catering and sales staff should be trained and briefed to adjust their working
practices accordingly, including, wherever possible, to avoid close contact and
particularly face to face contact.
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Note that should, after completing a risk assessment, management decide not to
offer food and beverage sales at the ground as a whole, or in one particular section
of the ground, spectators must be advised of this in advance of the event day, so that
they can make alternative arrangements.
In such circumstances, it may also be appropriate to review and rescind any ground
regulations that prohibit spectators from the bringing of food and drink into the
ground.
For further guidance on hygiene, PPE, working practices and social distancing
issues relating to hospitality and retail sales, reference should be made to current
government guidance, as follows:
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Working safely during coronavirus: restaurants, pubs, bars and takeaway services
Working safely during coronavirus: shops and branches

SG02 3.17 COVID-19 Medical Plan
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(This section should be read in conjunction with Section 18.5 of the Guide)

As stated in Section SG02 3.6, current government recommendations state that
management is responsible for appointing a competent COVID-19 Officer for
spectators and other people present, and that this individual does not need to have
medical qualifications.

Rather, it is expected that the management’s existing Medical Co-ordinator (as
defined in Section 18.2 of the Guide) will conduct the necessary review of the ground’s
Medical Needs Assessment in order to take into account any additional measures
necessary for COVID-19 protection.
This review should include, but not be confined to the following considerations:
a.

health screening procedures for spectators and all other people (apart from
players, athletes and event officials) entering the ground, will need to be
approved.

b.

the purchase of PPE and sanitising products will need to be checked for quality
and suitability, and the products stored and handled in an appropriate manner.

c.

hygiene protocols in all areas of the spectator accommodation, including first
aid rooms, will need to be approved.
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d.

space will need to be allocated to serve as an isolation room.

e.

the provision of ambulances and medical personnel, including first aiders, may
need may to be adjusted according to the expected spectator numbers.

It is stressed that all medical procedures and measures introduced should seek to
minimise the potential burden on the public health authorities on an event day.
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SG02 3.18 Accessibility and equality legislation

Management should ensure that any control measures or procedures introduced
to implement social distancing and COVID-19 protection should not in any way
compromise the rights or the quality of experience for disabled spectators or any
vulnerable individuals present at the sports ground during an event.
Wherever possible therefore management should:
a.

consult with disabled supporters and local disability groups.

b.

consider the service needs and viewing standards of disabled spectators when
changing any circulation or queuing arrangements or access to amenities.
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c.

review all arrangements to ensure compliance with the Equality Act 2010.

SG02 3.19 Zone Ex co-ordination

Even with reduced spectator numbers, the arrival and presence of large numbers of
people in Zone Ex may itself impact upon the social distancing requirements of local
people.
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Management should therefore consult with its partners in Zone Ex to co-ordinate a
management plan that seeks to soften that impact.

Where necessary, such plans should also take into consideration the risks arising
from non-ticket holders choosing to gather in proximity to the ground during the event
(see Section SG02 3.10.a).
For more information on Zone Ex see Sections 6.10 and 6.11 of the Guide.

SG02 3.20 Event Management Plan

Having conducted all the necessary risk assessments and reviewed and amended,
where necessary, the relevant sections of the Operations Manual, and completed all
the additional plans listed in this chapter – such as the Social Distancing Management
Plan – management must then combine all this information into an Event
Management Plan that is specific to the event in question.
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For more information on the contents of an Events Management Plan, see Section
3.36 of the Guide.
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SG02 3.21 Test events

Given the complexities of planning for events under social distancing, and the
inexperience of all parties involved, it is strongly recommended that management
consider staging test events.
Such events should be designed to test the management’s plans and competency in
relation to social distancing and COVID-19 protection.
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Test events will also provide invaluable practical experience for safety personnel,
representatives of certifying authorities, for local public health authorities and service
providers, for the emergency services and, not least, for spectators.
They will also help in the assessment of socially distanced capacities.

Various options may be considered: for example starting with an event at which
tickets are sold for 50 per cent of the risk assessed socially distanced capacity
assessment for the ground as a whole, or for selected sections of the ground.
For further guidance on test events, see Section 3.35 of the Guide.

SG02 3.22 Health and safety at work legislation
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Under the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974, sports ground management
and/or event organisers in the United Kingdom have a legal responsibility for the
occupational health and safety needs of their employees.
Clearly many of the measures intended to implement social distancing and COVID-19
protection will necessitate a review of that duty of care, to staff, to contract staff and
to all other accredited individuals working at the sports ground in order to deliver the
event.
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The aim of such a review should be to reduce, as far as is reasonably practical, the
health and safety risks of all those in their workplaces within the ground.

Note that the Health and Safety (Enforcing Authority) Regulations 1998 allocate
enforcement of health and safety law at sports grounds primarily to local authorities.
Note also that compliance with occupational health and safety requirements
remains with each employer, and that therefore those employers (for example media
companies) must still meet their responsibilities towards their employees, including
those for COVID-19 protection.
At the same time it is recognised that there may be occasions when a conflict
arises between workplace risk assessments and COVID-19 protection measures;
for example in situations where, under existing guidelines, two or more people are
required to be present in close contact.
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Where such conflicts arise, it is essential that the sports ground management
consults with the relevant employer to ensure that any mitigation measures put in
place – for example the use of PPE – are considered safe, are agreed by both parties,
and are implemented in full.
Further guidance on health and safety at work matters in relation to social distancing
and COVID-19 protection is available from government, the Health and Safety
Executive (HSE) and Public Health England (PHE).
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SG02 4.0 Management –
facilities, supplies and
installations
SG02 4.1
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Facilities management and COVID-19 protection
This chapter focuses on the management of facilities and supplies in the context of
COVID-19 protection; that is, on such housekeeping issues as cleanliness and hygiene,
and on such installations as separation barriers and ventilation systems.
For guidance on issues concerning food preparation and hospitality in general,
reference should be made to the relevant guidance available from the UK Government,
specialist agencies and industry associations.
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Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) guidance for
Restaurants, pubs, bars and takeaway services
Food Standards Agency guidance on reopening and adapting your food business
during COVID-19
Good housekeeping and maintenance, as stated in Section 5.3 of the Guide, form a
fundamental part of fostering and maintaining a safety culture at a sports ground.
In the current circumstances, they also provide a vital means of meeting the aim to
protect people in the sports ground from the transmission of COVID-19, as should be
set out in the management’s revised Event Safety Policy (see Section SG02 3.5).
Note that if there are found to be deficiencies in general housekeeping standards in
relation to COVID-19 protection, the (S) factor, rather than the (P) factor, should be
reduced for assessment purposes, because these reflect upon the quality of safety
management at the ground.
Where there are deficiencies in the condition of any installations, the (P) factor should
be used.
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But in every aspect of facilities management, when planning, briefing staff
and implementing COVID-19 protection measures, it is vital that management
demonstrates at all times a positive attitude, thereby fostering a conscientious, cooperative and vigilant attitude amongst all members of staff.
In return, all staff should be encouraged to identify and report to management at
an early stage any concerns relating to the implementation of COVID-19 protection
measures.
Their efforts and, if appropriate, suggestions, should always be acknowledged, and
they should be informed of any resultant remedial action.
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SG02 4.2

Hygiene and COVID-19 protection
Clearly the aim of all housekeeping procedures put in place at a sports ground during
the current circumstances is to achieve and maintain the highest possible standards
of cleanliness and hygiene.
This is to reduce, as far as is practicable, the possibility that the virus might be
indirectly transmitted by the interaction of people with their surroundings.
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Management should therefore be familiar with, and adhere closely to current guidance
on working safely in the visitor economy, available from the UK Government, the public
health authorities and the Health and Safety Executive, on a range of housekeeping
matters, with a view to planning and managing the issues that follow in this chapter.

SG02 4.3

Cleaning risk assessment

Before drawing up cleaning schedules, management should assess each part of
the ground, starting at the entry points, to establish which surfaces are likely to be
touched during the event.
Such surfaces are likely to include, but not be confined to seats, barriers, railings,
counters, card terminals, self-service machines, cash dispensers, door handles, taps
and toilet fittings.
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This assessment should include staff areas, including the venue’s control point, staff
rooms and offices, where there are likely to be numerous surfaces in regular use by
different personnel, such as computer keyboards and light switches.
Management will need to assess:
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a.

which surfaces will need to be cleaned, and when, before, during and after the
event.

b.

which surfaces would be easier to clean if protected, such as soft furnishings.

c.

which items might be removed to reduce the need for cleaning, such as
chairs, tables, and, at catering outlets and in hospitality areas, food, drink and
condiment dispensers.

d.

which items may need to replaced, such as the replacement of cloth towels
with disposable paper towels.

Note should also be made of various related recommendations listed elsewhere
in this Supplementary Guidance which state that, in order to reduce the risk of
transmission:
e.
f.

all transactions in the ground should be contactless.
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printed programmes should not be issued.

g.

promotional materials should be removed.

h.

buffets should not be offered.

i.

wherever possible, doors should be kept open, unless this results in a breach of
fire safety or security measures.

Further guidance on cleaning is available from the UK Government.
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SG02 4.4

Personal protective equipment (PPE)
Cleaning and maintenance staff, and anyone involved in the service needs of people
at the ground (including catering and retail staff) should, where necessary, be provided
with the appropriate level of PPE.
No member of staff should have to provide their own PPE.
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After use, procedures should be in place for the safe cleaning and/or
decontamination, or disposal, of PPE.

Further guidance on cleaning and decontamination issues is available from the UK
Government.

SG02 4.5

Cleaning equipment and materials

Similarly, cleaning and maintenance staff, and anyone involved in the service needs of
people at the ground (including catering and retail staff) should be provided with the
appropriate cleaning equipment and materials.
No member of staff should have to provide their own cleaning equipment or materials.
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After use, procedures should be in place for the safe cleaning and/or
decontamination, or disposal, of cleaning equipment.
Note that management has a responsibility to ensure that all surface disinfectants used
by staff, and all hand sanitiser products used by staff, or made available to the public,
are effective against COVID-19.
Further guidance on identifying authorised products is available from the Health and
Safety Executive.

SG02 4.6

Cleaning schedules
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In order to maintain the highest possible standards of hygiene at all times,
management will need to draw up and adhere to a schedule of cleaning that:
a.

before an event, prepares the ground for the arrival of outside staff, and

b.

prepares the ground for the arrival of spectators and other personnel

c.

during an event, maintains standards of hygiene for all people present

d.

after the event, restores levels of hygiene, to prepare for the everyday operation
of the ground on non-event days.

As with all operational procedures, any cleaning schedules and rotas should be timed
and organised in such a way as to avoid breaching social distancing for both the staff
members involved and any spectators or others present.
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SG02 4.7

Staffing issues

Management should ensure that:

SG02 4.8

a.

The relevant staff, and, if applicable, contract staff, are fully informed and
briefed as to their housekeeping duties, to allow for any of them to opt out in
advance, without penalty.

b.

Where applicable, staff should be provided with facilities to change and store
their non-work clothes, and to wash their hands both before and after their
work rota.

c.

Wherever possible, workstations and working arrangements are modified to
allow staff to work side-to-side rather than face-to-face.

Hand sanitiser stations
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Management should provide hand sanitiser stations at all strategic points within the
ground’s circulation system – including outside the entrance points – and in areas
where people gather, such as concourses, toilets and hospitality lounges.
The stations should be positioned in such a way as to:
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a.

best serve the likely preferences of spectators during each phase of the event,
including their arrival and departure.

b.

make their locations easily visible to users, with added signage where
necessary.

c.

avoid obstructing circulation routes or exits.

d.

avoid attracting queues which might obstruct circulation routes or exits.
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As emphasised in Section SG02 4.5 above, management should also ensure that the
sanitiser product itself is effective against COVID-19.

SG02 4.9

Separation measures

Elsewhere in this Supplementary Guidance numerous examples are provided of
situations in which it might be necessary to install separation measures in order to
maintain social distancing; for example in queues for entrance points or for amenities,
and on stairs, gangways, vomitories or other circulation routes.
Separation measures might also be necessary in toilet areas.
Separation measures include temporary barriers, temporary partitions, screens, or the
positioning of stewards.
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When considering any such measures the following issues should be taken into
account:
a.

Floor markings alone, although helpful, cannot be considered as effective
separation measures on their own.
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b.

Temporary barriers, partitions or screens should:
i.

not block circulation routes, unless the affected routes are redirected.

ii. be constructed from materials with limited combustibility.

Note that if combustible materials are introduced, such as in screens, this will
have to be followed by a re-assessment of fire safety procedures in the area in
question.

c.
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The positioning of stewards between channels should only be considered if the
area in question is wide enough to allow for the social distancing needs of both
those in the channels and the stewards themselves, unless those stewards are
equipped with the appropriate PPE.

SG02 4.10 Toilet facilities – numbers and control measures

Clearly the cleaning measures and recommendations listed above in Sections SG02
4.3, 4.5 and 4.7 apply to all toilet facilities provided in the sports ground, for all people
present.
However, it will also be necessary for management to assess each toilet area to
ascertain how many, if any, urinals, cubicles and/or wash hand basins need to be
taken out of use in order to maintain social distancing.
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This reduced provision will then have to be considered in the context of calculating
concourse capacities (see Section SG02 2.6), and monitoring and controlling
concourse densities (see Section SG02 8.3).
It might then be necessary to introduce control measures, such as those designed
to avoid long queues building up at peak times. It may also be necessary to provide
additional handwashing facilities in another part of the ground.
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A list of possible control measures can be found in Sections SG02 8.4.b and 8.5.

SG02 4.11 Ventilation and air-conditioning

It is recognised that the risk of COVID-19 transmission may be increased in enclosed
and indoor spaces, and that particular attention must therefore be made to ventilation
and air-conditioning systems.
Wherever possible, natural ventilation – that is, the opening of windows and doors
(excluding fire doors) – should be used to improve ventilation in enclosed spaces.
At the same time, any mechanical ventilation systems and/or air-conditioning
systems should be serviced and, if necessary, adjusted to the recommended settings,
by competent engineers.
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It is stressed that there are a number of factors which the engineers will need to
consider and that expert advice should therefore always be taken.
Further guidance is also available from the Health and Safety Executive and the
Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers
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SG02 5.0 Circulation – overview of
design and management
issues for social distancing
SG02 5.1
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Circulation for social distancing
(This chapter should be read in conjunction with Chapters 6 to 10 of the Guide)
Circulation routes provide the means for all people present on an event day to move in
and out, and around the ground, under both normal and emergency conditions.
Of particular concern is the need to ensure that, as stated in Section 6.2 of the Guide,
these routes are designed and managed to form a balanced circulation system
overall. This includes allowance for the fact that during an event there will be periods,
such as those between playing sessions or races, or at half-time, when movement
patterns differ from those generally found during ingress and egress; that is, they
involve a greater cross movement of spectators.
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As such, management should survey all circulation routes for social distancing, to
check on the following:
a.

the width of each circulation route, and

b.

whether the flow in standard operational mode is one-way, two-way or multidirectional, and

c.

if one-way flow only, in which direction is that flow and, if relevant, during
which phases of the event (that is, ingress, egress or during breaks in the
action)?

The following sections offer guidance to assist in using the information gained from
that survey in order to plan for social distancing.

SG02 5.2
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Space per person for social distancing

When assessing circulation routes, management should apply the social distancing
measurements derived from their preferred method of calculation: that is a circle of
either 1.0m for Method One, or a circle of 1.6m for Method Two (see Figure SG02 1
and Section SG02 2.2).
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SG02 5.3

Circulation routes – widths for social distancing
Section 6.4 of the Guide states that the minimum width for circulation routes,
including stairways and gangways, should be not less than 1.1m, and for new
construction no less than 1.2m.
Therefore, as illustrated in Figure SG02 8, in social distancing mode:

SG02 5.4
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a.

under Method One, any route that is less than 1.6m in width will be suitable
only for one-way flow at any one time

b.

under Method Two, any route that is less than 2.2m in width will be suitable
only for one-way flow at any one time.

Circulation routes – rates of flow

When assessing circulation routes, management should bear in mind that owing to
the need for people to regulate their pace in order to maintain social distancing, rates
of flow will be slower than under standard operational conditions (as set out in Section
10.10 of the Guide).
Moreover, under social distancing it will also not be appropriate to apply the standard
flow rate measurement of ‘people per metre width per minute’.
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This is because, under social distancing, flow rate calculations have to be made on
the basis that people will walk in channels (or lanes). Therefore the flow rate for a
one-way flow will be the same for any channel measuring less than 1.6m in width, if
applying Method One, or measuring less than to 2.2m in width, if applying Method
Two.
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On that basis, crowd modelling research suggests that the likely one-way flow rates
per channel per minute under social distancing will average as follows:
a.

b.

Method One (based on a 1.0m circle)
i.

on a level surface: 72 people per channel per minute

ii.

on a stepped surface: 54 people per channel per minute

Method Two (based on a 1.6m circle)
i.

on a level surface: 46 people per channel per minute

ii.

on a stepped surface: 34 people per channel per minute

These average figures compare with the maximum rates used for calculation
purposes under standard operational conditions of 82ppm for level surfaces and
66ppm for stepped surfaces.
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Clearly these slower flow rates, and the need for flow to be restricted to channels, will
have a considerable impact on the management of circulation routes, and on the time it
takes for spectators to pass through an exit route (see Chapter SG02 9.0).
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Figure SG02 8
Circulation routes – widths, flow rates and directional flow
Social distancing requires management to assess all circulation routes, including
entry points, stairways, radial and lateral gangways, vomitories, corridors and
exits.
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When making this assessment, management should apply the social distancing
measurement derived from their preferred method of calculation: that is, for Method One,
a circle of 1.0m, or for Method Two, a circle of 1.6m (see Figure SG02 1 and Section SG02
2.2). Note however that whichever method is used, allowance must be made for a body
width of 600mm to account for side-to-side movement.
Note also, as stated in Section SG02 5.4, that owing to the need for people to regulate
their pace in order to maintain social distancing, the flow rates will be slower than under
standard operational conditions (as set out in Section 10.10 of the Guide), and should be
measured in people per channel per minute, rather than people per metre per minute.
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As shown here, Method One
(above) provides side-to-side and
front-to-back social distancing of
approximately 400mm. Method Two
(right) provides side-to-side and
front-to-back social distancing of
approximately 1.0m.
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It is stressed that both these examples show minimum circulation widths for two-way
flow, and assume that people in both channels are able walk as close as possible to the
route's outer edge. This should not be a problem on a gangway, provided that the seats
immediately adjoining the gangway are unoccupied. But if there are walls on either side
of the circulation route, the entire width must be clear of protruding elements. If there is
not a clearway, flow in only one direction will be possible.
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SG02 5.5

Circulation routes – management of social distancing
Consideration should be given as to how each circulation route, and the system as a
whole, should be managed differently to allow for social distancing.
a.

Separation methods
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In any part of the circulation system where two-way or multi-directional flow is
to be provided, it will be necessary to separate each channel, using one or more
of the following measures:
i.

floor markings

ii. barriers, railings or even, where appropriate, full height partitions
iii. prominent signage, illuminated where necessary

iv. stewards stationed in strategic positions that allow them to separate
crowds yet at the same time avoid breaching social distancing
v. targeted public address announcements
vi. closed circuit television monitoring.
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b.

Managing flow rates and directional flow
Flow rates are of course important in the calculation of ingress and exit times.
But as stated in Section 6.6 of the Guide, they also have a bearing on the
comfort and enjoyment of spectators.
Clearly, once social distancing is in place, slow moving lines of people and any
congestion that results – itself a breach of social distancing – could give rise
to considerable unease.
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It will therefore be necessary for management to assess whether flow rates
might be improved by any one or more of the following operational measures:
i.

by switching omni-directional flow to two-way flow

ii. by switching two-way flow to one-way flow

iii. by limiting the numbers passing through a given route at any given time
iv. by redirecting spectators along different routes.

Alternatively, some routes might be managed in such a way that:
v. access at the start of the route is limited by numbers
vi. access is limited to specific groups of spectators (for example those
seated in one block)
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vii. access is controlled by confining entry to specific time slots.
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c.

Circulation routes and accessibility
As stated in Section 6.8 of the Guide, the location of viewing accommodation
for disabled spectators around the ground, and particularly on the upper
levels of stands, has considerable implications for the safe management of
circulation areas, and for the design and management of exit and emergency
exit routes.
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The Guide adds that although entry points for wheelchair users may need to be
kept separate, and vertical circulation routes, such as passenger lifts or ramps,
should be clearly defined, horizontal circulation routes should be designed so
that they can be shared safely by all people.
Management must, therefore, ensure that any changes to standard operational
procedures in respect of circulation do not block or impede accessible
circulation routes or compromise social distancing for disabled spectators and
their companions.

d.

Circulation routes and hygiene
It is inevitable that as people circulate around the ground they will touch a
variety of different surfaces, such as barriers, hand rails, grab rails and doors.
It is therefore vital that management puts into place measures for the regular
cleaning of such surfaces during an event.
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For more guidance on hygiene, see Section SG02 4.2.

SG02 5.6

Zone Ex co-ordination and social distancing
Management should also be aware of the potential effects that social distancing
might have on the arrival and departure patterns of spectators, and therefore on
how standard operational procedures within the ground might have to be adjusted
accordingly.
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As stated in Section 6.10 of the Guide, for most spectators travelling to, or exiting
from, a sports ground – in order to connect with a public transport hub, a car park or
local amenities – their journey will involve passing through routes or areas that lie
beyond the outer perimeter of the sports ground.

For the purposes of the Guide and for management planning, this external zone, which
may consist of a network of routes and areas, or in some locations a single expanse
of land, is referred to as Zone Ex (see Figure 6 in the Guide). Some users of the Guide
may also have seen this zone referred to as ‘the last mile’.
Although the routes or areas that make up Zone Ex do not, in most locations, fall
within the jurisdiction of the ground management – they will either be part of the
public realm or under private ownership – they are key to the safe and secure arrival
and departure of spectators.
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Clearly the effects of social distancing on movement to and from and within Zone
Ex will differ from ground to ground. However, some of the issues that might arise
include the following:
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a.

A reduction in local public transport capacity owing to social distancing (and
any other effects of COVID-19), which might require:
i.

more spectators to arrive earlier than usual, or

ii. more spectators to travel by private transport.
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b.

The closing of routes through Zone Ex, requiring spectators to change their
usual event day routines.

c.

The need to admit spectators earlier in order to prevent spectators from
gathering in large numbers in public areas.

d.

The need to encourage spectators to remain in their seats or places at the end
of the event in order to manage a co-ordinated egress and passage through
Zone Ex.

Any one of these constraints in Zone Ex might also have an effect upon the
management of spectators inside the ground.

It is therefore vital that planning for the movement of people through Zone Ex under
social distancing involves the input of all relevant external organisations, such as the
police, local authorities, public transport service providers, highway agencies and,
where applicable, the owners of private property.
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For example, there will need to be careful control and co-ordination of private vendors
and concessions present in Zone Ex.
Further details on Zone Ex co-ordination can be found at 6.10 and 6.11 in the Guide.

SG02 5.7
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Overlay and social distancing

As explained in Section 6.13 of the Guide, overlay is the term used to describe the use
of temporary installations (such as ‘fan zones’, seating decks, tents, kiosks, bridges
and generators) for specific events. It can also include the provision of new roads or
routes.
All elements of overlay will need to be re-assessed to ensure that none impede the
implementation of social distancing, either by compromising circulation routes or by
encouraging people to gather in uncontrolled numbers.

SG02 5.8

Crowd simulation modelling and social distancing
Crowd simulation modelling is a tool that can assist in several aspects of crowd
management at sports grounds, for example testing how well an existing sports
ground’s infrastructure, or a proposed venue, copes or will cope with the numbers
determined by static capacity calculations (that is, calculations worked out on paper,
or on spreadsheets).
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Such modelling may therefore assist ground management and designers in the
advanced testing of socially distanced capacities and the movement of people
through circulation systems under social distancing.
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SG02 6.0 Circulation – ingress
and social distancing

SG02 6.1
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Calculating the entry capacity for social distancing
(see Sections 7.4 to 7.6 of the Guide)
As emphasised in the Guide, a key step in the process of calculating the final capacity
of a ground, or section of a ground, is the calculation of the ground’s entry capacity.
The entry capacity is a calculation based on the rate of entry to the ground as a whole,
or to a section of the ground.
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The rate of entry itself is based on data obtained from computerised counting
systems and/or from manual counts conducted at each point of entry, and is
determined by the number of persons who can pass through the entry point within a
time period set by the management.
The Guide recommends that for most sports grounds under standard operational
conditions, the rate of entry used for calculation purposes should be no more than
660 persons per entry point per hour. (This is because a higher rate of entry is likely
to cause crowd pressure to build up within the areas immediately inside the ground.)
However, the Guide adds that at grounds where spectators typically arrive over an
extended period prior to the start of an event, it may be reasonable to base the entry
capacity calculation on a time period of greater than one hour.
Even though the number of spectators admitted to the ground will be considerably
lower than usual under social distancing, the entry capacity will still need to be reassessed.
This is because once social distancing measures are implemented, it is likely that
rates of entry will fall, owing to one or more of the following factors:
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a.

The extra time needed to screen and/or search each person before entering,
for the purposes of health monitoring and/or security.

b.

The possible need to close certain entry points, in order to allow for social
distancing:
i.

between lines of people queuing and/or

ii. between people emerging from the entry points into circulation areas
beyond.
c.

The introduction of alternative and/or unfamiliar ticket checking procedures.

d.

The slower flow rates arising from social distancing (see Section SG02 5.4).
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Therefore in order to re-calculate the entry capacity, management will need to review
both the rate of entry and the set time period used for calculation purposes.
Under standard operational conditions, both these parameters will have been arrived
at after many years of data collection, monitoring and observation. To prepare for
social distancing, management will have to carry out a new set of assessments, or,
if necessary, conduct exercises in order to establish more appropriate rates of entry
over a more appropriate period of time.
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These assessments and/or exercises should take into consideration the
implementation of measures outlined in the following section.

SG02 6.2

Measures to maintain adequate rates of entry under social
distancing
(see Section 7.6 of the Guide)

In order to achieve adequate rates of entry – that is, as near as possible to the rates
achieved under standard operational conditions – whilst also maintaining social
distancing, management should consider implementing the following measures:
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a.

Making all ticket sales contactless, in advance of the event day.

b.

Issuing only contactless cards or contactless tickets.

c.

When screening individuals for security purposes, using screening devices
rather than personnel (see Section 7.12 of the Guide), making sure at the same
time that a sufficient number of devices are available so as not to slow entry
rates further.
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Note that where contact between spectator and sports ground staff is
unavoidable, PPE and/or means of physical shielding (for example plastic
screens) should be provided.

Further advice on security screening under social distancing is available from
the National Counter Terrorism Security Office (NaCTSO).
d.

Requiring ticket holders to start queuing for entry at specific times or during
specified time slots.

e.

Training and briefing stewards to manage the flow of people as they approach
entry points to the sports ground.

f.

Communicating information on entry procedures in a clear and consistent
manner guidance in advance:
i.

at the time of purchase
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ii. on the ticket

iii. via the internet, social media and/or apps
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plus, as ticket holders approach the ground:
iv. by signage

v. by public address announcements
vi. by stewards.

g.
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Having in place procedures to ensure that spectators without tickets, or
presenting with COVID-19 symptoms, do not join the queue for entry points and
are advised to return home and self-isolate.

Management should be aware that the failure of any one element within the ingress
system can reduce rates of entry considerably, and therefore contingency plans
should be developed to respond to any such failures.
In addition, any failure to manage the entry process adequately under social
distancing will require a lowering of the (S) factor, which may in turn result in a
lowering of the capacity of the ground or of a section of the ground.
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SG02 7.0

SG02 7.1

Circulation – vertical
and social distancing
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Vertical circulation
(see Chapters 6, 7, 9 and 10 on circulation and Chapters 12 to 14 on spectator
accommodation in the Guide)
Vertical circulation routes consist of stairways, radial gangways, ramps, lifts and
escalators, and, as in all other parts of a ground’s circulation system, each must be
designed and managed to facilitate the smooth, unimpeded circulation of all people
present during an event, under both normal and emergency conditions.
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Bearing in mind at all times the need for the circulation system to form a balanced
system overall, the guidance contained in the two previous chapters should be read
first, as much of it is also of relevance to vertical circulation.
However, the following factors relating to vertical circulation routes should also be
considered.

SG02 7.2

Stairway widths and directional flow for social distancing
In common with horizontal circulation routes, the most important factor in assessing
the suitability of stairways for social distancing is width, combined with the method
chosen by management to measure social distancing, as described in Figure SG02 1
and Section SG02 2.2.
As illustrated in Figure SG02 8, combining these factors results in the following:
a.

under Method One, any route that is less than 1.6m in width will be suitable
only for one-way flow at any one time

b.

under Method Two, any route that is less than 2.2m in width will suitable only
for one-way flow at any one time
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However, any route or channel could be managed so that the direction of flow
switches at different times, for example flowing upwards during ingress and
downwards during egress.
As outlined in Section SG02 5.5.a, this switch of direction could be managed by the
use of prominent signage and public address announcements, and/or by stationing
stewards in strategic positions at the appropriate times (whilst also noting that
stewards should avoid taking up positions where they themselves are likely to breach
social distancing).
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Note also that further controls might also be necessary at both the head and foot of
stairways to ensure that as people leave the stairway and merge into other horizontal
circulation routes, social distancing is not compromised. This could be achieved by:

SG02 7.3

c.

Placing barriers leading from the head and/or foot of the stairs in such a way
that one-way flow continues from the stairway channel to a point where further
controls are unnecessary, or, in the case of egress, to a point of safety.

d.

Increasing the run on and/or run off space available at the head and foot of
stairways (see Section 8.15 of the Guide). Note that this applies also to the run
on and run off space provided for escalators.

e.

Controlling the flow of people further back in the circulation system, for
example by requiring them to remain in their seats, or in a concourse, until the
way forward is clear – provided of course that such a control does not in itself
risk breaching social distancing.
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Radial gangways and social distancing
As illustrated in Figure SG02 8, in common with all elements of the circulation system,
radial gangways that measure less than 1.6m if management adopt Method One to
calculate social distances and less than 2.2m if adopting Method Two, will not be able
to support bi-directional or two-way flow when social distancing is in place.
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However, as is also the case with other circulation routes, the gangway could be
managed so that the direction of flow switches at different times, for example flowing
upwards during ingress and downwards during egress.

SG02 7.4
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Radial gangways – usage during an event

It is recognised that during an event some spectators will need to, or choose to leave
their seat or place in the viewing accommodation in order to access amenities.

In order to reduce such movements to the minimum, management might consider one
of the following control measures:
a.

Inform ticket holders in advance that they should make all possible efforts
to avoid leaving their seat or place during an event, in order to assist the
management and fellow spectators.

b.

Inform ticket holders in advance that movement in and out of seats or places
will be permitted only during specified times during the event, for example
between playing sessions or races, or at half time.
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SG02 7.5

Passenger lifts

Passenger lifts are the most suitable means of vertical access for people with limited
mobility and should be provided wherever possible, taking into account the following
considerations:

SG02 7.6

a.

Wheelchair users and spectators with limited mobility need sufficient time and
space to manoeuvre into the lift. In order to maintain social distancing this
may require extra stewarding at the approaches to a lift, and if necessary, the
creation of a larger free zone so that people waiting for the lift will not obstruct
crowd flows.

b.

The numbers of people permitted to enter the lift at any one time should be
determined by the dimensions of the lift carriage and its ability to allow for
socially distanced usage. Signs stating the permitted numbers should be
prominently displayed at each lift entrance.
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Escalators
Where escalators are in use, signage should be in place to remind users of the need to
observe any social distancing measures in place.
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SG02 8.0 Circulation – concourses,
vomitories and social
distancing
SG02 8.1
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Concourses, vomitories and social distancing
(see Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 10 on circulation, Chapters 12, 13 and 14 on spectator
accommodation, and Chapter 15 on fire safety in the Guide)
This chapter provides guidance on social distancing in concourses and vomitories,
both of which serve as integral elements of the ground’s circulation system at
different stages during an event.
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Bearing in mind at all times the need for the circulation system to form a balanced
system overall, the guidance contained in the previous three chapters on Circulation
should be read first, as much of the guidance is also of relevance to concourses and
vomitories.
In addition, reference should be made to Section SG02 2.7 which offers guidance on
how to re-calculate the capacity of a concourse to allow for social distancing.
That guidance emphasises that the design and layout of a concourse area – most
importantly its available floor area – is a critical factor in the calculation of a socially
distanced capacity for that section of the ground served by the concourse.
It states that if the socially distanced concourse capacity is lower than the socially
distanced capacity of the viewing accommodation which it serves, unless one or
more of the control measures suggested in Section SG02 8.5 are put into place – for
example that the use of the concourse is restricted to circulation only (see Section
SG02 8.5.a) – the lower figure will take precedence when making the final calculation
(as is also the case if either the entry capacity or the exit capacity is lower).
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Once again, this introduction of a concourse capacity assessment into the equation
is a significant variation from the standard method of calculating final capacities and
should be borne in mind when reading this chapter.
It must also be remembered that when calculating the number of people able to
gather in a concourse at any one time whilst also maintaining social distancing,
steward numbers must also be factored in.
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SG02 8.2

Concourses – definition
For the purpose of the Guide a concourse is defined as an area, covered or uncovered,
that:
a.

provides direct access to and from viewing accommodation (Zone 2 in Figure 6
of the Guide), via stairways, ramps, vomitories, or level passageways, and

b.

serves as a milling area for spectators for the purposes of refreshment and
entertainment, and/or provides access to toilet facilities, and

c.

may also form part of the ingress and egress systems of the ground.
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A hospitality area that does not form part of the ingress or egress systems of the
ground – for example a self-contained lounge to which entry is restricted – should not
be considered a concourse.

SG02 8.3

Concourses – monitoring density levels

Even though the numbers of spectators in attendance will be considerably reduced
under social distancing, management must still demonstrate its ability, through
stewarding, public address announcements and CCTV, to monitor and manage
people on concourses at all times during an event, and, if necessary to maintain
social distancing, to enact contingency plans that will reduce the numbers using the
concourse, at any given time, or if necessary, for the duration of the event.
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Why do concourse densities still have to monitored and controlled when attendance
numbers are lower?
Figure SG02 8 compares typical, optimum density levels on concourses in standard
operational mode with those resulting from social distancing set at 1.0m, depending
as always as to which method of measuring social distances is used (see Figure
SG02 1 and Section SG02 2.2).
a.

Method One
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Using Method One, for the purposes of calculation, spectators in a concourse
will be allocated a socially distanced space of 0.8m2 per person.
This equates to a density of 12.5 persons per 10 square metres.
b.

Method Two

Using Method Two, for the purposes of calculation, spectators in a concourse
will be allocated a socially distanced space of 2.0m2 per person.
This equates to a density of 5.0 persons per 10 square metres.
However, as is always the case under standard operational conditions, levels of
concourse usage can peak in different parts of the concourse and at different times
during an event, depending particularly on the nature of the sport.
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Such peaks, it is stressed, may not be sustainable under social distancing.
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Furthermore it is possible that at venues where the imbalance between the concourse
size and the capacity of the viewing accommodation it serves routinely results in
congestion under standard operational conditions, congestion may still be an issue
even with the reduced numbers present under social distancing.
For this reason, management should consider a number of strategies, as outlined in
the following section.

SG02 8.4
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Concourses – reviewing and changing existing procedures

In order to ascertain how existing facilities might be better managed under social
distancing, as in all aspects of safety management at the ground, management
should undertake a full review of how the concourse operates in standard operational
conditions.
If possible, this should include studying CCTV footage of past events, and where
appropriate, analysis gained from crowd simulation modelling.
This review might conclude that only relatively basic measures need be taken to
maintain both social distancing and service levels, such as:
a.

introducing contactless payments at all outlets.

b.

reorganising queuing arrangement for amenities, for example by introducing
barriers and/or switching the direction of queues.

c.

moving or removing items such as kiosks, tables or display materials in order
to enlarge the available floor area.

d.

where possible without breaching fire regulations or security, keeping doors
open in order to maintain free flow and avoid the need for touching surfaces.
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SG02 8.5
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Concourses – control measures to maintain social distancing

After an assessment of existing data and standard operating procedures, if
management decide that in order to maintain social distancing it will be necessary to
implement control measures, one or more of the following should be considered:
a.

Closing amenities

The most radical option is simply to close all of the amenities on a concourse
so that its use is restricted to circulation only.
If considering this strategy, management should also note that:
i.

If closing catering outlets, it may be appropriate to review any ground
regulations that prohibit spectators from bringing of food and drink into the
ground.
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ii. If the viewing accommodation is uncovered, and access points to the
concourse remain open, spectators might still choose to gather in the
concourse to seek shelter in inclement weather.
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b.

Controlling access

By continually monitoring numbers and density levels on the concourse – by
observation and/or CCTV coverage – stewards positioned at each entry point,
could control access as and when necessary.
This method, however, runs the risk of placing additional burdens on stewards,
and of queues forming, thereby potentially breaching social distancing.

c.

Allocating time slots
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A more tactical approach, if the nature of the event allows, is to allocate access
to the concourse, or to particular amenities within the concourse, according to
specified time slots for different sections of the viewing accommodation.
This method will however require detailed planning and communication, and
will also require stewards on the concourse to make sure spectators do not
remain beyond their allocated time slot.
d.

Providing alternative or additional amenities, including handwashing
facilities
Where ground layouts allow, the provision of alternative or additional amenities
will ease pressure on existing concourse facilities.
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For example, it is likely that spectators will spend longer in toilet areas owing
to the need to wash their hands thoroughly, as recommended by public health
authorities to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
To avoid excessive queues in this scenario, it may therefore be necessary to
provide additional hand washing facilities away from toilet areas.
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This approach is particularly recommended if those facilities can be located
out of doors, thereby reducing the COVID-19 health risks associated with
crowded indoor facilities.

e.

Overflow areas

Where ground layouts allow, consideration should also be given to opening up
a controlled overflow area for spectators wishing to use the concourse.
f.

Switching off monitors and screens

Experience shows that the provision of screens relaying live action from the
event or other media content often results in a rise in the number of spectators
using the concourse, and also an increase in the length of time that spectators
remain on the concourse.
For these reasons, switching off all monitors and screens should assist
management in controlling numbers.
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However, this might not be a suitable strategy if those monitors or screens are
also used to relay important spectator information.

Whichever of the above control measures are to be put in place, it is absolutely
essential that ticket holders in the areas affected be informed in advance so that they
can plan accordingly (see Section SG02 3.12 and Figure SG02 7 (Spectators’ Code of
Conduct).
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Any such communications should be succinct and clear, emphasising that the
controls in place are mandatory, but also explaining why the controls have been put in
place – that is, for the benefit of spectators.
Finally, it is emphasised that if these or any other control measures fail to mitigate
congestion on the concourse or breaches of social distancing, the (S) factor for the
viewing accommodation served by the concourse should be reduced (see Section 2.4
of the Guide).

SG02 8.6
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Concourses – design factors and social distancing

The following concerns should be considered when planning to introduce social
distancing measures in concourses:
a.

Indoor facilities

In all areas of the sports ground, management should assess the potential
COVID-19 health risks present when large numbers of spectators gather in
indoor facilities that are fully enclosed or lack adequate ventilation.
If outdoor alternatives are available, serious consideration should be given to
the closure, or partial closure, of such indoor facilities.
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Otherwise, specialist advice on indoor facilities should be sought, as detailed in
Section SG02 4.11.

b.

Clear passage

As stated in Section 9.3 of the Guide, ingress and egress routes through
concourse areas should in all operational conditions be clearly defined and
free from obstruction. Management should nevertheless re-assess each of
these routes to determine whether they are as direct as is possible, and able to
accommodate a free flow of people while maintaining social distancing.
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If there are deemed to be obstacles or directional changes that might
compromise social distancing, alternative routes should be considered.

Management should also take into consideration the slower flow rates that
social distancing imposes, as outlined in Section SG02 5.4.
c.

Wayfinding and signage

Directional and informational signs, including those indicating toilets, catering
and other amenities, should meet the requirements set out in Sections 9.3.b
and 16.30, and Annex C of the Guide, in terms of their height, positions, design
and the avoidance of colours and/or colour combinations that might be
difficult for people with colour blindness to read or interpret.
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In addition, bearing in mind that because many, if not all, spectators attending
events at which social distancing is in place will be regular attendees who
are familiar with the ground’s layout, any new signage which seeks to change
standard routes or established routines should be clear, easily identifiable, and
backed up by public address announcements and/or directions from stewards.
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Of particular importance, as stated in Section 9.3.b of the Guide, is the
recommendation that ingress and egress routes should be clearly identified,
with signs facing both lateral and transverse directions, so that people
entering the concourse from any ingress point or vomitory are able to make
quick decisions as to which direction to take, in order to reach their intended
destination.

d.

Segregation
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At grounds where concourses are divided to segregate rival groups of
spectators, management should ensure that any measures introduced to
facilitate social distancing do not result in either group of spectators losing
access to basic amenities.

SG02 8.7

Concourses – management issues associated with social
distancing

As emphasised throughout the Guide, good design alone cannot ensure the safety
and comfort of spectators. A high standard of safety management is also required,
especially when applying social distancing requirements.
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Not least, despite the lower numbers of spectators in attendance, it will still be
essential to allocate sufficient resources to the management of concourses.
These resources and staffing levels should be set out clearly within the management’s
Operations Manual (see Section 3.4 of the Guide).
a.

Stewarding
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In addition to ensuring that sufficient stewards are deployed on concourses, it
is recommended that stewards are trained specifically to recognise and deal
with the range of problems most likely to occur on concourses as a result of
social distancing; for example:
i.

managing queues

ii. preventing congestion in key areas, such as around vomitories and
stairways, and

iii. dealing with members of the public without breaching social distancing.
b.

Hygiene
In addition to existing handwashing facilities in toilets, dispensers offering
hand sanitiser should be made available in concourse areas.
For further guidance on sanitiser stations, hygiene matters and cleaning, see
Section SG02 4.8.
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Detailed current advice is also available online from the government and local
public health authorities.
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Figure SG02 9
Crowd density levels on concourses
An understanding of crowd density
levels is vital for the safe management
of concourses and circulation routes,
and even moreso if social distancing
is to be implemented effectively.
As stated in Section 9.4 and Figures
10 and 11 of the Guide, the optimum
density for general concourse areas –
that is where people stand and gather,
rather than where they queue – is 20
persons per 10 square metres (top
right).
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Standard operational mode (above): optimum
concourse density of 20 persons per 10 square
metres (0.5m2 per person)

This level of density is generally
considered as comfortable, allowing
individuals the space to eat, drink or
use mobile devices without impinging
upon the space of other people.
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The comparative densities for social
distancing will depend on the method
chosen by management to measure
social distances, as explained in
Figure SG02 1 and Section SG02 2.2.

It is further stressed that under both
methods, the density levels shown
here should be considered a maximum,
and one that applies to all areas of the
concourse; that is, in queues, counter
areas and so on.
In other words, whereas in standard
operational mode, a higher density
level of around 40 persons per 10
square metres may be considered
acceptable in queues for bars,
counters and toilets, when social
distancing is in place this higher
density level will not be acceptable

If at any point during an event
management becomes aware that
density levels are too high, one or more
of the control measures suggested
in Section SG02 8.5 will have be
implemented in order to limit the number
of people on the concourse at any one
time.
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Method One (above): maximum density under
social distancing of 12.5 persons per 10 square
metres (0.8m2 per person)
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Method Two (above): Maximum density under
social distancing of 5 persons per 10 square
metres (2.0m2 per person)
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SG02 8.8

Vomitories – control measures for social distancing
A vomitory is an access route built into the gradient of a stand or terrace which
directly links the viewing accommodation (Zone 2) to concourses, and/or routes for
ingress and egress in Zones 3 and 4 (see Figure 6 of the Guide).
Passage through a vomitory can be level, ramped or via stairways.
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In relation to social distancing:
a.

depending on whether Method One or Method Two is used for measuring
social distances (see Figure SG02 1 and Section SG02 2.2), where vomitories
measure less than 1.6m in width (Method One) or 2.2m in width (Method Two),
controls should be put into place to ensure that spectators can pass through in
one direction only at any one time.
This direction of flow should also be recorded in the relevant section of the
revised Operations Manual for the sports ground (see Section SG02 2.7), along
with details of what other compensatory measures, if any, have been taken to
divert spectators flowing in the opposite direction.
For example, if a series of vomitories serve one concourse, alternate vomitories
could be allocated for ingress and egress during the event, before all being
switched to egress as the event ends.
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b.

As stated in Section 9.10 of the Guide, in order to prevent the build up of crowd
pressures on exit routes, stairways and around exit gates, it is vital to control
the flow of spectators as they leave their viewing accommodation and enter
the vomitory.
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This is particularly important where phased egress has been designed to assist
in compliance with social distance measures (see Section SG02 9.3.c).
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SG02 9.0

SG02 9.1

Circulation – egress and
social distancing
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Types of egress and social distancing
(see Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 10 on circulation and Chapter 15 on fire safety in the Guide)
As stated in Section 10.1 of the Guide, it is widely recognised that spectators are
particularly vulnerable to risk during egress – that is, as they exit the sports ground
– and that even under normal conditions congestion can build and accidents occur,
and that individuals react and respond in diverse ways, for example according to their
mood after the event, their travel plans and their perceptions of risk.
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As such, it will be necessary for management to assess and, if necessary, review every
aspect of the ground’s standard operational procedures in order to maintain social
distancing during egress whilst at the same time avoiding congestion and/or travel
times that might lead to unease or discomfort.
Once again, bearing in mind at all times the need for the circulation system to form
a balanced system overall, the guidance contained in the previous four chapters on
Circulation should be read before this chapter.
It is also necessary to distinguish between the three forms of egress defined in
Section 10.2 of the Guide, as follows:
a.

Normal egress
Normal egress is defined as egress from the sports ground at the end of an
event using normal circulation and exit routes, under normal conditions.
For guidance on normal egress under social distancing see Section SG02 9.3.

b.
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Emergency egress

Emergency egress is defined as egress from the sports ground at an
unscheduled time, as the result of an incident – such as a fire – occurring
most likely, but not exclusively, within the sports ground.
This Supplementary Guidance recommends that in the event of an emergency,
standard operational procedures for emergency egress should be followed and
may take precedence over social distancing requirements.
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c.

Exceptional egress

Exceptional egress is defined as egress from, or movement within a sports
ground which, in response to exceptional circumstances – such as a terrorist
threat or attack, occurring either inside or outside the ground – may require
procedures other than those put in place for normal or emergency egress.
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This Supplementary Guidance recommends that in the event of an incident that
require exceptional egress, standard operational procedures should be followed
and may take precedence over social distancing requirements.

SG02 9.2

Egress and zonal planning

As illustrated in Figure 6 of the Guide, for the purposes of the Guide and this
Supplementary Guidance, the layout of a sports ground should be considered in
terms of different interacting zones, each arranged around Zone 1, the pitch or area
of activity, with the viewing accommodation designated as Zone 2 and concourses
designated as Zone 3.
Thus, all egress procedures under social distancing should be capable of leading
spectators from Zone 2 to the ground’s outer Zone (which may be Zones 3, 4 or 5
depending on the ground's size and configuration):
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a.

within an acceptable period of time (which, as explained in Section SG02
9.3.b may be longer under social distancing than under standard operational
conditions)

b.

without encountering congestion, and

c.

without breaching social distancing.
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It is further emphasised that although the management’s responsibilities for social
distancing technically cease once spectators have left the ground and entered Zone
Ex – that part of the public realm that lies just beyond the ground’s outer perimeter –
any procedures introduced for egress from the ground must take into consideration
the possible impact that the dispersal of spectators might have on the social
distancing needs of members of the public in Zone Ex.

SG02 9.3

Normal egress – management issues associated with social
distancing

In order to maintain social distancing during normal egress, management will need to
consider the following issues:
a.

Flow rates
Owing to the need for people to regulate their pace in order to maintain social
distancing, rates of flow will be slower than under standard operational
conditions (as set out in Section 10.10 of the Guide).
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As stated in Section SG02 5.4, crowd modelling research suggests that the
likely average flow rates under social distancing, depending on which method
is used to measure social distances (see Figure SG02 1 and Section SG02 2.2),
will average as follows:
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Method One (based on a 1.0m circle)
i.

on a level surface: 72 people per per channel minute

ii. on a stepped surface: 54 people per channel per minute

Method Two (based on a 1.6m circle)
i.
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on a level surface: 46 people per channel per minute

ii. on a stepped surface: 34 people per channel per minute

This compares with the maximum rates used for calculation purposes under
standard operational conditions of 82ppm for level surfaces and 66ppm for
stepped purposes.
Clearly this slower flow rate will have a considerable impact on the management
of exit routes, and on the time it takes for spectators to pass through an exit
route.
b.

Zone 2 travel times
Bearing in mind that flow rates will be slower under social distancing, it should
be further noted that Section 10.11 of the Guide states that under normal
egress conditions, for the purposes of calculation, it should take no more than
eight minutes for a spectator to proceed from their seat or place within the
viewing accommodation (Zone 2) and reach the start of a free flowing exit
route (for example a vomitory).
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This eight minute recommendation is known as the ‘Zone 2 travel time’.
It is recognised that it may not be possible to adhere to the eight minute
requirement under social distancing.
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Nevertheless, management should still monitor Zone 2 travel times once social
distancing is in place and assess whether any additional measures may be
necessary to avoid unease or discomfort amongst spectators waiting to enter
the exit system.

c.

Flow control measures

Even though flow rates will be slower under social distancing and Zone 2 travel
times might therefore need to be extended, it will still be necessary to prevent
too many spectators entering an exit route at any one time, thereby risking
congestion and breaches of social distancing.
This is best achieved by controlling the flow from Zone 2, the viewing
accommodation; that is, before spectators enter the exit route (see Section
10.3 of the Guide).
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Such control measures might include one or more of the following:
i.

Allocating specified time slots for egress from each section of the viewing
accommodation.

ii. Reconfiguring or supplementing existing barriers in order to control the
flow and/or maintain separation between lines of spectators as they exit.
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iii. Positioning extra stewards along the exit routes to monitor, direct and
advise spectators as they progress.
iv. Re-routing gangways and exit routes to direct spectators to different exit
points to the ones they are accustomed to using.

d.

Exit route widths
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If standard egress procedures are to be changed, it should be remembered that
all parts of the route should be a minimum of 1.1m in width, and all final exiting
points should be sufficiently wide:
i.

to allow the capacity of the viewing accommodation which they serve to
exit within a time assessed to be reasonable, and

ii. to allow social distancing.

If adopting Method One for measuring social distancing (see Figure SG02
1 and Section SG02 2.2), where parts of the exit route are less than 1.6m in
width, or if adopting Method Two, where exit routes are less than 2.2m in width,
people should exit in single file in order to maintain social distancing.
Where parts of the exit route are wide enough to be divided into channels, the
placement of barriers or other separation measures should be considered in
order to regulate the flow and maintain social distancing.
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e.

Reservoir areas

As stated in Section 10.7 of the Guide, a narrowing in an exit route may be
acceptable if the narrowing is preceded by an open space or ‘reservoir’ area
(which may be a concourse).
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In such instances entry to the reservoir should be controlled so that the
density of spectators within the reservoir does not breach social distancing
requirements.
It is the responsibility of management to ensure that this density is not
exceeded during egress.

f.

Number and disposition of exits

Section 10.8.d of the Guide states that there should be a sufficient number of
easily accessible exit routes and exit points, distributed proportionately around
the sports ground.
Where possible, and, if necessary, to maintain social distancing, management
might wish to create additional exit routes and exit points in order to reduce
exit times and ease pressure on existing routes.
For example at some sports grounds it might be possible to open gates
offering access to the pitch or area of activity in order to assist the flow of
spectators as they exit, provided that:
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i.

this allows spectators to proceed directly to Zones 3, 4 or 5 (depending on
the layout of the ground), and

ii. measures are in place to protect players, athletes and event officials.
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g.

Signage and wayfinding
Many, if not all, spectators attending events at which social distancing is in
place will be regular attendees who are familiar with the ground’s layout and
have their own long established exit routines which might not always be the
most obvious or direct.
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Management must therefore ensure that all exit routes are clearly identifiable
in both normal and emergency conditions, and in addition must inform all
spectators, in advance, of any new exit procedures in place and make it clear
that these arrangements are mandatory rather than optional.

Finally, it is stressed that if management is unable to provide and manage exit
routes safely whilst complying with the recommendations of the Guide and this
Supplementary Guidance, the exit capacity of the ground, or the affected part of the
ground, will have to be reduced, and that this may in turn lead to a reduction of the
final capacity allowed under social distancing.

SG02 9.6

Egress for disabled spectators
Management should ensure that all standard operational procedures for the egress of
disabled spectators under normal conditions are reviewed and if necessary adapted
to meet the requirements of social distancing.
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However, should it be necessary for management to implement procedures for
emergency or exceptional egress during an event, it is recommended that standard
operational procedures should be followed and take precedence over social
distancing requirements, with the following exception.
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As stated in Section 10.15 of the Guide, if because the nature of the emergency or
incident it is not possible to evacuate disabled spectators using level routes, or by the
use of an evacuation lift or fire-fighting lift, it may be necessary to carry a person up or
down an escape stair.
In order to prepare for such a procedure, it will be necessary to make available the
appropriate PPE for the stewards whose duties include this carry down process.

Detailed guidance on the carry down process, including training, is available from the
document Fire Safety Risk Assessment: Means of Escape for Disabled People.
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SG02 10.0 Statutory control
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SG02 10.1 Relevant legislation
As stated in Section SG02 3.3.a, management should be aware of, and be familiar
with all legislation relating to sports grounds and the staging of events to which
spectators are admitted.
This legislation includes, but is not confined to:
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a.

Health and Safety at Work etc Act 1974 (see Section SG02 3.22)

b.

Safety of Sports Grounds Act 1975 (see Section SG02 10.2)

c.

Fire Safety and Safety of Places of Sport 1987 (see Section SG02 10.2)

d.

Football Spectators Act 1989 (see Section SG02 10.3)

e.

Equalities Act 2010 (see Section 3.18)

SG02 10.2 General Safety Certificates

As stated in Section 1.1 of the Guide, many of the document’s recommendations are
statutory at grounds where safety certificates are in force under either the Safety of
Sports Grounds Act 1975, the Safety of Sports Grounds (Northern Ireland) Order 2006,
or the Fire Safety and Safety of Places of Sport Act 1987.
For sports grounds in England and Wales where spectators are to be re-admitted
under the UK Government’s plans for Stage 5 (see Section SG02 1.1), it is expected
that those which fall under the jurisdiction of the Safety of Sports Grounds Act 1975
will be required by their local authorities to meet a number of additional requirements
relating to social distancing and COVID-19 protection, under powers conferred to local
authorities by the Secretary of State.
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These powers include an obligation on local authorities to issue a General Safety
Certificate to designated sports grounds with potential capacities of:
a.

5,000 or more in the case of grounds hosting matches in the Premier League
and the English Football League (EFL), and

b.

10,000 or more in all other cases.
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In addition, under the Fire Safety and Safety of Places of Sports Act 1987, local
authorities also have the power to issue safety certificates to:
c.

covered stands with accommodation for more than 500 spectators at sports
grounds not designated under the 1975 Act (known as ‘regulated stands’).

Again it is expected that the management of sports grounds where there are regulated
stands will also be required by their local authorities to meet a number of additional
requirements relating to social distancing and COVID-19 protection.
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For example, General Safety Certificates contain a number of conditions which will be
framed around the admission of spectators and which may need to be amended.
In addition, local authorities have the discretion to include such terms and conditions
in the General Safety Certificate as deemed necessary or expedient to ensure
reasonable safety at a ground. These terms and conditions may also need to be
amended to include measures contained in this Supplementary Guidance.
For sports grounds subject to General Safety Certificates, it will therefore be critical
for representatives of their management to consult their certifying authority at the
earliest opportunity to determine what amendments to the General Safety Certificate
will be required.
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Noting also that the ground’s Operations Manual is appended to the General Safety
Certificate, as stated in Section SG02 3.4, management will in particular need
to update all sections of the Manual to reflect the various new risk assessments
and procedures proposed with a view to mitigating the risks from COVID-19 and
implementing social distancing.
It should further be noted that among the powers vested to local authorities is the
power under emergency conditions to close a sports grounds when matters of safety
give cause for concern.
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Local authorities also have the right of entry to sports grounds that are subject to
safety certification, a right which may need to be factored into any planning.

SG02 10.3 Football in England and Wales

Under the Football Spectators Act 1989, the Sports Grounds Safety Authority (SGSA)
is responsible for overseeing the discharge by local authorities of their safety
certification responsibilities at international, Premier League and EFL football grounds
in England and Wales. The SGSA is also responsible for issuing licences to admit
spectators to those football grounds.
Subject to prior consultation with local authorities, police and building authorities,
the SGSA may direct local authorities to include specific terms and conditions in a
General Safety Certificate in relation to the recommendations in this Supplementary
Guidance.
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In discharging its regulatory functions, the SGSA will routinely undertake inspections
at international, Premier League and EFL football grounds in England and Wales,
including for matches with no spectators present. Such inspections will assess
adherence to conditions in the General Safety Certificate, including those measures
put in place for the implementation of social distancing and COVID-19 protection.
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Glossary

Channel: a division within a circulation route,
stairway or ramp.

Emergency egress time: a determination which,
together with the flow rate and the widths
of emergency exits, is used to calculate the
capacity of the emergency exit system leading
from the viewing accommodation (Zone 2) to a
place of reasonable safety (which will normally
be Zone 3), or to a place of safety (for example
Zone 5), in the event of an emergency.
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Circulation: the free movement of people within
a sports ground.
Competent: a person shall be regarded as
competent in an identified role where he or she
has sufficient training and experience to meet
the national occupational standards relevant to
the tasks within that role. Competency includes
an awareness of the limits of one’s personal
knowledge, skills or experience.
Concourse: a circulation area, covered or
uncovered, that provides direct access to and
from viewing accommodation, via stairways,
ramps, vomitories, or level passageways, and
serves as a milling area for spectators for the
purposes of refreshment and entertainment,
and/or provides access to toilet facilities, and
which may also form part of the ingress and
egress systems of the ground.

Event: any event, whether it relates to sport,
entertainment or any other form of gathering, to
which the public is admitted. An ‘event’ (or ‘event
day’) commences as soon as the first event staff
enter the premises and ends only after the last
event staff have departed.
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Contingency plan: a plan prepared by the
management setting out the action to be taken
in response to incidents occurring at the ground
that might prejudice public safety or disrupt
normal operations.
Control measure: also known as a mitigation
measure, any measure taken, either by the use
of physical means (such as barriers) or human
means (such as stewards) to control the flow of
people in order to address management issues.
Control point: a designated room or area
within the sports ground from which the
safety management structure is controlled
and operated. Also known as an ‘event control’
‘match control’ or ‘stadium control’ room.

Exit: a doorway or other suitable opening giving
access towards a place of safety.
Exit route: a circulation route that offers a route
for spectators from Zone 3 to a place of safety.
Flow rate: the number of persons per metre
width per minute passing through an element of
an ingress, egress or circulation route.
Local authority: as defined by the Safety of
Sports Grounds Act 1975.
Management: person or persons in overall
control of the premises whilst people are
present, exercising this responsibility either in
their own right, for example, as the owner, or by
delegation (of statutory duty).
Medical Co-ordinator: also known as medical
manager, appointed by the management to lead
on operational matters.
Mitigation measure: see control measure
Operations Manual: a manual which sets out
the way a sports ground operates on a daily
basis. It should include but not be limited to
the Stewarding Plan, Medical Plan, planned
preventative maintenance schedule, fire risk
assessment, communications plan, event
day procedures, contingency plans, capacity
calculations, site plans and details of safety
equipment.
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Crowd simulation modelling: also known as
dynamic modelling, a tool using data analysis
and software to investigate how spectators
interact with their physical surrounds, and to
investigate and visualise how their movements
might be affected by their individual or collective
decision making, or by their behaviour.
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Overlay: the temporary installation of products
(seating, tents, cabins, bridges, generators, etc.)
required to stage an event.
(P) factor: the term used for the assessment
of the physical condition of any area that
accommodates spectators.

Spectator accommodation: any area of a ground
or structure in the ground provided for the use
of spectators; including all circulation areas,
concourses and the viewing accommodation.
Sports ground: any place where sports or other
competitive activities take place in the open air
and where accommodation has been provided
for spectators, consisting of artificial structures
or of natural structures artificially modified for
the purpose.
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Personal protective equipment (PPE): all
equipment (including clothing affording
protection against the weather) which is intended
to be worn or held by a person at work which
protects them against one or more risks to their
health and safety.
Radial gangway: a channel for the vertical
passage of spectators through viewing
accommodation, between terrace steps or
seat rows, the design criteria for which may be
different from those pertaining to stairways.
Resilience: a term to describe how effectively
staff members are able to carry out the
management’s safety plans on an event day.

Stairway: that part of a structure which is not a
radial gangway but which comprises of at least
one flight of steps, including the landings at
the head and foot of steps and any landing in
between flights.
Travel distance: the distance that needs to be
travelled by a person from any point within a
sports ground to the nearest place of safety, or
reasonable safety.
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(S) factor: the term used for the assessment
of the safety management of any area that
accommodates spectators.

Safety certificate: a certificate issued by the
local authority under the Safety of Sports
Grounds Act 1975, the Safety of Sports Grounds
(Northern Ireland) Order 2006 or the Fire Safety
and Safety of Places of Sport Act 1987, which
contains such terms and conditions as the local
authority considers necessary or expedient to
secure reasonable safety at the sports ground
when it is in use for the specified activity or
activities.
Social bubble: a group of up to six people from
no more than two households.

Social distancing: also called physical
distancing, means keeping a safe space between
yourself and other people who are not from your
household.

Viewing accommodation: any area of a
ground or structure in the ground provided for
spectators, either seated or standing, to view the
event, also referred to as Zone 2.
Vomitory: an access route built into the gradient
of a stand or terrace which directly links viewing
accommodation to concourses, and/or routes
for ingress, egress or emergency egress.
Zone 2 travel time: the time taken by a spectator
to leave his or her seat or place in the viewing
accommodation (Zone 2) and, under normal
conditions, to enter a free flowing exit system, or,
under emergency conditions, to reach a place of
reasonable safety.
Zone Ex: the external zone (also known as ‘the
last mile’) which lies immediately beyond the
outer perimeter of the sports ground, consisting
of a network of routes or areas, often leading
to transport hubs, and whose management is
considered key to the safe and secure arrival and
departure of spectators.
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Spectator: any individual in attendance at a
sports ground who is not accredited by the
competition organiser to participate in and/or
deliver the competition.
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Website links
UK Government advice
www.gov.uk

Stage One: Return to training guidance
Stage Two: Return to training guidance
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Stage Three: Return to domestic competition guidance

Stage Four: Return to cross border competition guidance

Working safely during coronavirus: restaurants, pubs, bars and takeaway services
Working safely during coronavirus: shops and branches
Working safely in the visitor economy
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Guidance for Restaurants, pubs, bars and takeaway services
Risk assessment for protective security - factors to consider
Fire safety risk assessment: means of escape for disabled people
Food Standards Agency guidance on reopening and adapting your food business during COVID-19
Sports Grounds Safety Authority
www.sgsa.org.uk
Guide to Safety at Sports Grounds (Green Guide)
Annex C: Guidance on colour vision deficiency
Sport without spectators – football specific guidance
Sport without spectators – general sport guidance
Health and Safety Executive
www.hse.gov.uk
Choosing hand sanitisers and surface disinfectants to use during the coronavirus (COVID-19)
outbreak
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Air conditioning and ventilation during the coronavirus outbreak
Other organisations

Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers – Coronavirus, SARS-COV-2, COVID-19 and HVAC
systems
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